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that Judge Keene was involved in this conspiracy. 

• 2 '.When I talk about the conspiracy, I am ju:st 

skaktng about the 'five persons that 'were involved in this 

4  . meeting of December -4:th,-  namely:, 14t,:. Younger and 4r. 

5  " SteliitZl.  410.fir. Bugliosi, 	Caballero and Mr. Caruso. 

So I hope you- did not think I meant Judge 

,geene wad inVolired in a tOnspiracy. 	• 

Now, the -agreement which Vas -entered into on. 

• December 4th, was that Miss Atkins *mid testify truthfully 

a = • at the.  Grand jury:, and alaa that past cooperation would be 

taken'into consideration. 

There 14i testimony that Miss Atkins did in 

fact testify at the Grand. Jury and after she testified 

14  , there was an indictment against all, defendants including 

Miss. Atkins in this case, and 1 believe Mr. Caballero and 

is ' Mr, Caruso. did testify that she did. testify truthfully, 

xx  and right after they testified they did secure the' indict-

is ment against all defendants. - . 

•P‘ 
	 Now, the position of• the District Attorney's 

20 office is that she did not testify 100 percent truthfully., 

Mr. Bugliosi testified that Miss Atkins did 

testify substantially to truth. 

	

23 	 It is up to you to decide whether or not she 

performed her part of the agreement. 

	

25 	
BUGIIOSI: I object, your-  armor, it is a 

as misstatement. 

21 
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TM. COURT: SUsta-ined,. The jury will disregard that 

remark. 

11R,, %INN.: You can draw a fair inference 7- a fair 

inference can be dravo, from the fact that after lass Atkins 

testified' at the 'Grand Jury there vas an indictment against 

all defendants.  including Miss Atkins. 

New, if we are 'going to allow these five person 

who- were at the Meeting of DeCembet 4th, if we allow thew 

now to deny Miss Atkins her life, no .  defendant in a criwina 

-case win ever discuss their case with their attorney.. 

I believe now this is the first title in 

criminal history, in such a big -Case like this,. that an 

attorney 'has sold their client's confession before the 

trial even began. 

I neller heard of it before. 

Now, if we allow this to go ori.,..4o defendant in 

. criminal case will ever relate what actually hapPenest 

to the attorneys. 

Now, the District Attorney is now- seeking the 

death penalty .against Miss Atkins because they say that 

Miss Atkins did not. testify 100' percent truth at the Otand 

Jury. 

let's examine the facts and -see what each 

party received. 

The District Attorney now received a ienefit: 

They acknowledged that Miss Atkins*" statement 

24, 

"26 
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23 

• ?4  

was vita/ in breaking the case. 

it secured an indictment against the defendants 

and they had the benefit of Miss Atkins testifying at the 

Grand Jury, and there was a.so,• testimony .that Miss Atkins 

was removed, believe, three or four tines to various 

areas of the Los At 	area to help the authorities with 

this case. 

Now, Caballero received the benefit of one-half 

of the 40 percent tot being Miss Atkins' literary agent and 

be. also received one-half of 50-percent left from the book 

for a retainer fee. 

Mfr. .Caruso also received one-half. of 40 percent 

for being an agent for Xi-ss Atkins, and Lawrence Schiller 

received 25 percent for selling. Miss Atkins'" story. 

26 
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glk • 
a 

.4, 

s. 

z. 

a 

Now, 'what does that leave Miss Atkine • 

Miss Atkins has a possibility of going to the 

gas chamber. 

/ don't think the State of California should be 

allowed to profit from. this. Wrong. 

Now, the Yaw states that, the jury iris . a penalty, 

phase has an-  absOlute discretion either to- give life or give 

death.. There are no guidelines, there are no guideposts, 

sayfrg that under these circumstances you are supposed to 

give .death, and under these arou*otancaa you are supposed 

to sive life, 

• The absOlUte discretion is upon the jury to-

Afecisle whether the person should Zive or die. 

• IP other words., you can look at a person, and 

you ,c1Otilt like the may his fir is parted, you can give 

him death.; and you can look at another defendant and if you 

like the color of his eyes, you can give hint life.. There 

4re no giiidelines, nb•-guidepatts. You have that absolute • 

Now, just 'because Mr: Zugliosi got up here and -

stated- that there Were -Several U es, seven persons were 

murdered, that, in: itself, does not mean that you have to 

automaticaily cote back with a death verdiet, - 

- The Judge, the Court, will instruct you on that... 

Now, you heard the testimony of /,(1,ss Atkins. 

about -her early childhood,. haw she went to.  church- and went 

18. 

.19,  

21  

• 4 	ga 

.. 23 

24 

• 
25

26
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to, school. 

She testified that at the age of 14 her father 

and mother got ta divorce, and when her mother died, t 

believe Miss Atkins was possibly 15 years old when her 

mother died. 

Miss Atkins started to take -drugs. She left 

home. She went up to San 'Francisco. She was working in a 

bar where she mat two bOys. She started to drink h.eaVtlYa 

and she went up to Oregon with these two men, and got 

involved with the law up there. 

She came back down here to San PranciscO and: 

started, to take LSD; marijuana, and ended up at the Haight-,  

Asbury pistrict in San Zrancisco. 

She I also testified that she met harlie and 

she drove around in a bU's With Mr. Manson, and fiwilly ende 

up at the ,Spahn atnah: 

She also testified that she was taking ,drugs 

very' heavily, LSD, -speed, .marijuaita, and that she was undet 

the .influence of ,LSD the nights of August the ilth And • 

August the 9th. 

• When she go:e4 on the stand, she testified tha 

She stabbed Hinman, and she also testified that she, stabbed 

Sharon Tate.,  

• • She, I believe., under cross,--examination, stated 

that. she felt no remorse.. The psychiatrist testified that 

he did examine Miss Atkins and he was of the opinbn that 

X 

2' 

4 

6 

T 

8. 
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although she didn't manifest remorse, subconsciously she 

2 was remorseful for what she had done. 

Audi' believe a young girl her age is 'trying 

4 to put on a front, showing that she is not remorseful. 

5 I think we can, believe the psychiatrist when he indicated 

6 to us that she is subconsciously, temorsefu14 

7 	 , I think that-you shOuld take that into con- 

sideration. 
9 

10 

11 

12 

'is 

16 - 

16 
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I believe that she to still young. She is 

21 years old. 1 believe that there is still a hope tf 

rehabilitating her. 

NOw, I don't see any usefulness in putting her 

to death'. 

' She may spend the rest of her lige in .prison. 

Maybe some day she - may be rehabilitated to the extent ' 
that .she",may:fitaily realize "what she has 'done vas not 

right. - 

" -.. I believe that she deserves the chauct„ an 

opportunity, so that maybe some day she may be released 

and live the rest f her life out of prison. 

Thank you, 

THE COURT; Ladies and gentlemen, it `appears that 

there is a reasonable probability 'that the arguments Will 

conclude tomorrow. and the jury will be instructed. 

- 	So, I remind you to bring whatever personal 

articles and clothing you. -care to because there appears 

to be a good chance that the jury will be sequestered at 

the close of tomorrow's session. 

' There is also a possibility, of course, that 

it: won't, be. But I. think, to be safe, 'you Should bring 

your personal artUles tomorrow. 

• - 	toot converse with anyone or forme or expreas 

any -opinion regarding penalty until that Issue is filly 

submitted to you. 

' 22 

23 

24 

25 

• 
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16. 

remind you again, do ntit read, look at or 

listen to any news relating to this .case or allow yoUrself 

to be influenced in_ your decision in the case by "anything 

except the .evidence introduced into the trial., and then 

only in accordance with the Court's instructions to you.. 

Do not converse with anyone on any, aspect of , 

your service as a juror in this case until you, are finally 

discharged. 

This admonition includes, of course, conversa-

tions with members of the news media., friends*  relatives,. 

' your families, and any other persons.. 

The court will adjourn until 9:0a o'clock 

tomorrows mOrning. 

DEPENDANT SAWN: (From the lockup)- When are you. 

going to: let me put Oil my defense?' 

Bey, Dad. Are you going to let me put on a 

defense? 

(Whereupon at 4;25 oleic)* p.m. the court 

was in recess..) 
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(The following proctodin,43s were had in the 

chazbera of the court put of the hearing of the.jurY and 

the defendants, all counsel being preseritt) 

TX CbUriTt Al]. -counsel are present. I wanted to run 

through theae invitructions with YOu again 414 let yoU know 

what ch440a I have Made. 

I eliminated 1Q2; that ita the separate 

instruction on statements of Counsell -stipulations and so 

Earth, becauae the stbstance of that. is contained in 1301  

.and'I -mo.do One change in 130 with regard to stipulations 

where it saga„' "You will regard that fact -as being Conclu-

:siVely proVed.” 

I added the WOrdS ".as to the party or parties 

.;:making:the.stipulationstit as we.  have at least one stipulation 

by all patie6‘. 

Arid the neXt:onec.Peoples Special Instruction 

No, itle instruction relating .to the so-Called Agreement 

between Zusan Atkinaand thee -Distriet Attorney, Z changed 

the- wordiug'of one sentence in the Irtiddle of the instruction.. 

The sentence read, .:"Whother or not the agreement 

Was performed is not a question to be determined by the 

BVGLIOSIi How did it read before? 

1-1 • 	2 

2 

5 

6 

7 
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THE OGUIVI'l That is the way it did -ree,4, and Z 

01axiseel trigt-'w02;iding to read, "wiletliGi; Or not the aoppment ,  

watt perforine4 is rot:'.: question which, must be determined int 3' 

the rye tr  

Thezi MaY 4,1.aaider that. The other wordin 

seems to preclude them' trom considering whether or-  not 

it was performed,' - 

2 

10,  

1--8S 

is 

. esti  

:22  

•'2.5  
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15,  
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1,4  

17 

18 

19 

20 " 

21 

22 

Ma. BUGLIOSil The point. is, your Eonora.. if thi-a  

Court feels that this agreement is viable 

'T11% CIOVATI First Of ail, Mr. Bugliosia  don't forget 

the'restof the instruOtion04 The. next sentenoe ova. the 

jury is not bound by any agreement4  .et cetera*  and then the,  

final_ paragraph ey, UI 

You may, howevara  cox siaer the evidence 

pertaining.to the agreement and:all the surrounding; oircum-

Stamm in. arriving at your Verdiat. 

MR, YAJOLX0Sit Right. 

Here ia why I disagree with that language. 

lt that agreement is still viable a, then all the terms of the 

ezreement 

, • 	TEL COUV.el "lt isnn,viableA They are told they are 

xiot'bonnd by it„ it simply tells •them what happened. ;That 

is all the inatructUn tells them, 

MaCiTOSI: The parties to the agreement themseIVea 

sal a  as one of the clauses to th agripment that they and 

Only they wOuld make this determination. 

Ma. UNARM.: 140.. 

NR. BUOLIOpI: Valt ,a while, 

Caballero said this,. 

24 

25 

THt con21. You aro misinterpreting what this Anal- 

Gates, 

at, BUGLICSI: Caballero said tnat. 

B. KANARFAKt That is a matvor of evidence, 

nr. Busliosi. 
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TIM MUM. I ..ala going to giVe it this ytty* I have 

giVen 5 . lot of thbilght, I fe# the other language was 
2 	. 

. tote restrictive in the sense that they seemed to.  he Pre- - 	3 

-4- j . 

t. .01

-tided frnm tonsidering what happened and that; pr tourses . 

'was 'not the :retention at all. 

'6 I 

	

	
BUGLIOST: YOU; do say, I think,' in the original. 

it$ttr404;ori. that they certaittly can consider what happened, 

along With all of the -other evidenee„ in arriving at a Ver-

ditt-t. • But the question whether there was perfOrskanee is 

ritt for the jury to decide. 

In effect, you are saying heres  yes, you can 

12 detide that issue it yon want to., 

.0Q.V2iTi 'What I am telling them is that it is riot i3. 

• 11 a questiOn that must :be determined: 

.16 • 
	 1311GZ,I0Si4 • The igtpli.eation.ia that 'they have 

'16 sight -to do it if they want to. 

- 	COMITI 	right: X have given it a lOt 

19.  

: 	 -And as. x mentioned yesterday, T. have added 

- 	.0Au.xa 	conviCettonl Of leSser included offenses, 'with 

reipect to. -the 'assault matterby 

-That- now read isk 	yOtt aria nOt satisfied beyond 

2,4 
a:reasonable - doubt that.-  a: defendant is guilty Or assault 

26 
with :deadly weapon with .ntenti-to commit zurder, be Inayl  

26 
llowerter s  be found guilty of any lesSer Offense, the 
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26 

27,613 

cotmissimof-which As necessarily'included igthe.offense 

alIegadif the evidende is sufficient to establish his_ -guilt 

of a leaser Offense beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Anti Ttk. have added CALTIC g.02, sufficiency of 

cireutstantia17-evidenceto prove specific intent both as tO 

the assault with intent tb.conott iaurder and the =trete/. 

'instrUctionA. : 

Then tie' last conclUding instruction 10 

modified and now readOl You shall now retire for your 

deliberatient. In order to reach a verdict, all 12 jurais 

must reach a decision'. As soOn as all of you -have agreed 

upon aVerdict„ you 1311411 have IV dated and signed by your' 

iOreman and then returned Pith it to this courtroom, 

a, 4ANAREK: Don't you think that should be in the 

,plural„ your Honor, vverdicte? In other word02  as to each 

defendant'i 

THE COUITT, This is worded the sate as it was in the. 

guilt phase:. I thoucht about it at the time. But they 

didnftSeem tG have any troubl -with it, 	/ didalt change 

it. 

11H, MAMA:: Your- Honor, I would once again -- 

THE 0011HT; Incidentally, there Are 54 verdict forms 

KA4AREK1 54 verdict forms?' 

THE COUP, Yes, 

KANAHEK; I would, once again, yOur Honor, ask 

that the jury be allowed to visit the zcene, 

000015
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. 26 

26. 

Althaqgh I. believe the .defendants hive a' .right 
to, be prezent, i would ask, your Hohopo  that they viait the 
Beene at the. TOU rea4.Conce and the.- La Bianca re3441ence- . 

hemoticn-Is that the5t' be antwed to visit the 
sgeni, first # as I say, 'With the preSenqe of the defendants.. 
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If your,  Honor doesn't deem that your llonor 

withei
i
3Orbinitie then we could aak that they be-  AlIowed 

to visit the scene at night Of each., 'that 	the La bittnea 
a 

residence sand the Tate residence. 

And if your-  Honor doefinit allow that, then we 

would -at least ask that they be allowed -to 	the scene 

of the: Tate resideziee and the La Bianca :residence in the day— 

time without the defendants present., if :yolir.  honor won't 

allow it with. the defendants, althoUgh it is' our position 

that the defendants should be allowed to be present.. 

THE COURT.: 'The motion will be denied. 

14R. DUQLIOSI1 • I have a brief point, your tiOnor„ 

on 'this Dr. Browitts .report* 

The . Court has instrUcteci the jury they cannot 

consider:  it substantiVelY• - 

Of course, Mr.. Fitzgerald has blown up the 

entire report to show to the 'jury.• Dr. Tweed only made' the 

statement that in his 'opiniOn she was six ftering from 

residual mental illness,„ or something like that.: 

That is all he said;. one litt-le line. 

Neil  as a basis for that line he is going to . 

show the entire report tit I rt  .Brown in Mobile, and it is 

„lust abtioull that he i$ -arguing' .it .substantively. 

lie has got it •blown 'Up)  and ,he is going to go  . 
over it line ror ltne,. •: 

I wOuld liak the Court to instruct Mr. atnerald 

'24615 
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not to do this. That report is' tot to he .coneiciered. 

stantiVely. 

In fact, the gourt 

Ta =MT: HOW can I rule on his argument in advance? 

1.1R* FITZGERALD: I don't intend to argue it !auk—

stantively but I thinlg you should be aware that: 

As 1t t•S in evidence' and they can read it 'Wit,. 

lid. I not Only have you to worry' about; 3.tve 

got Fir; Xanarek 'to worr4r about; and Mt, Kanarek oast Mlle 

'aspersions on the validity or- this report, the source of  

the repOrt.„ the internal validity of the report* 

‘•I •ara entitled to answer him .argument, but 

Will not argue 	substaTitively. 

TgE COURT; What tio you mean by the internal va.liditY 

-of the report? That is nOt in isOttev, 

It does not bake ,any.  ditto:pone. whether the 

report is true or false.... It Dr. Tweed relied on it: he. 

relied on it; that ie the Only thing before the Jury. 

1041,'FITZGER,A.1.6.2 But it you read Kr. KanarekIs reStarks, 

Xanarek actually said sOraehody made this report up-. 

I am entitled, to . say3 1 1rObviously, 	it is not a 

madeidup report.° • 

I trans  it iii obviously .based on &eta , That 

1.5 411 I intend to say.. 

won't erg .e with -substantively • I think 1.t t.5 

1 

27,616 
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0 

unfair. 

'You actually singled out a piece of evidence 

and instrUOted the jury about it now four, times, and I ivii.Vent 

done anything. 

31 It. 1311GLIWI; Yes, but We 35,1101, what you are .going to 

do. 

AR, KAY,: I am thinking. about this Dr. Brown s report, 

and Chia actually is kind of 1,10f4ir because the jUry is not 

going to-  have the testimony Of other-  psychiatrists in the 

jury room. 

It is is the transcript. All they Will have is 

Dr. ArOwnls report, the report of one psychiatrist, and it 

is, going to be blown out of all proportion*  They will be 

ableto read this. 

BUGLIOSI: Here is a man that has not testified 

at the trial. The report is dated 1970-1  about a year after 

he examined her., that is the only report they have back 

there. 

I think the prebatile value i-8 rar boweilteled 

by the prejudicial value... 

think fir. rFitzgerald cast argue the testimony 

that came frOm the vatneas stand, but. i would request that 

report not go ba.olg to that j.tiry. room. It was made out a 

year after examination,. 

It is not beim orfired 8iubstaritive40  why . 

shotild' they have in front or them their-  every word? 

14 

16. 

1.7 

18 

19 .  

"20 

,M11••••••...1.1 
" r  
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• 	25. 
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xx 

12;  

i$ 

14 

1 
	I dust dontt see the need for its  Tweed already 

testitiedind.that:Is in the reiord5  teat, he based his 

conclusion on that, report, and the particular'thug UpOn 

which he based it. 

ra. FITZGERALD; 1,1e said he based it On every single 

Sentence; every sinzlo phra$0., 

7 	 Ng, BUGLIDSII Didntt you draw attention to. certain 

8 phrases and clauses 

MR. FITZGERALD; Fir of all, it's received in 

10 eVidende. It at thil,  late date- *jou decide it cannot-be 

received in evidence, I WA denied due procesS* 

I will makea motion to reopen and bring 

Dr, Drown here. 

It wasn't me, it uaa .:az 'Keith and Kanarek who 

started examining on that report. 

mottont I aoree.' 

Taz COURT: YOu are the one who came it to Dr. Tweed. 

XOttUnew'when yOU save it tO hex  Mr. Fitagerald„ -ha: the 

problems would' be. 

16 

18 

19 

20 

121 

22: 

•:29 

25. 

16 
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tML .rITZGERM: If I Aidn't"I would be incompetent, 

if I had a previous psychiatric report and did not give it 

to a psychiatrist, I would be incompetent, 

' THE COURT.: I.  am not. -criticizing you. I :am just 

saying you knew as well . as the rest: a us when you gave 

him that report it was going to create an issue at the. 

R. PITZOERALD,:. Not necessarily', not nece4sarily 

not necessarily • 

Nad 'l presented him with the testimony of 

Patricia krenvinkels  I did not anticipate that there -would 

any trial problem or the testimony of .her parents — 

THE COURT: When I say a :problem, I wean you 'knew 

whoever toss-examined the doctor is gang to went to know 

What !le based his opinion on:, and sooner or later it was 

going to come out that hs had-this report and relied in 

'whole or in part on. it. 	• 

1tTZGERALD If they'vere foOlith enough to do 

that, they've got to suffer the consequences for- ;it, and 

-gave lir. Bugliosi a copy of the report. 

Bugliosi did not..nced 	go into-it. 

N. -131.10110SI: 	t 	lit nt hearsay. 	- 
MR.i..,FITZGERAlini It is too-  late, I.tgra.,40r-is 

-hearsay of course, 

THE COURT,: Mr., Bugliosi has -suggested it not gc  

into the jury room, 	tat is your thinking .on Vitt? 

34-4 

'2 
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ftrIMEWilzkt It hes been received .into evidence.; 

-it is extreMely inportantl  your lionor„. it is terribly 

• . 
• • TRE COURT: Why, is it important:7 

FlIZGER4D: The :credibility of. the doctor has •• 

been *leached and AttaCked not only:  by the proseentiow bat 

y person 'who has a conflicting interest. 

All rights 	-doctor's-  op ion as to 

her .present-merits.i state., it hinges in. large part upon • 

4;0 '•-tepOrt of Dr* •, Bre ;thitt :be took into consideration. 

,ThrOugh.oUt 'his te.atiinony he refers -to the fact that shit 

was actively halincinatium she :was: -actually in the throes 

of. delusions.: 

-I will agree:v.' will stipulate: it -canna' -g0 - 

back. into .eitidence„, if y.ou-gilie me a continuance until 

onday.'and'let me bring Dr. Brown here from Mobile., 4abasta, 

to testify substantively. 
 

That is better. for all parties, the proaecution 

Would bel able to cross-exAmine, bin.. These lawyers would be 

4 

5 

10 

 

'1 : 

 

20 

• - 

25: 

•g• 

able to cross-exaraine him at. engt r.  

Ilia- testimony would be 'substantive, no problem 

-about- tae- jug  being mined,, 'not that there is a real 

problem -.about the jury being misled. 

*-COURTt. i lrlon!'t. think is -either.* 

lR. VITSGgRAD:- Because they have been inatrdettif 

f45nr• times about the va#dity of-Dr y Brown,* report-. 
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BUGLIOS-Z: You. blow up the report, the report 

goes,:back-  to- -the jury room, here is- Dr. Brow, all hearsay* 

the. prosecution never hada chance to Cross-examine Br-own.. 

MR. PITZGEBALUI You couid have brought BZOTo. here. 

THE 'COURT:, I don't-  see this to any different from 

any other- instrootion given the jury to disregard. something-

or to -consider it for a limited purpose. 

BUGLIOS.I; Like 	y said, the other report 

from-  the pSychiatrist, gochman, and all of . them, they are 

not •going into the jury room, and these-men were on the 

Witness stand. - 

-Uere, Brown .didn4 t even open himself up to-

CrOssa.eltaidnation -and tag whole -repOrt goes back there. 

THE COURT: Yes; but with - ati instruction to disregard 

it for sdbatentive purposes,. 
- „ 

.14R.. -RAOUL: As I say, lawsuits sometimes make 

-strange besifellows-. 

X hive to egret with sr,. Bugliooil. and this is 

'what I sts SaYlng. 

- 1-ask that that report not go back; X say in: 

connection with that report, when tsay 1 agree with, Mr.. 

"l. make a motion that the report not go back, it 

be withdrawn from evidence, and I Point oat to, the  Couri• 

this: 

14r. Bugliosi brought up — interjected--this 

entire Subject matter 'when for reasons of trial strategy 
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'he brought up about 14r,. Manson influencing Patricia 

Xrenvinkel. 

That to the, reason that this came up. 

Nowt  at this stage of the proceedings I have 

no, alternative,. and I agree with 14r.. Bugliosii  and I. make 

the motion +,-- 

Ta cam: PersOnally1 think we are wasting time. 

Patricia Krenwinkei -testified. She testified 

of her interview with. Dr. Brown. The jury is thoraughly 

instructed as to how they can treat:  the report. 

I think 

141t4, 'KAMM: But your Honor, would not allow me to -

argue substantively oft the report; 

THE COURT: Itmes 

KR. 1(ANARBICT.. Then t make a motion., your Honor, that 

we be alioled to ague substantiVely in connection with the. 

report, and I make a motion,. if your Honor does not grant 

that, A, make a raotion,for a mistrial because of the 

prejudicial effect of this report --as. .far as Mr. :Manson is 

-obncerinedi 

- 	lecansi that jury,, that jury is,  not going to 

sake this distinction even though we exhort and even 

though we give them this instruction, the distinctiOn 

between substance and. the fact that-- 

. 	THE COURT.: 	right,. I have heard your  Mr, Kantirek.., 

The motion is denied. 

27,622 
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MR. ViNAREK: May I have A ruUng on my motions? 

THE COURT,: Denied,. 

KANAUK: I make a Isotion, fora mistrial then. 

THE MAT: Denied,. Lees proceed. 
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tollowing proceedings occur in open 'court. 

AU :jurors and counsel present,. AU de-fendants except 

Nri'llanson present.) 

VT:. COURT.: All of the defendants are present except 

i‘lanson. AU -counsel and all 411,rora are present-. 

You may proceed, gentlemen, 

11R, 	Thank you, your Rotor. • 

may the -Court please, learned counsel, ladies 

and gentlemen of tho.4ury: * 

Ladies'and:gentlimenx  Leslie must live. She has 

tot to- live, ladieSr  and gentlemen,  I feel se strongly about 

this that I carpet -want to insist upon it of you, to demand. 

or 7ou that. you $4urn. 'verdict of 11.!ffe for Leslie. 

.But I cannot. I can only as you.. Arid I fear 

there 4.re., no ,at eciuste • wOrds to express lily 'feeling, . but I 

.do what ;1: can.. 4114 it its .difficAt for Me* 

One thing that perhaps makes it more difficult 

than it should be is that you were told by. Mr,Buglios.i in 

hits- Address to you. that the eyes. of the World, are on you. 

1 trust -that this was not. sub-tie attempt on 

his part to intimidate you to maim you feel that if you dont 

return the verdict that. he as.s, that the world will soMehOW' 

shun you, that your friends and .neighbOrs, that society in 

general,: will deM 4° you, will show you. disrespect. 

You are individuals., ladies and gentlemen. 

You have strength. You have courage, Donit let. yourself be 

19' 
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intiuith,tted in any way by what -you thix the uninformed 

populace want a. a don't knew whatthe world- wants. 

I (ion,t know what .4,4". 43ugl-ioai meant when he 

- said the eye4.. gr the world are upon yOu. 

I think you have stre.116thl  and. 1)s:now yott 

ave each tit 14 ;dour incii,Vidual and your coura;,;eous judgment 

in this z.10at r.,erlous and aszezome responsibility that any of 

you probably 134ve-  uv,.13.4  undertaton. 

T.Out dontt let yourself* .believe that unless you 

do 'what the prosecutica asks you to dos  that you are deips. 

something. that tb world 1.7.4nt,s. 

;:s are have. to 4ccomplish justice. 	can only 

be aocomPliatic1-1  'atm You* Yourze1vQ0,...0:ye u your individual 

opinlons, Give 48 your strenttbs  your p.UrpoSc.tulnesS. 

Donft be rityayed by uhat you 	:Tour friendss 

y-oUr no4.Ehborzt  your cozmunity r4cht 	This /f0u14.1 be 

a diaaSter4, it .74.04.14 b catastrophiOs  and it would be 

unfalr. 

':ow ,x 	and ct4It?..ar.-A‘..n,,, I am .alwaya when I 

find. myself 	phatle of lionr.2.14.  trial -- and I 

have bt,wn here before — I am alv4yo somewhat aghast .because 

-everyone elpe in the iterld io in  -so;ne Way trying to better 

llost hu.L.,̀4-n endeavor i devoted to preaerVing 

td lenstheninz: i.t, to beautityinz, it*  it you, will, to making 

this world *a better' place 'to live in. 

121.1E COURT: Czcuso r4 just a moment. 

:1 ,  
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22 

23 
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(The Court and eierk Confer.) 

TUE COURT: Go ahead.: 

MR, HERE: Thank you. 

Doctorso  teacher0, scientists, farmers, 

industrialists, werker4, Guess even lawyers. Yet here we 

are, 14c1 .os and gentlemen; in the sele4nity of this courtroom 

and yoU have been asked to take life. 

: 

15 

18. 

19 
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Sometimes it makes me a. little sick at heart 

to think that we have to be here at ail. But maybe --

Maybe -- ladies and gentlemen and I ask you again, maybe 

you will give life. 

I am' going to -ask you. over and over ageiw to 

27,627 

:25.  

• 4a4 
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12 

31 1  

18. 

10' 

.20 

4 

;22 

23, 

24' 

26 

give :life to. Leslie.- Don't take it. 

Now,, the contention. may be made that Les3 .e  

certainly didult try to benefit humanity, didn't try to 

:beautify,. -didn't try tO• lenthen. life by taking it life or 

aisiSting in .taking the life' of:RoseMary La Bianca.. 

But. ladies and gentlemen, are we not more 

-humane? Are we 'tot understanding? Are we not more 

. reasonable? Are we not, fairer than this little girl was? 

You know what sh•e is like,. And if you do  et. 

now,. yon: will at the close of my address., ' 

Bugiiost proclaimed that not -only Leslie 

but all of the defendants deserve to die by reason of the 

savaged of the killing., 

Ladies and :gentlemen, •what killing isn't 

-savage?- 

If you administer poison to someone, -although 

there is no blood, aren't' they just es ,dead? 

If you kill somebody in the course of a 

-robbery-,• even though accidentally,. aren't they just as 

dead? • 

If one's paramour is killed, isn't that person. 
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Just at dead? 

Should your -decision, ladies and gentlemen,. 

be measured by the quantity of blood in th.ia case? 

Don't be inflamed 'because of lots of blood. 

:I suggest to• you that this is., in a sense, %material; 

and in another sense it is not itnuaterial, and I will address 

myself to that in title.. 	• 

But an example. Shoutd someone who has. 

- 00ther person with a hatpin into the heart *- probably no 

blood at 411 externally 	'should that person be given, 

greater sympathy, greater Ien.iency, than 

9r should not the very savagery, if you:. want 

to put it that way, of these -deeds, the very quantity of 

blood. letting, be a mitigating factor?.  

- Should not the very senselessneaS of these 

mitdeeeds 'be a mitigating, factor? 

Does it not.  indicate- to you., ladies and gentie 

men; the . terrible irrationality a these homicides? Doss • 

not-  the very 'insanity of these homici_des„ ipso facto, with 

nothing' else', show that the. perpetrators themselves omit 

be .tiose to insanity? 

It doesn't take a doctor,. a psychlAtrisitTif 

really, to lead us is -thiA..-COxidiusion, ladies and sentlegtezt. 

it stands before you graphiCally in the pictuos that you. 

have seen. It is. illustrated to you, more than any words, 

how maz$, how insane these young 	must have been .1.- and 

4a-2 	1 

• .4, 
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I 	aabmit to you, still are. 
The repetitiousness, the repetition, the 

overkill; does this lead us to the inescapable conclusion 

taat this is the work of deranged and sick minds? 

Do we put to death the sick and the halt? Do we, 

in our enlightened society of today kill those of us whose 

brains are either crushed cr diseased or both, regardless of 

what they have done? Ur do we not try to help them, try to 

study them, try to find out way, try to treat them0. give 

them therapy, try to rehabilitate them, restore them to use-

fulness? 

This is what we do, ladies and gentlemen. This 

is what we should do. This is what you should do, I should 

do, all of us should do. Not destroy them -- not destroy 

them -- ladies and gentlemen. 

Mr. Bugliosi saicl the defendants are mutations. 

Like a science fiction monster. 

Look up mutation, the definition of mutation, 

in the dictionary. I looked it up. 

It is defined In esters as a change or 

alteration in form or qualities, a variation due to changes 

within chromosomes or genes. 

will buy that. 

Under that definition, you might well consider 

Leslie a mutation. Yes, you might. Because she has changed 

and she has changed terribly. She has altered. 

But ladies and gentlemen, let me tell you this. 

41)-1 	1 

2 

2 
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She can come back again, and she will come back again. 

r. Bugliosi read to you at the close of his 

argument on the guilt phase the roll call of the dead. Let 

me read to you now, ladies and gentlemen, the roll call of 

the living dead: Leslie, Sadie, Katie, Squeaky, Brenda, 

Ouish, Sandy, Kathy, Gypsy, Tex, Clem, Mary Brunner, Snake, 

and no doubt many more. 

You have seen many of them, if not all of these 

girls. You have seen Clem, you have seen Tex. 

These lives, the lives of these young girls in 

particular, have been so dama7ed that it is possible, in 

some cases, their destruction is beyond repair. I hope not, 

but it is possible. 

Why did it happen? What fearful, frightening 

forces interacted to produce eight deaths, eight senseless, 

eight insane killings? What forces produced these tragedies 

What terrible thing, what terrible storm came down to tear 

up and blight the lives of not only these three girls here 

but all of the girls who lived at the Spahn Ranch and in 

the desert? 
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- I think we- know, ladies and gentlemen. Yon b.ave 

-insight, I think you know.. 

You might we rider why we put some ,of the girls 

Of -the ranch on the.witness stand,. Squeaky, Brenda, Sandra, 

YPSY., 

Do ytru think it was .rust to tell phi, about--" 

life and times at the SPahn Ranch and in the desert? 

= - You ate not natve. The jagnificance to their 

testimony lira, 'ladies and gentlemen,„-.in-what they did not 

says 

• You were told by the girls of an idyllic 

ewistence where everyone loved everyone and everyone was 

taught to love- theniseivet,, aridr-whereiiveryone shared- 
- 

everything with each -Other, where there were no rules,. -no• 

regulations, -complete freedom, no xeatraints. 

Everyone lived as- they pleased. It wits abso,lute: 

But there- was -no,  government, no, .org-anizational 

structure., no order. :-- 

Nov, this sounda like an anarchy., doesn't it? 

Well, it is. 'That 'is what Wits described to you, 

an anarchy. 

Hiatorically we know,, ladies and gentlemen, that 

anarchies- are very short lived, Simply because people in. 

group cat nOt survive without a governments  withOut- 

organization. 

5.4 

6. 

12: 
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Anarchies have been tried before in history and 

the leaders always rise to the top and take over either 

benevolently or dictatorially, as the case may be. 

Now, the group living. at the Spahn Ranch. was 

its own community, its owei little society, a microcosm, 

because .of its integratiOti, and because of its isolation. 

As the doctors .told you, it was a subculture-, 

It survived, as I understand it,, for approximately two years4 

.mayber.:tabre',„ 

. 

is 

19• 

20 

.2i 

22 

23.  

24.  

25' 

It survived because it4/ao a' very cohesive group„ 

a very solid group, and it .  survive.d for one reason, although 

this was Tipt said,. it must be the case 'otherwise the 

Fatally, 'as it has been called, would tot have tasted, they 

would have disintegrated. But it didn't. This means, and 

this- w 'know because ot.  our 'Understanding of .history, that 

theiirls Who testified here and were part of that culture, 

ould tot .have told us the Whole story at the Spahr( Ranch. 

There must have been a leader. There had to be; 

there Must have been a government; there must have been 

organizattion. 

Why didret they tell tit{ the whole story/ 

there some pervasive, frightening influence that has 

permeated-what is left of. the six minds of these witnesses 

that you saw here!  already eaten. away by the chronic -Ube 

of LSD and other mind*changing drugs,- 

. 	Look at teak, look at her. 14 or 15 when she- 

3. 

12 

:13 

- 	14, 
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• 1U 

started on drugs. . 

Already a disturbed 'personality, schizo-I-di as 

Pr. 006hmini. pad' us. 

I'm not quite sure which came first., the 

disturbed personality or the drug which created the • 

disturbed personality. That,  is not too important. What 

it Important is her ttady acceptance of itl  her continued 

chronic use of it, 

The more she Used it •the more disturbed her 

.perSonality became. It4 s a snowball effect. 

The Inore . her -easy acceptance of the -drug, tsp., 

the more .any underlying personality problems she may. have 

-had *ere intensified,: and it keeps-mitering her mind* 

So, ladies and gentlemen, by- the time Leg 

arrives at the Spahn Ranch her. mind, I suggest to your,. 

was a- vacuum, a vacuum for the intrusion of the devil. 

She was vulnerable, malleable, suggestible, 

'impress.i-onable without any goals any-  moreo  .living for today, 

living for good times. 

- She took nothing seriously. 

Ladies and gentlemen, she was cannon 'fodder; 

she was not prepared for 'what was going to happen to-  her. 

She' bad' nib chance:. 

wonder if any of us would have had any chance*  

but 'particularly Leslie,. 'she was only 11 or 18 at the -t4me. 

am not telling you  -- I am not telling you 

12',  
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that Les lie was, an angi 'when she ,started 'taking drugs'. 

-Sogiet4ng.,was the matter4- 

But we know this*  we. _know the effect -on her. 

We know the effect of chronic drug use on this -adoleticent 

girt. 

In one word*  it'vas devastating. You know Lt 
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Why. 1.1eslie found it necessary in the first 

place to este' into the Vetherland of the -drug culture-, 

perhaps, -we will neVez 1;:nOW with absolute precision. we 

have some insight. 

'now her choice of boy. 'friends perhaps leaves 

50e-thins to be desired: Bobby teltets  Bobby Beausoleil. 

Thje is a tragedy in itself. But Leslie was 

drawn to. these peoples  and this is. Leslie. 

And we should not find it at all difficult to. 

00neludes  ladies and gentlemen. that Leslie and other iris 

like he.rs  'the. gas here in this. -court)  Stopped their mental, 

Sind .emotional growth through the heavy we o drugs.. 

This is what LSD does. We know .this. ,Nobody 

disP4tes it.. It destroys your values; it destroys your 

goals,*  solid goals., goals that yOu and I See*  

YOU. have no values left; you have no,  ges,14, 
This -is the terror or the :drug.. 

I suggest to yoUs  ladies and gerxtleraens  that not. 

only was Leslie's mental: and 'emotional growth stopped it 

regressed.. The clock is turned back and 'you see before you 

now a- little child to whoM nOth4ig is very serious any 

mores  and 'she lives fror today, not yesterday or tomorrow, 

but. today-s;. 1:ike a little .childs  with the heart-rending 

differences,, Leslie pm.  a Sadie iihd Xatp3,. they are not 

chrOnoTogicealy 	chil-dren. any more.. They are nOt 
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a at the Spahn. Ranch., ladies ,and gentleMen3, then e 

Was none dr the restrainis and•dis4plim*e itiposed on a 

:Child:by its parent0. 

rAlk th0 contrary-1  d1l reiltrAints were removed, . 

.. not only by the drugs themselves but by the very notif.of 

4 14110 at the Spahn Laneh and in the desert, 

• 
	7 	 „Leslie was „free to do as ..she pleased, She, was 

" 	a mlie— she was in a 4trOi-e-4f,, in a, group that 

'9: -  encouraged pretense, magical mystery toutts,„- instead 'of 

. 10 faei-x: reality. 

it 	 1;hat chance did she have?' ghat do you, ,expect, • 

Ap 3adtes a3ad. gentIemen2 Something_ terrible was boundto- 

- is happen to Leslie. She was a natural fOr 	She WAS 

• • 	. efferVeseent, vibrant, always getting into thins. 

- ik : 	 A little Child; ,her thouglIt• content, her 

fe -  -discipline, her sense of rightness and Wrongness. 

17 	 wonder if zhe haz an emotional age noir Ot 

even tom, 'ears 024, 

'Yet, lades end centXemon, think about this: If 

she -were thronologieally 	she would not be eligible for 

the.death penalty. 

she was 19 	19 ehrOnologioally when this 

happened. .Naybe she wad 	frightening to realize 000.1••• 

frichtening to realize how young She -really was, how' 

itmature the re i y. was, how emotionally 'disturbed she 

really was, 

8- 
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I (Watt think she was even 101 

.pr. Hochman told you that we all 	we 411 

. make our owa.decisionsk that Lealie made her Own choice. 

I suppese the is a valid observation, lades 

.and gentlemen, but :toot. who is .711 n the decision., -loca! 

Aminales0 Child, deceived:lute believing -that lite at. the 

Spahn Ranch waa beautiful,. and to her it waS. 

But she iias being used, used., Iadiet and 

gentlemeniviciou04 441' and malevolently so„ a saerifieiel 

lamb,. ladies and gentlemen, no adjective is really adequate 

to deSeribe the horror.ot'it„ tiro ineomprehensibility of 

but it happened.: 

shiould.make,us'weep to view the virtual 

destruction of a lovely youn zirl before your eyes4 

Zilling her is the. last thing we should want to- 

, do, I -would like is i to 	o sympaihy for her, it Would 

be aloe. But tr yoU.don Ft, plea;O understand her. • 

Lot's bry to -1194-Legaiti„ not kill her,. The 

total. evil and hate camouflage this total love. Vengeance 

- described as social INUStiee; arroaanee masquerading as 

benevolence; tat .1 .14:morality febbqd orr as total freedom, 

- What ch4nc M did. Loolie have? 

As pr, Hoek mat toloy-Ou, her search ended at the 

SPahm:Ranobt.. Her search for what she wants- and what She 

'was looking for ended there. 

I am Sure she truly believed that she tound love 
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44.4. understanding and. ,freedom there, but we know what she 

actually: found. She• might_ as 'Well have fallen in a swamp 

tilled with. alligators.. 

This is what she actually ,found. We know this.: 

She was taken in. -She was totally incapable of under-A 

standing what. was happening to her. 

Xes o  she made a .dedision. .Some kind: Ot 

decialoul 

She alienated herself from society, and was 

'alienated against,  society, aceoiding to the doctors. 

But how Could, she, by then a little 

child,. withstand the pressures 'that were thrust upon heft? 

ways  There were no contradictory influences or tOrcee. 

none. Ti s was a• culture that had dropped out. 	et its 

members had dropped :oat., it Was. isolated. 

Iow' could she be influenced to lead a nOrmal • 

good licfet, 

o.  when the ultiAate horror came about,., whom are 

we dead with ladies and •4entlemen? Whom are we 	• 

talking about., a hard-bitten professiOnal killer, a. =utter? 

We are talking about a little girl, and'ia very sicic.little 

..girl at that. 

Do we kill Little ehildren,, ladies and zentlemen, 

no ratter hew abnormal they. may be? YOu have been told in 

.p0y.thiatrie tem that -her personality structure is :Wit 

and has been for many, Irani year severely disordered; 

 

- 22  
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In our lay terms -I, Submit to you ladies and 

gentlemen that-her personality' structure has ben systemati-

cally 4estroyed. You can sec it,,.and X think you can, under-. 

staid 

lir. Jhlg11.<033. alluded to..her testimony along: with 

• the other uitnesseg - as shemetul and dissracerUl. 

I don't think Dlr. Buslioka really down deep. 

means t at. '1 think he knows better`. 

1•  

.4 
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64 
i 
	 - I think he kiwis better.. He' understands, I 

know he understands, because her testimony is understandable, 

.when we 'take into -account, when we tea:Wider the frightening, . 

4• • 
Atabolic juxtapo.sition of -circumstandes that -persist to this l• 

t., - -day, that- has pervaded this -courtroom, 

-s- 
	 Mr. BuglioSi knows this: He knows it.: 

He doesn't ay it to you. ta- -doesn't want to 

even intimate any. eXpregS1:011 of sympathy towards: 

13110LIOSX: Y.Onr Honor, I object.. Re is implying 

IQ 
 .to the jury that i est ay4teh:etiC fairtaVaS Leslie Van Houten. 

• 'There is no evidence -of.  this from -which he can 

draw that inference, 

X.EXTat X didnit say that,. 

He is drawing- an inference and there 

Is no evidence to draw an inference. He is drawing an 

. 16' • 
inference in a vacuum, 

1- 
	 Re is drawing a strong -inference, your Honor, - 

18 and I object to it, 	- 

In coORV Con."*Ugiel 	Ktid.i. 

20 
	 147k. KEITH: Thank you,  your- Ronor. 

so, Rr,. AtigliOsi knows what has been going- on. 

22 'Leslie's testimony was notitiameful, it was not disgraceful, 

23 1 

 
beCause- it came from the lips of n very frightened-and a 

24 
-very. Pathetic little girt.' 

Try to understand, please,. ladies and gentlemen... 

26 
	1.3ugliosi does. 
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23 

Of course lteslie .showt no temorse, Of course 

she .ShOwit net:pangs of .,conicience.-  Net present psyche won't 
. • 

1:et het. .Her feelings., her beliefs that she was brought up 

with, have been shaped, blunted and crushed by drugs)  by 

the Spahn Ranch)  and by the people there. How can she show 

remorse? 

She says "What is done is done and I can't 

• undo it," ‘"Why,  should I feel badly?" "One should never 

feel.badly,about what is post." "Live for today, the 

moment;.' to'tegrets fOt _what has gone by." "Sorry it just 

a five-letter -word." 

An infantile philosophy? Of coarse it is. But 

you are talking about someone who is little more than an 

infant. 

She has been -conditioned like a soldier 

battle. Soldiers, sailors)  fliers Who kilx are conditioned 

to -du. "soy They :intend tO do. what they 40 and they ,dor _it. 

'They dont show remorse. pliers who drop booths and 'kill 

hundreds and 'hundreds .of people seldom)  if ever, show 

reMotse. 

There are many reasons- 'One-  is-the depersonali 

Lion of the enemy, just as LSD depersonalizes people, turns 

them into objects. 

Sometimes it is exciting, there is a -thrill 

.about it..  

It is very similar, a very similar exps  et-bane* to 
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.64,3 • 	what happened in this case. 

. 	1 know what I am ta1king about. I have done it. 

4i have BO remorse.,  This is what happened to her. you know 

it. I ,know it, Mr. Buglima; knows it. 

.6 

6a fit. 4  

t 

• 271641.: 

.7 
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.6a-1, `This isn't the rea4 Leslie that you see before 

you in this court. This is a caricature of that homecoming 

ptincess sevqn or eight years .ago, a pathetic, forlorn 

4 caricature, and probably one very much_ afraid. 

Oh, I am not saying that Leslie isn't partly to- 

blaMe* 	can't say that in. good conscience,. 

I ,don4 t really know -what happened, but nObody 

forced her to drop. that first acid pill ,at the point of 

'But Mee she got started .and "tote she accepted it, 

14 she was :gone. 

As we know„.the drug's effect is intensified in 

12 adolescents and young, people, and people with underlying 

13 emotional problems. So, LSD, in her, took hold much faster 

 

 

Di. and with  far more intensity than it would if we tried it, 

'She didn't -want to- stop,. .and a must say that 

1.6 she is Oa-ray to blame for thia, ,  but then it got out.  of 

-control,. :and I submit to you, ladies and:gentietheni. She -WS* 

:ptiwetleSs to stop.‘  

as 	- • 	And there va.s.  nobody to help her. Her parents 

20 didn't know.. And what did those that did know do? They 

fostered 	they fosterell,,,ladits and gentlemen -- they 

•ss.: ..entoitraged„ because she igazi.in that type of society, her 

23 heavy use and dependency 04 the4zug. 

14' 	 I understand that. LSD is not addictive, but one 

:0 can become 4opextdent, psychologically -dependent, And this 
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'Ott, :I am not trying tt Say, ladies and 

gentlemen, that some• of the tame. for this should not be 

attached to Leslie., because she started herself, apparently, 

on this downhill path.. • But when she, most needed help*  just 

the contra rY :happened; 'When it got out. of control, .nobody 

was :there*, 

. 	irbis Is what is so frightening about this case. 

there was no one she. could turn,  to. 

she -didn't want to turn to anybody,' that is 

true. to perhaps the phrase '" there Was no one to- turn to° 

is erroneous in a serum. 13ut there was no opportunity for 

her. tone., . Nothing. 

I don't want any' Of you, to think 	and you 

might think by thk: viay I have just been talk-b-kz .-- that I 

don't like. Leslie. 

To the contrary, my heart goes out to her* 

am very), very fond of Leslie, and I. flecry„ I. am sick about 

what has happened. I am bitter.: l am very bitter ,over 

some -of the things that have happened in this courtroom. 

And if you were .at all perceptive, ladies and. .. 

gentlemen rand I know you. an are 	I think you knOw• what - 

I mean.., i think you know what,  I am talking about. 

Vila courtroom, to use one of Mr. IrkanareVa 

expressions, 'is something like an iceberg, and underneath the 

surface.t  I suspect,. ladies, and gentlemen, there are forces 

that loom as. large as the submerged portion of that iceberg, 

s. 

4 
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27 644 
alt 	ogy that 	zu ak has loud, 

I hate 'it because Leslie*, ray client„ has been 

hurt by 1.t. -  Batt the roe is so strong, so powerful, so 

t.errifyingi that I am.powerleSs,. am.iJowerlessi, 

And the evil Z am taikinc shoat, ladies and 

gentemen,. is not in Xeslie4 It is not in Leslie., piw is 

the victim Of it. She iS• a true 	Just as the • 

a. Biincas were. And in her Mental. state she io Powerless 

to •oVercole it, 'to cast 	aside.. the is like a rag doll 

.now-, ladies and.  fGentlerien, 

-She r.eally needs help no and. I ask yOu to, $i ye' 

It to her, 

I have used the analoc;y of war. For Leslie the 

mar isover, except she won't go home, She 414 not survive 

her war. 

Why kill her,, ladies and gehtleg*At It has 

already been done, 

But .Maybe, last maybe; here is a spark left 

somewhere - down deek.:  

lei hor-uncOnSeiouS mind,: if we can use a. 

psychiatric term, with intensive help, with. intensive 

treatmento' her :soul,. her soUl, whatever is left of it, can: 

be nurtured- and will grow, and some day in. the tutUre she 

will live again, it you give her the chance... 

o you.:Went...iii kill is0Mobedy, ladies and . 

geAtlemen2 Do you Igant .  to kill someone who some day my be 

-a uSeta, responsible person, as she wall 

6b-1 

• 
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,• 
	 Do 7-au: went to kill Someone, ladies and. gentlemen 

Vac,  had. the eMotionsix  the thought Corktent, the social Values 

Or a 	 :whose. 80'41 has 'withere-01 Or do you want 

to -give her -the ehanoe to live again? 	- 

This- 10 what she is entitled. to... 

6 
	 Death for Leslie, ladies and gentlemen)  will 

.deprive all Of :us of a very fascinating:lovely- girl, not a 

zoOnster. 

A mutation, in the-  dictionary tense, yea, bectuse 

• Phe has 'changed and thanaed terribly. But yokt are killiTag-

,Ste shouldnit he killed. Ole should be obServed, 

• studied, examined,, treated. Not murdered., 

X know she killed somebody And if it could 

bring rim La, Bianca back to life. by killing Leslie, 

then her death might, have some validAtz, 

But Dirs. La Bianca will not be brought back by 

Lealiels death. Two wrongs, IadieS and gentlemen., are not 

zoing tO make a right.. 

The death-  penalty for Leslie-  has no-  validity 

-in this ease. It is barbaric,. atavistic; it makes murderers 

out .Of 	and I tildlude myself,. because it Leslie'-a . 

penalty 	death„ X will have failed hert  l will have failed .• 

her miserably„ and X will have Contributed to her death; 	• 
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. If you kill. Leslie, ladies and gentlemen,, you* 

only purposef. your -oniy purpose, will be to -•eiract the 

ultimate retribution* 

.Retribution means puniihment* Punishment, in  

Our 000-lietYof today, is reserved only in a small place of 

modern peufgogy. The primary theme of pent logy today is. 

rehitbil.itatic n. a know this. Isolation and rehabilitation. 

Obviously, the -death. penalty denies the victim 

tbereqE the opportunity to be rehabilitated. And therefore,. 

the death •penalty in this case is anachronistic. In. Leslie 

case inpartitular, becat*se of •her youth, -because of her.  

esixotiouil -age., It 1siseclieval.t. 

Kr, Eugitosi tells you that if the -death penalty 

is not appropriate in this case it would never be appropriate* 

Nell, .1 Wonder if it ever is appropriate.? 

Igartitultirly in this case. 

What does it. do to- us? It makes killers out of 

us all, -out of responsible Citizens. It isakes -us play at 

being. God.  

This is not fOr us* What social benefit., what 

benefit tot any of us„, to Society it large,. can be -der.ived 

frosi Leilieti' death? • 

• 

Whin); abaut it,, li(dies and gentlemen. Row will' 

24 our lives be better by doing this awful thiUgs  puttitis a  
it- little girl to death? 

:26 	 Isn't this what We .try to- do in our lives, to., — 
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6 - As I aid at the outset, our whole lives are 

devoted Ln one way or . anothet*  regardless- a what 

to preserving life, to bettering. it, to•malcing us hAPPY.. Tag. 

help -ourzelvei and to hap others? 

2 	 the only thing we can accomplish by killing 

these de en4ents is to ;demean ourselves, We are not • 
4 structured to "kill., This isn't in -our thought processes, 

our' thought content-, 
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What benefit can we accomplish by kill :1 

Leslie? Think about it! There is none. You cannot 

reaeh any other answer. 

g,7 killing. her we don't giVe her a chance s  

. 11e don't-t .  give our society a very rare opPortunity, and this 

is not "4 very emotional t4.ought x but it is a very purposeful),  

reasonable conclusion. 

I:0 have, been given a Very rare opportunity for 

dOetOrs and,,przychiatritts to study these, girls so this wOnet 

happen azaina. to find out the answers, 

his is what we need to know. Yet, by killing 

Leslto we will' be .depriVed.of the very real benefits of such 

sturfy, and it should be itadel' it should be done, 

PsychiatriXts hzve been herea, they testified 
. 	• 

and they. have offered you Very perceptive explanations for 

siie a complicity,. 

But I really don't thinkt, ladies and.  gentlemen, 

that the 'whole truth will be known until long after these 

defendants are separated from,  each Other., 

Ties exiat now, aid don't you not belieVe 

ties- exist now that .pailitate against uS knowing all the 

answers but they.  should, be known. 

- Psychiatry tells us that Leslie could have said 

no if she had wanted to, She bad that bare, naked power. 

Tice question is„. ladies and, gentlemeno  why -did 

she say yes? 
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The psychiat-rie answer lies no doubt in multi-

tude of complex and ipteracting forces. Uut I think we 

have. a pretty, good idea. why she said yes:. 

I think we..can say with Moral certainty that 

everything good and fine and Solid inLeslie has been 

systematidaily destroyed. Her power :to Say no, I say to 

you„ ladies and gentlemen, was diminished to virtually 

iyiesapacity. 

11/41c t  ladies and gentlemen, '. .was not a very 

frequent word, was it, at the Spahn Ranch? Whoever said 

no .there -- yes was the paSswOrd, yes, let's do it. 

x2- 
	 What ohs/lee-did she have.tO say no? Little or 

13-' 

Let her live, ladies and gentaten. I am not 

45 
 ask, :ng yOU to fOrgiVe.her„ although to forgive is ,devine, 

- 

am asking you to give her the chance she -deserves to. 16 

11 redeem herself, She'deOerves to lime. 

'What ishe'did w40 rot done hi the real Leslie, 

xs ladies arid gentlemen. let the Leslie of today die; she will, 

za ,slowly and,maybe painfully, but she will die, and let 

gi Leslie- :as she was live again. 

22 	 . X thank yOu. 
4  • 

23 	 THE DOUHTI We- will take a recess At this time, 

2 
1-44408 •ati4 gentled-ten.. 

.4. 

25 	
Remember, the admonition,. 

The Court will recess for 15 minutes. 

tHeeese.) 

26 

2. 

4 •  

'27,449 

Ta 
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: THE..,COURT: All parties are: -present except Mr. Manson; 

all CoUnsel and.. all jurors. are preatut. 

Nr.• Fitzgerald!  yOu may argue. 

biEt. - .FITzGataut . Your Honor, ladies and gentlemen of 

the jury. 

it has been a• long trial and we are at the end. 

I will try to be as brief end at germane es I .possibIY 

I will try to.  answer the qUestions you must have.  

your mind. 

As the other attorneys have pointed,out, the 

-question here is a very simple one. We are not here talking 

about Linda gasabian any more, Tex Watson. The question 

-here is life or death, and, as other counsel have also 

Andicated* this is the most important decision you will- . 

ever in your• life be required td- take. 

t is going to be within your sole and absolute . 

discretion to deeree either life or death, and in that 

respect you have more power than many people throughout 

history. - 

You have- the power of a, ROM= Emperor; you cad 

put your thumb up or you can put your thumb• down, and when X 

saT you•  have the discretion,. I mean thSt-, mean.you. X - 

mean each.nne of you. X mean each. one of you individually, 

tich one' of you is a jury all to yourself. 

Each ono ory.ou individually' must decide, and 

at• one can die without your in avidual Vote. 
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• 

The lives o these-  40tendanta actually rest in 

your hands,- each one •of you individual .y, without your 

vote ho One can die: 

• No*, the 'volt-den 'at San .quentin who 1),ruils tire - 

lever that. drops the cyanide pellets into a.  Pail of 

sulphuric :acid that chokes the. life .out of a hum -bei`ng 

is only performing an „administrative task. 

It is you•Who must .rake the ,decision. It is you • 

who must- assume that awesome responsibility. 

,And as Mr.- Bugliosi predicted when he talked, to:, 

I'm going to ask you for life. 
• 

•The.P:istriet :Attorney argued for .death.-. 

going to argue fOr Life:: 	• 

represerkts ddeath as it.were. 	represent 

And I am, going to ask you in ,your benevolent 

mercy to spare the lives of: these human beings and I'm 

.going to beg yo a to spare ati, of their lives. 

Now, I ,bave 'thought  about this very cavetaly 

and Iam:the' 'lawyer for Patricia Krenuinkel and•representing 

her. I ought pethaps to urge the death, or others. So that 

she Slake live. That I cannot do. 

I cannot ask for her life and somebody 

death. 

If you find it necessary to .kill someone 	this 

. •case ip order that other people might live.) take the life of 
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Patricia Kranwinkel., 

Nowi. in. talking to you. about life -or death, 

it is very difficult, as: :Kr. Keith said, to talk to you. 

The task is as awesome as it IS intimidating, and it it 

not a job,  for lawyers. 

We don't have any special training. Perhaps th 

should be a theologian here ta/king :to you or a philosopher 

or a poet)  somebody who- knows fat more about Life and death 

than X do. 

Punishment is- not as proper adversary subject, 

but one that coils for humanity, wisdoia and knowledge rather 

than the talents of opinionated advocacy. 

Lawyers .have argued on every side of every 

issue, and I suggeit that a-much more safe source -of 

information- and advice is your conscience and your heart. 

- You are -going to be instructed by the Court 

that you are entirel,y free to-  act according to your judgment 

your absolute discretion and your' coAsetenit:. 

,. You may choode between Stern retribution,or the 

exercise of pity. 
- 	, 

,Yon may properly •tlisplay cletiency and •;sympathy; 

you may properly consider the age of the defendant), the sex 

of. the defendant)  the effect Of the penalty on the fasaly 

of the defendant)  the .carly life of the defendant*  anything. 

.You can give the gift of life tbr any reason 

whatsoever. 
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But before 211akst Base observations on. 4.fe, let. 

'.2. me_gease.;,make' some observatiOn0 *Wit death. , 

The District Attorney his asked for 'the 

penalty./  therefore)  you should follow his wishes, we are 

told. 

The District Attorney would ask for 'whatever 

-*bought wO414 further- his political 4ushitions. One -day we 

'will select _or appoint a distinguished attorney tti- 
g. position 'rather than elect coe . as the result. of a Oftititical 

is catvaign. 

iS the District Attorney biome/14.70w are :told 

xti the :eiettect Official Igho ultimately determines libether or 

13: rotf• 	il'attrimet; AttOVneY vial ask for the death. p‘rialty..: 

• 14 

18.  

21 

t2,  

;23- 
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It is not the staff or it is not the civil 

7,erviCet deputies, Don,t -beswayed by what you' are told by 

some eleCted official, Follow your heart and your conscience 

gour,rolltion and y014! philoatophY. It is you, not the D.A.s  

that must -decide, it is you that runt live with that 

decision*, 

 

 

6 

6 

 

   

	

1 	 The District Attorney-basal:so argued that these 

8 murders are bloody and they are horrible. All murders are 

s bloody and all murders are horrible.. Murder is not made 

10,  lets bloody 'and less horrible because- we murder the. murderer.. 

	

11 	 vhere is also .an idea here % a thought,.' that 

lg death le equal to life. 7hat the Pena .tics are equal in the

eyes or the-law. That the'law prefers not life over death. 

14. 1Z4E4 the two are equal in. the eyes -of the 

	

16 	 The wOrd Iustice has alp been mentioned. 

:Htstory ltvreplete with what we have done in the name of 

• 11 ".lusticeand what wo have done legally: 

	

48 	 We have beheaded people,. binned them, boiled 

19 them alive,: tiuried them alive, stoned the*, skinned .thems  

:20 .70trved 'theme: chopped them An two, had them eaten, by wild  

21 atimals we have crucified them. 

And all O this In the name of justice. It was 

23 all legal. 

	

24 	 There was a period in the history Of Weatern 

, CivilisatIOnwhen we actually put religious persons into 

46• courti and not only made what we did' legal, but religiously 
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,proper as 'well, 

There are .some blatant examples 'throughout 

history„. :In, I believe it was 1814)  a, czar, Peter I 

of Russia-, executed an Zen becauSe he passod a law that men. 

Could Wit: wear beards and those who did not follow the 

law were executed, • 

In 1807, a Atzcite. in England -ordered the .pub lie 

hanging of a seven-ye 	3d, girl convicted of theft. 

There was a time when pigs, horses .and cattle 

were tried and exectited for Murder, it was the UM of the 

-state. 

12 	 There way a judgment of a court in ttgland in 

13 1812 	not four or five hundred years “agt:4 a, short time ago 

14 in terms of the history of humanity 	and the judgment of 

15 rthat court is as follows! 

1s 	 "That you and each of you, be taken 

17 	 to the place from whence you came, and from thence 

18 	 to be drawn upon a hurdle to the place of 

19 	 execution:  where you shall be hanged by the neck, 

go 	not until 4ead that 	be severably taken down 

21 	 while yet alive and your bowels to be taken out 

22 	and burned before your faces; that your beads 

28 	 be thet cut orr; and your bodies be out into 

2 	 tout quarter.al  tO' be at the King's disposal, and 

25 	 may Clod .have mercy on your souls." 

26 

1' 
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That is a verr legal and official Judgment Of a 
Court.condemning to death a Pan that was ConVicted of one Of 

the. 200-odd OffenSeZ punishable by death in Great Britain* 

And the gas Chamber in California is as legal 

az the firins Equadl  but it is only dust as legal as those 

instrutents of zants brutality to man are leEal, and to say 

something is legzl doe0not necessarily make it right and, 

WA sure you are aware- of thal;, 

Don't inoose some relit of savagery.in the name 

 

16: j-ustice. 
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Time is a substantial body of responsible 

Opinion in this city and in this c ountry that no person„ 

no hutnan being should be killed by the State, And you may 

1-:ive these defendants life because you feel that no human 

eing  should die. You vrot4ld need only to witness one legal 

execution to arrive at that position,. 

Thor 11(4,e many pro3pectiVe jurors excluded from 

servinG on thia jurylecause they' had a conscientious 

objection to tho itpoSition of the death penalty in any case. 

These conscientious objectioni were b4ried on uoral and 

relioiousprinctples. These prospective'4,urors were not 

all ientimental.,do-goodirs* 	pmspeciiv. jurors. didn't 

lack eharaCter' These prospectilm ,Surors were not softies. 

The death penalty does not exist in 93 countries 

IX the wor10 nor la it the law in, 13 states)  including, 

except in wzy 	circuistances the State of New York. 
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-ddes hot exist In Europe ecept for Vran001,. It doesre-t 

exist in countries with the most hum eXperience 

Virty per cent ,of the- population is opposed to capital 

IntaShment4 

WICLIOZI: Your Honor this is improper argument. 

THE COti.  sustained. 

would aslt the Court to' admonish the 

jury. 

ma. FITZGERALD: I think I can nee It clear. 

COUI1T:: All right-. 

;-111. Fltil,WERALD-: I am not trying to tell you: that the 

(leath penalty is an Improper penalty. I am only suggesting 

to you' reasons why goo can give these defendants or any 

• defandWit life, 

One Of those reasons right be because you do not 

believe that any person, reaardlex3s of the crime, regardless 

of the horror, should be executed. 

And it is only In that respect that I tos offering 

you these observ.atiOns. 

The death penalty is unequally applied. Whether 

stmeone is 13entenoed to death depends upon the state •in '11131411-

sOmeone is -convi.cted,. 

Shia is imiproper argument, your Honor. 

THE CQUR Counsel approach the bench. 

(WhereupOn, all counsel approach the bench and 

.the 'allowing pV00e0dinca :occur In cipen court 
Outside the 
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40 
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Vitzcserald4  you know the law as- well COUATI 

as I do, 

•ice. ITZGERALD: X sure dol  your Honor, and it is 

proper argument. 

And for the Supreme Court, if you want to 

Pre03140 me* I would like to read into the record what I 

want to state. 

I want to make- an -offer of -proof. May I? 

'E CQUEV t Go ihead. 

KTZGERALD: The death penalty is unequally 

14 THZ Mita': If you are going to,  read. it so that Z can 

Eto 

t, 

presence: and hearing of the jury:) 

12 applUcl, Whether someone is sen'tence'd to death depends upon 

4s  the state in which someone is aonViated 

15 hear it4  read •it a. little bit slower, 

16 
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FITZGgRALD« the death. PeneitY0 thiaf ie  
unequally applied. It depends upon the state in which 

someone is convicted, frequently the country. It depends 

upon _whether the Distriot AttOrney asks for it. It 

depends upon whether a deal has been. made. 

TkiE.'COURT: Lees. understand each other. 

don't want you to read your entire argument 

s
into the record at this point... 

.What We are. talking about is what yo have .o. 

10 
already said, not whet you are going to say. 

11.-, 
	 I think..your,.argument with respect to the 

12 •matters-aa-  to which objeCtion was tAter,posed was improper..  
.. think you know that. You have been around. a long titre, 

FITZG'ERALD: ,Sure I have, and I have read the 

15  _cases. I 'have read Love and I have .read 

• What / am doing is oedegtly permissible. 

17: 
	 I don't know how to -dO: it otherwise. I 'you. 

3.$•- are going to foreclose • 

9 	•71(E. -COURT: 	am. not fore losing, you from .anything..- , 
am sustaining an objection. 

• Let's proceed:, 

tANARtitt Let the record reflect that I art joining 

21- in lir. Fitzgerald's opinion and comments and arguaxent. 

BUGLI081-: Couid the Court admonish the jury to 

.4t., disregard those last commute " YOU haven't done that. 

THE COURT: 144,„ I am .not-gOing to. . We are going tits- • 
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8b-2 

'2 

3 

5' 

prOceed. 

(Whereupon all counsel return to their respect 

tive places 'at coUnseI. table and the following prottedingi 

occur in open oourt within the presence and hearing of the • 

jury. • 

PITZGEial;)t It is aiso- argued that. the death. 	• 

penalty is. necessary.. The defendants killed., therefore they 

must die. Actually' they killed seven -persons, so certainly 

they must die. Wreak your vengeance, retaliation and 

revenge upon-  these defendants.: An eye for an eye and a 

tooth for a tooth. :These -defendants' killed, therefore 

they must die. 

If a man destroys. the -eye 04 another suku.,' thisy . 

shall -destroy' his eye If a man knocks out a tooth. a it 

Man ofhis. same rank, they shall knock out his tooth... 

That is from the Cede of:ligumturabi promulgated 

in 1750 B.C. Times 4000 years ago. 

Otte would hope that since that tine we have 

progressed. But the argument persists,. - They killed,. why 

shouldn't we, the State, 

Weil, T would hate to live 	state that I' 

-didn't think vas. 'better than a murderer.. Don't condone the 

:Very crime we seek to punish. If it is to be an eye -,for nen  

eye. and a tooth for a tooth, this will soon be a blind and 

toothless world.. And killings %cal not help anyone. 	• 

The death penalty i4 irrevocable. It ptisixaiiit • 

7. 

3.  
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the infallibility -of 'human Judgment. 	• 

You have convicted the defendant* beyond a' 

reasonable doubt.' But before someone is put to death„ you • 

Ought to' be absOlutily certain of - guilty absolutely certain 

of the facts and circumstances anrrounding the conmission of 

the offenses:, and absolutely certain -of the IsOtiVe -and 

purposes•  

You, .should be certain who Patricia Xrenwiel 

kilted and why. 

Are y91,1 certain 'what was going on in the tnits-

.of the defendants At the time ot.the offenotal 

If at some later date information, evidene,. 

Or data should .be obtained concerning the -defendant**  

• mental state, or information concerning the offenses Should 

be :Obtained, it will be no .good' if she is deed. • 

In everything relating to human affairs, there 

IS. possible and even probable error, mistakes and .doubt. 

But .death. is .certain. and final. It admits of no possible 

doubt -or zit-take. 

IQ. 
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You Taut.. nOt only be -certain, that they did 

2 
commit these offenses, but you must be convinced as to 

their actual particUation and the degree or their 

culpability 

It is difflault to detemine whether these 

defendants have been conicted of first-4ezree•murdek 

becaose of premeditatioas  deliberation. and mance afore. 

thoulAlt'4, 

X was not, of'dourso, a party to your deliber-

10 
ations_, but if' they were pr=editation)  deliberatien and 

malice aforethouL4t. indicate a clear, ratienal and.. 

deliberate 1.ent41 4tate. 

Are you able to :Let inside the ids Of these. 

detendants1 Are you able 040-4 inside theirmindS and say 

that they willfully and deliberately committed these 

purders, rather than contitti4 thesi offenses as the result 

of so-me co4pulsion„ Or as the result Z sole de;Lenteduottal 

process4. or as-the'result of some psychosis, some schizoid 

persona -44,, uomo schizophrenia, some distorted personalitY 

structure? 

21 
	 . 4re yOu able to -deteripine the causative factors 

122 underlying the Gime? Do- yo1.0,cnov the basic answers to the 
. 	. 

questions, why and houl 

You rust be sure before. yoU •ean impose this 

25 irrevocable penalty. mere is no turning back*  

. Patricia Zreraii-nizol is 23 years ad. 'Pp.tta- 365 
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3 

.6. 

-days in the year, .there are appvoxtmately 8,400 days in . 

23 years, and approximately 200s000 h.Otarb in her lifetime. 

The perpetration of these offenses took at best 

approximately three hourrt... • 

Is r,he to by judged solely on what occurred 

durinG three of 2,00;000 hours or her lifetime? In • 

assessing whether, she 	a tit hu7=.. beinz, shouldn't we 

evaluate and ludze thtit entire lifetime? 

In determining whether she ought to. live or 

die, it is her entire life that is important. You must look 

-at her at a Izhole being Ond determine if she is fit to live. 

Bei* parents testified about Fabric:La 

Krenwiniqals early life. There -are alsO exhibits that have. 

been received into evidence relative to her early 

She was. a girl. .frow, a good home, with.  gotad 

parents, 'with a good educations  with good opportunities; 

a .girl whos  a0cOrding to the witnesses had love, affection, 

respect and tiu$t, 

the vtas a girl who was responsible,: trustwor-thy 

.411d dependable,. a girl Who waa.gentle,. hard working, whO 

liked animals, 	 parents.; a. girl who presented no  

prOblems. 1.1o. problems to her parents, no probleMs at. 

sohoOlx no prob/ems with the atIthorities. She was-..a, girl 

wliO never so catch as received -traffic citation. 

A girl who thFoughotrt her life, has been 

religiOus, whey went to Oita:oat, sang in the choir, taught 

••• 
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• 	2 

4. 

.0therchildrma religion.. 

iiohri„ her father, described her its.an 

exceedingly normal thild. She liked to play, she could 

entertain. herself, She liked to )4o to the beach; she liked 

to swig: the belonged to the nodal ehildhood organizations, 

. She was a Bluebird, Campfire Qirl, all those 

aetiviities# 

.She had numerous pets. She, ,got along well with 

other.  children; She got alonG well wlth her parents. She 

got along well with her elassmates. , She k;ot 'along with her 

sister. 
• 

She worked hard in 8.01.100 and she worked hard. 

YlIzt of sehool. 

.She was never hestile girt angry. .She never fought 

She was neiter cruel to anipale. .She was never truel to  

other children.. 

She 104,6. never seen to be. physically, violent.; 

she 'was not a pervoti -with a 4:auk te.tper,not a. person with 

a. violent tezper„ She was kind and considerate to her 

parents.. She leoked hooks; she liked zusie. 

People believed in he and people cared for 

her, 

. 	sineiher arreit her 4iptkir has received. letters 

from taachorss  Friends, mini. 	and all the people that 

knew them saying that if they could,' they would heap., . 

She was clean child. Her mother described 
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. her as immaculate. "She.  liked cleanliness or .minds. Of bo470-

Of homes.. everything." 

Look at these revert cards. 

Look at these class natures. 

Look at these photoaTaphas  and look at these 

citations, 

Look at the letters she wrote to. her parents,. 

This is a picture of a normal child, Maybe 

even a model child, perhaps oven 	eXemplarY 

It is the picture of thousands' of children here 

in Los 'Angeles Or Philadelphia -or Mason Oitit. Iowans  for 

that matt.erx  

.1ilet early 'childhood is certainly no -different 

than the childhOod or my daughterss  or your' ;daughters or 

their daughters andicatinG, at 	) 

. I cannot tell .you. how mine are different. or 

theirs .are any different.. The report cards look the saAte; 

the class pictures'look -the Same, the photographts and 

citations. and little melaorabilia. of . childhoods  they, are 

all the same.- 
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What made this child commit murder? Whet made 

" this model child kill? 	• 

You cannot catapult her into death without 

knowing. Was she .a born killer? 

Was she some sort of a bad seed? 

Was she - a genetic misfit? Was she predeatined 

2 

$ 

tc kill?" 
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,22 

If she was,. if Age believe that, how eat sha be 

as responsible as. those Who are allowed to exercise their 

'OW' free 

Did she become .  deroented? Waal she crazy, insane, 

psychotic, disturbed, psychopathic? What happened? 

Was she able to 4eiiberately end intentionally 

take life?-  Did she have the mental capacity to rneaning.fully 

and maturely reflect upon the gravity of her acts? 

!to what extent 'could 'she reflect,. and to whet 

:extent could she weigh.? 

Was she .sufficiently endowed to be presuaed to 

have assumed the risk of her acts? ror 19 year@ of her life 

she was a normal kid, a decent kid. From 1947 to 1967 at 

least she was a model child. 

Then she killed, or she wag present when others 

killed. 2Z 

What happened? What happened to- this girl? 

Would you have predicted from what you knew 

about her that she would commit murder? 

24 
 

26 
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was there anything about her background that 

you -.could .point to and say nhis is it's? 

What'chattged this young woman? 

One September day in 1967 this model child left 

her home., with her ear parked across' the street, with her 

paycheck unclaimed. She left quickly and she left inva-

sively, 

She got on a bus and drOve down a one-way road 

to madness; a one..vity road to.  a demented perverse land of 

Alice in Wonderland where reality was fantasy and fantasy 

reality; where love Vas hate and hate wail love;' world of 

:hallucinations and 'delusions., a world of terror and*panic,, 

4 land of semeArtleaome fairy tale* 

'When you became a Juror you did not abandon 

yoUr-obonlon sense. We (Unfit need psychiatrists to know 

that 

 

something happeted;• that something went wrong; that 

something vent terribly terribly wrong.. 

Wow many people have you bearctsay that those 

Manson people must be crazy/ • 

How' many people :have you heard'say that they 

insane? ,- 

How many people have you heard say that people 

who did :Something like this. must be out of 'their nxindt . 
5 

Who stabs people -this number of times for .no 

• reason? 'Tag is surely a .senseless -oriole*  as senseless as 

ever been committed, tertsinly as Sauseless as Leopold 
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and Loeb: 

' ,How did she•becone crazy? WA* it the insanity 

of LSD? Was it sone preexisting. mental illness? Then 

,offenses.ere not.excusable, but they night be understand-

able. 

Now, LSD is legally classified as ailaulteroWs 

drug. Its. sale,,  transportation and use has been outlawed 

-every state end by the federal government: 

LSD has been the subject of numerous newspaper, 

Vagazine,. periodical, radio and Dl reports; the subject of 

numetous Articles in -scientific journals; the subject of 

debate in. every Legislature ixr "America-, inclUding the 

United States senate and the Rouse of Representatives, 

And-it is (against the law because it is 

dangerous. There is no generally approved medical use and 

there is no legal source for the drug.. 

Testimony has indicated that• the' chemical purity 

Mid doiage of the illicit drug. are uncertain. The drug has 

been itnown, to be cut with strychnine and nethatphetamine,  

The dosage, according to Dr. Ditnan,.,of street 

LSD varies from SO to 1Q00 sticrogrems1  whereas the .medical 

dosage is 25 to 250 micrograms with purity established. 

The 'effect of the; drug as set out in the tits 

behind me,. for the chronic user or heavy user are distOr-,  

tions of tine, body image, perception, thought, mood and 

behavior. 
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The dtug  Is classified as a hallucinogenic 

because one of its .commOn effect-of s hallucinations. 

. These hallucinations are frequently terrifYing and unpleasant. 
I 

In many instances hallucinations cause fear and 

panic and .can, overwhelm _the individual, 

Delusions or false beliefs can cause' fear and 

panic and are .also  terrifying. on -occasion. 

to produc.-es bizarre ideation including tdea0 

of persecution. It distorts jUdgment, thinking an4 -rational 

thOught processes. 

-Under the influence _of the drug,- these process** 

are impaired. The LSD 'user 'cannot thinIc in an ordinary 

logical sequence, 

To dote Dr, Tweed: 

"The ability, of an individual under -the 

Influence to weigh tie pros.and cons of any 

particular AitualtiOn :14i:impaired," 

'Under the influence of the drug one is less 

responsible for One.'s actions 'and activities! • 

(Of Dr.-Tweed) Would the LSD user be 

less responsible for his or her judgmental Activities 

than the non-user? 
' • I% Under the influence of LSD she Would 

certainly be less responsible in the sense that 

she would be responding -to things with this itapeired 

judgment." 
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trzeill also display .homici-dal and suicidal urges:. 

(To Dr. Tweed) Xs that what 

are referring to when you talk about a suicidal 

urge? 
up. 	yes, and also they may perform 

homicidal abts while under the influence of LSD. 

(Page 2,0(18) 

Could yea elaborate-, on that ptirtion 

of your- answer where yOu refer to homicidal 

acts Athil-e under the. -influenee of LZDI 

Well, I was thinking of a 

situation of ati.1B...year,-old boy that I had 

examined for the court/  who was heating 'voices 

which told him he had 	his mother and 

his grandmother in order 'to Save the.wOrldl. and 

he did juat. that.. 

Jr4 
	

Vas that attributable to the use 

- of the hallucinogenic drug? 
TT& 
	

To the use of the hallucinogenic 

drug at that time and the hallucinations that he 

was experiencing -which were-Very real to' him," 

. The user-  also feels an enhanced sense of 

belgonging to other drug users 	a feeling of brotherhood 

and love. sA sense of religious Salaciousness with mystical 

overtones is often present. 

The religious -- mystical feeling is profound 
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'and influential. 

-.0stract metaphysical beliefs are- espoused and a 

certain phi 	naivete is noted. 

The beliefs adhered to are .irrational and foolish 

A preoccupation lath fantasy is also present iu the chronic 

user and the distinction between fantasy and reality is 

diStoitetl- 

The user is detaehed.„ impulsive-and confused. 

Testimony by all the psychiatrists here indicat-ea 

ths.t the user is highly sugeetible, malleable and subject 

to influence. 

Dependent, individuals are even more susceptible 

to influence -and,  sugE,veStibility.. LSD easo frequently 

changes the personality itself, often, With alikaStroi.3,4 

ieStata"e 

The effects vary widely alma. the single most 

imPOrtant,-determinant is the underlying personality -of- the 

113e'rk  

Dr, pitman stated that the prei-exibting 

personality diRfioulties aeeentuate the likelihood -01' soar* 

diSastrous untoward reaction*  a .stated the 31E013;04, 

literature in the. field cOntains numerous report's oradverSe 

and Often• catastrophic effect of the drug., particularly 

among those with pre-elisting severe pathological Conditions. 

Numerous eased halm been reported in recent 

years concerning the prolonged psychotic reactions from 

S. 
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Dr c Fort also Indicated the untoward or ill 

effects of the• drug are likely to be increa4e4 when used 

by a porsen who is severely emetionally diserLanized in 

terms e,f his or hex* personality. 

Specifically be stated: 

"I would say that that would be the single 

most important Variabac, Ths underlyin4 persOnality, 

character, moods, attitudes and .expedition or the user 

are the Main variable in that kind of OZW experienee 

particularly ith a dry, lite LSD. 

°And if you. are unstable, immature, 

depreSsed, or,  whateer„ you are far more likely 

to have a very serious adverse cOnseqUence.0  

Dr, Tircod likened the underlying personality 

to the contents of Pandora t,'.3 Box, which might preWaturely 

and eataatrophioally 'be released. 

Drastl-c complications can. follow, including a 

tempera* er se permanent s'3vere mental illness 'or 

psychosis. LSD induced psyChosis can be profound, 

Dianne Lake suffered from an LSD- induced 

p4rObonis,,. adOproang te, Dr, Skrdla„ and was admitted' to a 

California mental institution as a renal; . 

In her ease the.  psychosis was induced some 

four months eft-er the- tea possible exposure to the .drug. 

It apparently was 0- flashback or recurrence -Without 
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notice. It nonetheleserequired institutionalization. 

The extent to which a. Individualts personality 

Xlsibe affected depends,, according to Dr. Fort, upon the 

'Underlyirig, PerSonality structure of the individUal --the 

stable or emotionally innaturo individual*  or the 

.adoiestent*  ,or the' person in who14 the personality has not 

beeti firmly developed suffer, the most adVerse consequences,. 

It. also depends upon the dosage and purity .of 

the 'drUgs  the setting in whiCh the . drug is taken and, the 

presence 'of a trusted*  responsible person ,or ipalAG„.•  

Patricia itrenwinkeI wag' a chronic*  consistent, 

12 persistent*  heaVy user -of LSD. 

The testimony la abundant that Patricia 

refiWitAce1 was under the influence end efrette 	L.S.P on the 14 

xr  %Tangs .or AugUst Bth and 9th, 1969. 

16 	 in addition*  krenwinkel was suffering the 

17 esidual effects of• the chrOnic*  prolonged use of the ,driag

xs 	

. 

'the . experts have indicated that there is a Carryover 

as ram the -drugged state into the non-drug state, . 

2c) 	 The oharActeristica of the drug when 

xperienced under the influence are actually carried over in- 
2a, 46 ordinary life when,when,you are not under the inflUenee or 

het -drug. 

24 	 Consequently the chronic user or the drug 

iitplaY ayMpt0Vat0I00.0f the person in the throei of the . 	- 

D eXPerienVe. 
26 
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• After prolonf;ed use, whether uncler the 

2  influence of the drug Dr: not the chronic user displays 

3. imulOyeneso chitactiment philosophical nalvete,„ personalty 

4 4h $03  the re4-ection of moral laeliefs, irrational Alibstract 

8. metaphysical concepts., and so- forth. 
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. . Mast izapprtant1y1 ,,the chronic prolonged -user 

disiilays impaired jndsinent-j'irrational thinking and 

;distorted thought processes, .and it is the impaired duds.* 

meaty, irrational' thought processes and inability to fuze,. 

tion in a logical coherent manner that is so terribly 

important .  in, assessing her penalty. 

She is not as responsible,, 

. • The characteristics o the drug  have been 

-amply devons_tt4ted to have been possessed by Patricia 

Krenvinkel.„. It was obvious from her testimony,:' and from 

the testimony concerning her that she hada preoccupation 

with fantiW, and an impulsiveness, a detachment, -a 

philosophical naivete.. She demonstrated a rejection of 

moral systems and beliefs,  

tier testimony was replete with bizarre ideation; 

she :professed an, enhanced sense of belonging to others, a 

feeling -of brotherhood and love, a solidarity, a oneness 

'with others., to the - extent that she actually raised her 

hand along with. - the Other defendents indicating a helOnging 

to "'one thouht." 

She vas obviously confused and. impulsive and 

certainly frost what 	know of her early life, you: saw a 

demonstrable persOnality. ohm**, 

Mr t  Keith pointed out to you, the phenomena,. 

this Mass psychoSit, this social insanity, was not limited 

to.Petricia-  Krenwinkel. 
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 1a 

xs 

16 

17; 

19 

•k0: 

 

a 

 

. 	:25 

 

26 
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9c-2 

• • . 
2 

a. 

4 

6.  1 

8 

0  

13 • 14 

• 15 

1.7 

18 

19 

• 

22 

28 

24 

• 2$ 

g.6 

You saw. 	characteristics demon strated 

by: Leilie an Ronteni Susan Atkins, Lynette From*, Sandra 

Good, :Cathy 'Gil:flew, RuthanuelloOrehOuse, .Steee Grogan, 	- 

Nancy yitsten.. 	 . 

They all graphiOatly demonstrated bizarre 

ideation, impaired. judgment .and: -irrational thought processes. 

they were Ifisatanic in their zeal in attempting 

to scOnvinct you of the rightness' of their positiono 

They ,professed beliefs. in slogans and concep-ts 

that .eOuld only be degcribed as pseudo profundities. 

In, short, it was .obviOus that these Family 

*embers:. marched to the tune of a :different drummer, an 

irrational, disturbed and totally -different drunter. 

• But perhaps 1.4M :wrong; perhaps beliefs in 

botteeslesa pits, imminent revolutions, 

there is no Wrong, and we are all one are -examples of 

cogent, 'coherent, rational, non-bizarre thinking and judgi-

ratilat;,a 

'Rectal alio that the effects of the .drug .are 

to- a great Went influenced by the setting in which the 

drug is taken. - 

.Reca-ll the .testimony 9f :Ors. Fort, Ditiaan 

and Tweed. 

And remember that the setting in which
. 
 Patricia 

KrenWinkel frequently took the drug was isolated. 

Bear in mind also that she was subject to the 

there. is  no -light. 
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9c-1 

a 

8- 

• 6. 

enormous influence of what has been referred ,to as a 

peer group or a subcultural group. 

Also be reminded that Patricia Krenwinkel zoo 

have suffered from a pre-existing personality disturbance 

or pre-existing mental illness or ;disturbance. 

Dr. Tweed testified that he arrived at certain 

7  psych trio conclusion* as the result of examining L'atricia 

as 

10 

12. 

tretivinkel. 

9 
In addition to its examination, Dr.. Tweed 

testified that, in arriving at his• conclusion he took into. 

.cOnsideration ,Patricia Krerneinkel4s background-and history 

as it bid been related in the courtroom as a result of 

reviewing the testimony of her perents. 

lie was alsO in'poSaession of a revieiu-O*f the 
14' 

15  

as 

17 

19 

29„ 

.21 

22 

ga 

• 
testimony` of PatriCia Krenwinkel on the witness Stattdo 

Additionally,. Dr* Tweed bad a .psychiatric 

report of a ,previous ireyolvtatrixt e.sicalaination.,. The 0aaminam‘,  

tip,' of Patricia XrenWinkel: by Dr. .Claude Brown in liObile, 

, December- 

There has been., a- considerable insount.Of contro-

versy surrounding the report .of Dr.: Brown.. 

•On recross4xatinatitin.by Mr, ltatareit, in  

response to a inestion bg Kanarek„ Dr. Tweed- responded 

that'in arriving at his opinion that Patricia trenwinkel 

was mentally disturbed, replied: 

"I took everything in that report into 
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ScL4 

4 

. 8 

..8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

94 fls, 	17  

1.11  

519 

20;  

"'consideration-it-every *Ord, every 'sentence, every . 

phrase." 

There was a considerab/e amount of examination 

by the attorneys .concerning the report of Dr. grown. For 

these -reasons)  it iilight 	fruttful to carefully review • 

the report of Dr, grown. which has been received into 

evidence-, as Defeudimts t  Exhibit R.TT. 

Xanarek has attacked the source of the 

report)  the 'credibility of the person who reported -it,. 

the internal, consistency of the report and the internal 

credibility of the report. , 

I suggest that a careful review •of the report 

refutes' all those allegations,. It would be impOssibie .for 

-someOne to ghost write. such: a report, a report containing 

numerous: personal and family .detallai. as well as statements 

that were,obviottsiy incriminating, .devastating and not '-

flattering. 

r. 22 

24 

25 

/6 
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1 

Itrenwinkel 	sell-flitted -under Datil that the 
: 	— 

exaMination itself took place and that she. was In fact 

.interviewed by such a psychiatrist. The report of Dr. 

Bit:40,0.ot only sets out .a.,medical psychiatric opinions 

but it states many, if not all, of the facts upon which 5 

that opiniOnto based. s. 

- The conclusion of -that report is extremely.  

important in evaluating. the testimony of D. e.e a 8, 

This, is a blowup of page 4 and page 5 -of the 9 

report of Dr. Brom., ands, as. You can sec, the conclusion :19 

of Dr'. Brown La, and that is the portion, that is underlined -I1 

in red and black:- 

- • - "It is My opinion that at the time X Saw 

.• Iiiss:Kredwinkei she showed a schizophrenic reaction, 

mixed type,. with emotional. flatness and withdrawal, 

impaired .ludgMent s  loo.Sening of thought processei 

and auditory hallucination. 

"X do not state with any Certainty that this-

psychosis .existed at .the time of. the alleged laurders 

but it is :ohrloutt that at that time *he was a 
, 	• 

-severely emotionally disorganized, personality and 

probably psychotic. . 

Irt • think that her original poorly organized 

personality Structure was progressively disor* 

ganized, fragmented—anslable to operate in very 

pOor fashion under the influence of chronic 

12' 

.13. 

• 14. 

:15.  

as 

17: 

is 

19 

0; 

tl 
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94-2 

7 

"hellucinogent6 experiences plus afftcultHexternat 

. reality situattons sual as a state of highly Motu.,  

ating and often fearful emotional experiences 

4 
	 engendered 'by her.associates plus chronic, malnutti- 

tion,:it 

The report of Dr. Brown contairti a fa 1y 

history of. Patricia Itrenvinkel ,that is as We know frost 

testimony in. court aCcurate. 

The report contains statements cOnceraing 

.,Charles)ransOn„ particularly that he played the :guitar, 

sang ,aa. thought that pethapis he was Venus Curia y  

'at 430 squares with the facts, as we.  know.  

them. 

. 	. she also ivaettatt to pt. ittown that she had 

had a g.usibei of hallucinogenic experiences, and that 

squares with. the faces es we know them., 

In the report :she -talked of a- hole in the 

ig. 
desert. $he teas about. Linda Itatiatlian; she talks about 

Tex :Watson; she talks about the 'killing of certain people.; 

she talks -about physical: evidence that was at the :scene, 

including ropes;• .she talks about multiple victims.; :She 

talks about two nights;- she talks -about the method:, by 

-which the vletims vsive killed, - 

Information that voutd only be known to someone• 

lobo participated. 

'The report indicates that Brown noticed. a think 

i9 

to. 

2.1 

22 

23 

24  
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414 in your opinion was this pre-eviiting 

13 

44 

xs 

2-71-681, 

2 

rather disheveled white female -who showed inappropriate 

giggling and smiling*  sIthough her emotional reactions were 

3 	usually remarkably nate- 

4 	
The same inappropriateness'of -affect that Dr,. 

Tweed noticed and considered to, be symptomology of mental 
D. 

illness. 

Patricia Krenwinkei Mentioned auditory and 

- visual hallucinations and illusions. These are, of course, 

• Consistent with the chionic,  use •of hallucinogenic agents 

and is consistent with mental illness. 

She indicated that the delusions and hellucinsa. 

tions she was elyperiencing were terrifying end fearful,*  

Causing parti-c and anxiety in her. 

'We know,. of course, - that this is consistent 

with the ingestion of hallucinogenic, agents: 

Now, the cause of Patricia Krenwinkei's mental 

illness unknOwl. 

was askedt 

mental illness, this acute psychotic state that 

she was in in December, 19694 caused by the use of 

LSD/ 

"A -In my -opinion it may have precipitated 

it at that particaar time, 

N 	la it possible, Doctor, however*  that 

Zatricia Krenwinkel, hada mental, illness unrelated 

11 

12 

16, 

17 

.t8 

.2Z 

-23 

:24- 
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o he use 	LSD 

n4 

Yea)  sir, 

ho You, feel that there is a 

11 

It • 

16 

3.7 

11 - 

. 21 

5 

2 

• 

a 

And he answered as follOws: nThis is entire-4 

=able* However, there appears to be a causal relationSap 

etween the two, LSD and mental 

• 'I would venture an opinion and Say that it 

;Tsars that there Was e„ causal relationship, because prior 

o taking it, she was apparently functioning in a 'normal 

D' id actor becoming inVolved with it and taking 

he was not functioning in a no=a1 mannerw" 

In cross-examination by. r4r, 3us3.iosia  Tweed Itas 

Is it rout' opinion that Mi23 

.Xrenwilake.Its . ingestion. o. LSD has Contributed 

toward her mental 

-distinct possibility that you, are incorrect in  

tliat 'assutaptiota 

A distinstpossibility? 

. Yes. 
try . 	 No.  it 

Dr, Tweed also stated that he took into consid- 

ration the-. opinion of' Dr. taro wn that Ratricia kreriw±nkel had 

poorly organized Peiveonaliti structure prior to the 

Oralt10010n of these offenses. 

Any poorly organized personality structure, &a 

e know.„ would oh' Yiously -emphasize the ill streets of the: use 
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f the drug, 

Her 1,1nderlyiti unstable personality would affect 

he way she would act under the influence of the drug and 

t would affect the residual symptems of the -use of the drUg. 

When asked about PatV.cia Krenwinkel'e present 

It! ental state, Dr. Tweed repIledt 

"It is my -opinion that she shows residual 

evidences of an acute mental illness which she' 

suffered setae time in the past-. Dr, Claude I. 

13rown 1)a Mobile., Alabama; indicated that, she Was 

actually psychotic et the time of her interview.. 

At that partleulair time she .was actively 

10 

'11 

18 
	 hallucinati4g. She was quite fearfull  the was 

14. 
	 showing a tremendous amount of anxiety. Her- 

15 
	 appearance -was dissheveled„ emaciated. She was 

quite confused, and she smiledlaaappropriateay 

17 
	 to various' respOnses, showing an-inappropriate 

18 
	 s.ffect. 4g  

19 
	 What were the evidences Kiss Krenwinkel 

2Q demonstrated ót some pre-ezisting Mental illness'? In -other 

21 words. what Were the symptoms? 

Dr.. Tweed answered.: 

23 

	

	 'The inappropriateness of her responses at 

tines, 1 er 'laughing inappropriately., her lack Of real 

26 concern about her present Situation which Is very real. 

26 Her ideas,. 'bizarre ideas, in mfr.nion-a about love; Aztd 
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14 

.22 

t.3 

24,  

25,  

26 

27 685 

there is_ no differenee .between 	that everything she has 

ever done, inoluding in this instanoel  was .done out 4r love.. 

ger ifleas that she is still able to oolipunioate in the. 

Tclith - va,Violas individuals oitt of 4141; and things of that 

nature.. Inappropriate affect is a symptom of Aiental 

	

6 •.11:rfegt 	fekaing4  it is the feeling tone of an individital.n 

As 	Keith so earnestly suggested to yO4, and 

• t pith whorl I. will agrqe, the orize itself is en.denee.  

ental 

It just doesnit .fit with. her past life 111•4•111 

	

iA, .-ometh 	happeXLet tQ ohein1-4e thig: alril  and Leslie 	Holten,,, 

we asked the pooastrist ab0ut this. 
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I asked Dr. Tweed* 

°Are-  these qualities that I have. just 

referred to, the fact that Atha was religious-, the 

fact that she had no-  disciplinary background in 

terms of her -home and school, and that she was 

'described by her parents as trustworthy and - 

responsible, are these quellties .consistent with 

A person -who vould'partiCipate in such bizarre 

homicides 

"A 

lica 	They are inconsistent? 

nA. 	They are inconsistent." 

Then the payoff .question: 

"is it possible for you to answer -with 

-reasonable medical certainty how a girl with. a 

background like. this , could commit these criMes?" 

And he answered: 

• The only . think that could say is 

that prior to her ingestion of 740 and leaving 

home, that she apparently -was functioning in what 

we would ay is a normal. fashion. Subsequent to 

that, when she left-hotat and continued the use Of 

140, she became somewhat of a afferent persOn 

-from what.Was -desCribed by hex parents. Mid also, 

it is indicated that she recognized this differinc* 

-when. she spoke with the doctor in. Alabama at the 

IQa I 

B 

7 

12 

13 

14 

35 

17 

'20. 

.21 

22' 

24 

15 
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a 

4 

5 

11 

12..  

15 

16 

117 

Ys 

19 

• go. 

.21 

Pz 

gs 

P 

26 

. "time of his interviewl  that she was aware that 

-she had altered in some,iway. So that I can only 

go on the basis of the information I have from 

there, and -the information and knowledge of her 

-behavior ,prior to becoming involved, and state that 

.cettainly -this shows a 'great deal of 4i:iteration," 

Another e•yi4eng.e-  of her mental illness,. igs 

.I mentioned ear/ier, is her total jack of concern* 

. SoltilireterOation la the most basic. human 

instinct, and perhaps. it even rises to the status -o an 

emotion. 

Patricia Krenwinkel demonstrates no,  appreciable 

tontern for her state in /ife or the future state of her 

It appeared to Dr. Tweed that she had * lack 

o .real concetii for herself. She didn' t . care what 'happened 

to her. 

Dr. -Tweed considered this lack of concern, to be 

16n)?Porn of her , toental illness, or the residual- mental 

illtie-Os frox ithich „she Was. suffering, 

Dr, -Tweed pointed out that Patricia Kreneinkel 

was extremely sincere and honest in her bizarre ideatiOu. 

She earnestly tried to convince. the doctor that there 'Was 

nothing in the nniverse-  that was -wrong or ti  

. ' w 	So bizarre -were her responses that Dr. Mead 

referred to her as Alice in 1./onderland. An interesting choice 
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.5- 

6.  was schizophrenic and it rtow settizophrertit. 

-)SUCLIOSI.: That is a misstatement, your Honor. 

He neyer. said that._ 

residual indication .of prior mental illness 

it„:" which was schizophrenic.. Ile never said the was schi;piphtetii- 

ITLE. .rougir.;. . That s *y recollection.. 

PITZGERALD: I think that tir. Bugiiosi is mistak.eni 

13 your gonor... 

L4 	TH COURT: Well, the jury heard the doctor's 

is testiony. The arguments of c.ounsel .are not evidence. 

is 	 You must find the facts from the evidence 

17: introduced during this trial.. If there are any questions 

11 in your mind. as to What any. particular lottoltoo said, we 

lOb. aka 19,  can always have the testimony read ttcck. 

21. 

.22, 

.24 

.?8 

1( 	\ 44 	- 7,- of terms When one recalls that the witnesses in this -case 

.. have referred to Charles Tei Watson as being a .tellad Hatter-. 

-3. 	 Or. Tweed opined that her belief structure was 

4  irrational., inappropriate and bizarre• 

Dr; Tweed further ,opined that Patricia Krenvinkel, 
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2•  

3 

6 • 

7 

11Q.,  First you said she had residual 

1,q Do you feel she- ixi schizophrenic? 

s. 

X3 

14: 

45- 

16 

17 

lg 

Itu 

go, 

22' 

24 

-25 

26.  

MR, PITZWALD: About Patricia Kreitwinkel,a schizo-

phrenia -A. I didn.;tt aak the question, he asked it, And I 

wilt read it to' you 

itia 	(Of Dr. Tweed by fir. BugItosi} Are 

you saying that .she is schiZophrenic now? 

,The drug-induced mental illness is .  

schisophrenicolike. 

mental illness? 

4TA Yes. 

"Q Now you are trattslattng that to some 

type of schizophrenia? 

',A 	I'm putting a label on it, yet, • 

itA 	A -residual type, 'yes*" 

Much has been made about , the fact that Patricia 

K-renWinkel when she tetamict, as Leslie Van Alouten end 

Susan Atkins -did, did not demonstrate- any appreciable 

remorse. 

And that La +It iorob/em that has caUsed 

considerable amount-,of grief„ and I think that would ". 

zoxtdinarilq two a very, very ,disturb 	situation, 

normal person committed murder, and. that 

person did not demonstrate any remorse when there wets not 

a good 'reason ,for the killing., we would likely conclude. 

,that the :person' was mean or vicious+ Something like that., 
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17 

18; 

-19• 

20, 

21 

22. 

27,690 

But 'the point really is that Patricia Kren-

- '2 1 .wankel is not a normal; person, and her lack of temorsel  

. 1 ateording to the experts, is se-Welly evidence of -:bar 

mental illnesa  

s I — 	Do not irrationally retaliate against her 

4 betas se she is not remoraeadA She ha# tevere 14,11-tat 

Aisease that prevents her feeling remorse-. 

As M. Keith pointed -out with tespeCt to UAL* 

s Ilan Houten:1, 	Jae to point out with respect to Patricia 

flcrenwinkel. Patricia Xrenwinkel was :herself a- victim, 

Certainly she ado.' t suffer the horrible 

physital pain, that the victims in this case felt, but she' 

was, nonethelo:ss, 	bf a mte obscure disease than 

the sharp edge of -13; knife4 : 

= 	Iter mind was altered-, be it by LSD Or _abate 

:other cause, This sick chil4 teas not in a position to

the inflUeaCe of others, She was A V.ey- dependent 

person. She was -not a Ieader. ladies and gentlemen., she 

was a follower3 
ifq Doctor, would you see 	incidentali, 

this, question is by lir. Ranarek -- "Would you say 

that Patricia XrenwinkeI is a:self-reliant, strong, 

personalitY type? 

NO, I viota.41  t 	• 

What Would you say she is? 

"A A very dependent individual who has 

24. 

. :25 

:g6  
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.--"need tai~ other  

'041 . .Of belonging? She has a need of 

belonging, would yam say? 

"A, 	Yea..' 

Theft Hr. keith 'questioned Dr. Tweed.. 

"4 	DUI you fOrro. an opinica„.. Doctor as to 

whether' yr not a dominant persona-1#y using her 

suggestibility could persuade her .to,  do somethire 

she otherwise -would never have -cOnsidered? 

opinbais that this pould Very 

easily have occurred." 

She wasn't any leader at 10050. tielo Driie 

or at 3101 Waverly Drive. There was a man there who was 

six feet three inobes tail. 

You and lOolow. that if this 	ratricia 

Xrenwinkel, was alone, everybody in th.ose two houses -would 

be alive.  today. 

Is this a convenient time, your Honor? 

THE COURT: Jades and gentlemen, do not Converse 

with aftyOne or form or express-any opinion regarding penalty 

until that issue is. finally submitted to you. 

Court will recess' until 1t45: 

(Whereupon at 11155 O'clock a.m. the court 

vat' in recess.) 

.2 

4 

6 
Ar 7  

7 

9 

10 

11  

12 • 

'13' 

14.  

19 

.20, 

21 

22 

• 23 

24 

25 
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•-(The following proceedings were had in the 

2 chambors of the court out of the 'hearing of the,  41Ary and 

3 
the defendants.., all -counsel being present; ) 

THE COM: Let the revord show all counsel are 

6 present. AIso present "is Kr. Busch, the District Attorney, 

aohn Itoward, Gordon. Jacobsoni  Assistant District Attorney. 

	

7 
	 EL BUSOlit Tour Donor., we 'asked to have an audience 

with you.. 

Z Alt got back gtox IunCh and the press 

19 secretary., Bill Fart,„ gape In and 440 the newspapers are 

about .to print,a, cmOtation froth I,Ir. Maroon to the effect 

somehow that wale he was in the lbcItUP be made a statement 

:14 that if he gets the death penalty, in. substance., ltm not 

trying to be .exact,.t1:aere will be a bli;;•od bath in the 

:15  Commtinitt. 

	

16 
	 And apparently ...it :is going to hit the newspaperi 

	

17 
	 .as I understand 	somebody asked 

18. iiPid you hear that?" 

	

19 
	 And Mr, Kay heard it and•repeated. it #  so the 

o. newspapers niay attribute part Of it- to Mr-. Kay as being the 

souree of .the. I:alto= tation.. 

	

22 
	 THE GMAT.: Well., where did he -say this? 

14B. titiGrs/OSi: This was in the lookup;  and X was at 

the, fOuntairt having- a 'drink Of .water. 

	

15 	 Be 	93uglioS‘ X woad  like to talk to you." 

So I 'took .a couple of stega towards hiti, 
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He wiad.2.4tiAer 	It i get the heath 

penalty,'` or,, UAt the end of this case there iS,goint; tate fL. 

let Of bloOdletting.1' 

14. KAY: I will tell yOu whit. his exact ;;ords are4 

said', "If 1,6t the ticath penalty there Is 

going to be. nothing but murder and bloodshed because 1 am not 

Zang to,take.it.Y 

The 114pre*so3on, W44 that Vince and I had better 

1144.4itio4ng inl our.boots. 

144. XE-Ialif itilie woo 

zernin. 

,:a4 	 Uhen thlz morning? 

MR. I A t About 9:00 or 1,0.:04 

;0414 ML.104I: .eCore court started, before Nom.. -Keith 

started i4 ar,,NZont. 

.1 

21 

3 

5 

O. 

I 

19. 

13' 

14" 

• 1# 

19 

.2% 

21 

2. = 

'23 

'to 
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3 

.5 

-6 

8 

-9 

10 

11 

32 

13 

14 

 

14. .$ttsaut I. ata Informed that a.. gay and 

asi ,...1d ti ,pre Alis not. to print this. • 

3.11 	,11.4.4t.. 'That JJ; correct. 

FITZtri,P,ALDt 11110 told the. preati? 

1317Clit 6'o body he rd it.. 

• Ell.-laTZCZBL4I4D-1 	e da4..1t 	allout 

!;';hat i what I want to Irina -out.. 

FABTABLIC:a 	.,.yoUr Honor., it X nay, X pone for 

2,Vidi3a):0123,3 h.417212t;)  ba01:4113‘ X believe that Hr. 4usliosi 

And 1,114.1 , Kay 	tO.the Court*.  

• I flay it on the raoord4  that Mr-. Dugliosi -and 

  

JCay . 

TRE. COLOR I' You have xl,o basis to say that.. 

MR, Itt3/431#4, X:do haver a bazis. If your -ElOrAOr 

he rm. 

 

'16 

17 

18 

 

e has -deliberated/ 

ran4relc„ thera • 4.8 a, third vergon„ 

because 	part 	too„.  

Letts havi en evidentiary hearins. 

TIM OtTlIrt ;Nat DaOnient.. 

.Vre at*: not 8Oirig to intertupt this trial with 

soge - eV,fdetitiarY 	 haAte had an evidentiary llearint 

for' ten zonths. 

Now", 	you,-have siom.ethint; that-  you want to 

brie to the CouttIfs attentions  then do it in the =ital. way. 

Offlia3BIEt It will be too Iate, 

 

iq• 

 

  

 

a 

16 
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rxTi counil Too. late for.whatt 

1.21, KARARE;X: ar.. 33 io3i and ',Ir. XV have fostered 

.conversation with  

1'E8 COURT: -I want to hear What fir. Busch has to say. 

MISCIT; What I waited- to. asks  your Honors, 	this 

does appear-  in the 'ne-nts.paperc-, don't know how- far the case 

i 'alon-G-, but. I thou $41; it was being finishad tia4tty a  an 

woul4 asit-that the jury be seqUeStered. 

THE, COlia: That is gOod idea. They are all ready. 

MR. VITZG7RALD1 I will 40in in that motioni  IS it to 

a motion* 

Tgil.cotrali What about you,  iir. Kanarelt? 

art. WhARRX.: , I take a motion that -the jury be 

voir• direct as -to ittat they heard over the-  radio during the • 

note -hour in connection with thin material. 

I have reason to believe that this. material 

already disseminated,OVer the radio at least$  and' probably 

OVer the entire city and probably over the entire United 

States,of tierica,s  w.td 1 rove for an evidentiary hearing • 

under Cooper va. the Superior Court. 

The' Califoimia Supreme Court holds that that 

Which oodure at certain sensitive tines in a proceeding -- 

THE COURT; Just hold it right there-1  14r, Kanarek* 

Nevertind citing the authoritlea. 1 am temOier lath them. 

The jury has- altos been in the Custody of the 

Sheriff during its •noon _recess:, and that was also true tOday. 
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ll'he-  have no aecons to any radio- so there is nopoSsible 

2 danger of bailing heard On` tne radiO .mthJ:ni that ivir. Bused 

teaking about. 

,1;H, trAll.:MELt 	traiy w.ay fire can find out-, your 

Honor, is by contluotin5 the ,hearins.. 

THE. d013132: you have Mao that motion tow,„ and xant 

deny#:,P.  it. 

iii. xAtTAPIEICI' 'ilhen I trOVe fora mistrial, 

Wig 

 

COURT', be denied also. . 

40' plan. to sociuttster -the 

5 

6 

I0• 

14a 
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l2a-1 MR. KANAREK: Ray I make my record, your :Honor? 

It is my allegation that Mr. Bugliosi and Mt. 

Kay *,, 1tt.'Bugliosi especially --has continually,. and 

over my specific objections, spoken to Kt. Manson... 

MR. BUMIOSI: To 'whom? 

OR. XAiAnKt To. Kr:. Manso 	Ue hag deliberately 

'gone over and spoken to him. . 

1B COURT: Just a.moineut. 

If you have 'smite factual basis' that you want - 

to bring to 	Court's attention, then I will insist that 

you do it by way -Of deaaration'under penalty of perjury:-

MR.. UNARM -Just we can preserve" it, I think 

this morning even 	think Mt. 'Fitzgerald saw Mr. 

BugiioSi speaking to him;. I think Mr. Keith *0 AO 

TUE -COURT; You heard what I said.; 

XEITIct: I think it 16 important to find out -how 

the -neWspapers found out.. 

THE COURT That has nothing to do with the, rest 

of this trial. This is another matter. 

All•right, gentlemen, anything further? 

.MR. KANAREKt ',Mail make the record? 

It is myi contention that. proceeding forward 

at this time without having an 'evidentiary heatim is  

denying  .fundamental due process. to Or.. Manson under the 

!fourteenth Amendment, denial of equal protection and 

due process, and under Sheppard is-. Maxwell, And Rideau v.i. 

:2, 
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2.  

7. 

Alabama)  and under the Billie HolEstes ease, under •the 

Constitution o the State of California as veil as our own 

rederal Constitution, 1 move that we find out right at 

this time if the jury knows anything about this- or whether 

or not they have any information:. 

THE1 COURT; tou are repeating yOurself 

The motion is denied: 

M!t. UM:UM I am trying to eonvinee.  the -ccmrt.. 

	

Sae fTZGERAI 	I 'would eillpeitly ask that Your 

Honor seriously consider Mr-. Busehts suggestion that they 

:be sequestered:. 

THE -COURT: I .am going to They will be sequestered 

at the .0iose of - the session- toda/.. 

110 *uch more -do you, haft? 

'BR. FITZGERAIDi A half an hour 

tHE -COUiT1 Are you going to argue? 

Mk. BUGIIOSIt Yea-. 

liow alueh more do you -estimate? 

BUCLIOSX: I will be working very late tonight 

to: 4atice -that ,cleteragmationrk 

IRE ,COUiTz it is .going to happen' this afternoon.. 

	

Buoinat 	finiSh_ this afternoon. 

'TBE , COUtert What is the -estimate of your argument? 

.MR.h 3OGLIOS/4 'Well, I don't know etactly'N.qhat he 

-is going. t4 say -during the remainder of his argument, 

but I think Mr. Keith said several 'things that i have to 

4 

5. 
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reply to., 

; had already 'written up an AntigOne 1012$ 

tint ago, and when Mt* Xlinarek finished I *is o the 

opinion. that maybe ,I shouldn't even giVe-..it. at 	but 

now 	Xeitb. and Mr. .gitzgareld -are raising issues 'which 

I feet I. tive. to. respond to, and in doing so, ;apt going 

to.%espon4. 	Xinarek *100. 

'8 	 So, it could be three or four hours.. 

13 tie:: 	 -COURx Ali right.. Let's get started. . 

IQ' 
•, 
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13-1 
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6 

18 

14 

15 

16 

IT 

20, 

P. 

21 

23 

.25 

(Ti0 following proCeedings were had in open 

2 
	cburt in the presence And hearin6 of the „Iuryz) 

WilLCOURT: al parties are present except Or. Watson; 

all,  counsel and jUrors are present, 

You taysontinue Mr. Fitzgerald,. 

Irl.FITZOERAT4D: As long as the argument was broken 

up,. as long as,wo had an intermission, sort of let me 

very 'briefly explain something to you. 

At the,guilt phase of the trial, at the Guilt 

PI-144e of actually any trial in. 'California, at the 

conclusion or the case the prosecutor sums up the case, 

tailed a summation-or-artument.. 

she defense then presents their summation to- you 

and the District Attorney replies, 

The District Attorney opens and clones,, and the 

defense $s in the Middle. 

- On the penalty phase of the trial the order of, 

argument is a, little different. 

The prosecutor opens, then the defense-attorneys 

argue, 

What happened is Mr. Bugllosi opened up by 

avaling; then 'Or. Hanarelca  Mr, 3h±nn Mr. Keith and myself 

addressed some remarks to you. 

24 
	 If 14r. Bugliosi chboses to talk again -- he need 

not 	but it he chooses to, then the defense attorneys in 

the same order',, Mr. Kanarek, Mr, Shinna  air. Xeith and mysel 
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28' 

would be allowed to answer his remarlui. 

	

tiolt i 	Zhinn)  Mr. Xeith and. self because of 

the Lextreme length of the trial, have tried to keep our 

remarks very brief and very .direct and X. hope to talk to 

you only about a halt hour' more, and X hope the 

Prosecution exercises. the same self-restraint/ 

Men X left, just before noon, I was taUing, 

about Patricia Krenitinkel's niental condition)  and I 

referred to Dr. Weed largely* 

	

r. . 	Also exanined Patricia XrenwinkeI, 

and opined that; she was suffering from. a definable 

Mental diSorder called schizoid type, 

14, said that there wa$ a relatively severe 

schizoid personality disorder, A schizoid personality is 

a term lithieh is used to describe a complex .of character-

tattoo in an individual, them.ost impresSiVe Of which, ie  

114. -abtell4i Of availability qt 4, personts‘emotions to 

thezoelve* their difficulty with receiving emotionality 

.Or.sheming .feelings, feelings of Alienation)  isolation, 

clistancet  a kind of coldneas about their statue in lire*  

a certain joyleseness j  particularly in their relationships 

With other people. 

.he continues,. and ,ho said that this it-Symptom.,  

fixed by a tremendous flow of intellectualisation 

phttosophysing and rati-onalizing to cover up an absence. 

or emotienal feeling, - 
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2 

.3 

5 

6 

8 

In short, what Dr, joehilbah said Was that 

Zatriela Erenwinkel did not have the emotional complement 

that moot people havel that sho was unable -- there was a 

bataer between ,hey intellect and her emotion, and that 

it waa difficUlt if not impossible in her Case, as 

result or thia mental disease, to function adequately 

on both leVels. 

That the could not bring up this emotionality, 

these feelings of low or Jo:, Or jealousy or what-have-youl 

u0 iiitQ her cOnacious 

When I asked Dr*  Hochman abqut her prognosis 

or her.likelY.future he replied that he felt that her 

prognosis was . guarder: 
I think Fatriela T.Crenwinicel would be an 

eztremely difficult bUt eballenstng patient, 

"The degree ()filer resistance to dealing 

emotionally with me or any other therapist is 

rtbably - the.meature of the potential sucCess* 

It would be very hard and very long term. It 

would be a long time before she trusts You, 

and inveata anyeMotions in you, but I tend 

.to be very'eptimiStic about any condition: 

04 	Doctor, without treatment will 

she become progreaSively, Worsel--

yea*  It is dangerous to 

prognosticate; 	IWOUld guess that when 

16 

la 

19 

24.  
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,.she is U. a situation it. 'which these Intellectual 

Aertnaes„ these intellectualising, Tationallting., 

phiiosophyzing defenses- are not 	to. her, 

no. one liatenips, 210 one dares,. I think that at 
• .• 

that pant -she liould at -aid  h high risk Of decOmpen,  

• 	sation.„, psychtilOg.ically„ or .becomips 
• 
Vhen; 3to4tarian was 
tits 	Or the three sirls you have 

.interviewed, Susikn Atkins-, 'Leslie Van Houten and 

Patrtciartrenirl*-els  is Patricia Erenrin.kel the 

to st severely emotionally disturbed?-n. 

And he answered= III. would say that her-

'per ona,i distx.trbanae is the moSt' obvious and, 

.•perhaps the bost severel, In some 1/470 tt is the 

least duccesSful --of all three 'adaptations." 

• Hochman, Also, like the other doctors, formed the 

opinion' that Patricia Krenwinkel. -was .a chronic user of 

LS.D1. that in the case of Patricia, igrenveihkel she was 

using LSD to escape this emotional state. 

He testified :almost that she -used the 'drug 

'compUltively. It would give her,. In sharp contrast to 

this feeling pr cold„.disaffected, alienated position, 

intense feelings of 4,0y;  immedia4y„ contact, communication 

with:Others. ' 

And he continuesple said .- Hochman 

- "I think she started regularly as a kind 

1 
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-T. 
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"of relief from her illness-A. To have feelings 

in that position is like to find water 14 the 

desert. I think she was always looking for 

that." 

What 'he is saying is she cannot feel,. she 

doetArt have the emiptional raspimac that we have but she 

can get it through LSD. 

-To continue to quote: 

TohaVe feelings in that position is like 

tO- find water in the desert; I think she was 

always looking for that." 

. Hochman aIso states, that the '-origin of her. 

mental illneaa was probably infancy and that she: had little 

or-no, control over the: development of her personality,' 

That.conclUdes any sort Of psychiatric remarks' 

that I might make to you. 

I3ut I 'would like to point out that if there -are 

deficiencies in what I have attetipted to do, or what 

ariy-  o the defense .attorneys have attempted to do' with 

regard to psychiatric evldebee In:regard to expert 

evidence4  if' you. will, please remember that we haVe 

presented what -limited knowledge there is available and 

which is capable of being presented in as court Of law.* 
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Thia case in many respects, as 	mire -you: 

are -ws1,l 'atwote,' this -ease- in many respects is a -medical*  

a:psychiatric and a social .ease... • 

We are restricted by the rules ,of evidence and 

the. rules Or -law. Additionally we need time and a 'clinical 

setting,- and it is important., and. I feel Very badly about 

that tod,. bit this ,ii not the sort of setting in which we 

can litigate ever ything adequately. 

And the reason I feel so badly is betause it 

is so terribly .ipportant., It is vastly iscortant. 

This case pay. be  the firtit -of the LSD murders. 

As a society*  as a people, 	a nation. we need toCnrs  we 

need to -study -and we need to eValuate. 

These are :our children-and something happened, 

:something terrible 'happened to them and we need to know 

why and we need to know how in order to prevent this- from 

ever happening again-. 

Maybe you are really not -Convinced about what 

the chronic prolonged- misuse of LSD in vonjUnction with 

an. underlying poorly organized personality'.-structure, 

And, it, conjunction with demonstrable mental illness can. do 

to scetebo-dy.. 

if yon have any doubt in that, respect, let me 

ask you a questiOn.. 

you think, sort of, and this is more 

•rhetoriCal than .it it an individual qUestion to any of 
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• 

- 

you 

Ig you, think LSD is -harmless, either under, the 

is 	of it 'or as the result of the chronic prolonged 

use, :ask yourself a question; 

Would you allow your 'children to use it? 

Would you use it? 

Would you walk up to a dealer and buy it nOt • 

. evenluxowing what you were getting? 

And this is riot an isolated phenomenon. 

Ask yourself how many 'children: are using 

hallucinogenic psychedelic drugs. 

flow many children will take them in the future. 

Row many children are-using dangerous street 

drugs; uncertain in dose, uncertain in chemical purity 

frequently cut with.  speed o poison. 

Row many children are taking drugs in. non-,  

supportive settings; without any responsible persons 

present. 

'• - How many'or these - children, these adolescents 

have strongly integrated personalities that can withstand 

the effects? 

How 'many have underlying personality problems? 

How many are disturbed;  lonely, 14iexisted? 

How many have been abandoned by their parents? 

Is it their fault?: . They .did nOt determine wben 

they were to :grow up. They did not choose to be subjected 
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There but for the grace ,of Mid go ours- Don't 

turn your back on these chitilten- or the children of the 

.future., Qur children inay be next and the society that 

ex.edutes its problem children is destroying its own access 

to insight and 0U-understanding,. 

Xining theie children. is killing-only the 

lipagtomic% 'fog are not kitting, 'the disease.' 

Don't kill our mistakes.. 

- unathz.ceitstnly be easier), less difficult.,,. 

save the taxpayers some money. - 

But we don't kill' the mentally in, the tassne4 

We -don't kill terminal cancer patients. We don't kill  

people afflicted with any disease.. 

Suppose, 'as Kr. Keith pointed mit*  the whole 

recent . history of our civilization has been in terms of 

preserving life. We have strived in the medical profession. 

.to reduce the infant mortality rate. 

We try desperately,to keep people alive. We 

rejuvenate-  people's. hearts after they stop. We 'transplant 

hearts and kidney's. . 

We take tremendous pride in. conquering :disease 

and peatile.nce, and that is the no le. history of this 

nation and it stands as a 11101102trit to the proposition that 

7 
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to 'the pervoSive 'influence of the .drug :cult-tire. Will it. 

happen 'to my children? tours, -theirs? (Indicating the 

audience.) 
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13a.-4 	we value the preservatio4 of life, not the destruction of 

it. 

Over 100 years ego Victor Hugo 

"We shall .one day come to look -upon 

Istuoder as a tasease.., Physicians shall replace. 

judges, and hospittl-s the galIows, 

"We shall pout oil and balls .where we forneeply 

	

8' 	 applied iron. and fire-=  and evil will be treated in 

	

9. 	• ,gharj.ty instead tkf imger 	a change simp'e and 

io 

	

4-1 	 "The gentle laws of Christ 

	

12 	 penetrate .  at last into the statutes and shine 

. 14. f1s 	13 	throosb. its euscrtoseikts." 

4,1 

' 16 

21.  
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If via care :not to- oure when cure we hopefully 

eon, then justice la not nerved. nor Is society vindicatea. 

Ansi it is not necessary to kill these people. 

If this 	is pat to death,. it will be for no good 

reason. It would accomplish nothing, Would society be 

any. better probsoted2 

I -am, not asking that they SO free. I -am not 

asicins that you releaSe thin girl. I am akin for lire 

in the penitentiary. Imnrisonment within the state 

prison for lire. Certainly, society will be protected. -- 

It seems to me an a people., our, goal' ought- to 

be- to redeem rather than to retaliate. And the appropriate 

penalty is the lowest penalty consistent with public 

Safet7« 

-Mr*  Bugliosi will unquestiOnably tell ybu about 

the Vidtims:  the sorrow 'and the horror or the Victims,' 

end the sorrow. and-the horror ittf the families' of the 

' You are going to be exhorted -to think of' the,  

iOtims., think of the families 'or the victimS.- 

But as everybody .alse has pointed out., w1,1l 

killing. these defendants brin,  the victims back' 

If it would, 	.thera.. But it isn't going.. (4 

we know that. • 

Furthermore:, there is an implication Or .some 

extra-ordina0 magnitude there-;  it- Seems to mei that the 
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family of the victims feel some PartitUlar Way; any ' 

Family or any-particular Victim. 

Be not so-  certain of the feelings of the victims 

and, the family *f the victims. 

In that regard,. for that limited purpose., 

would like to read to yOU a letter .of father of a three 

and a laalf year old girl who was murdered by an honor 

stUdent. 

The .letter was' written early in the morning., 

a few hours after a Confession had been obtained, and it 

is addressed to Thfe People of the Oity of 

11.R. BUGLIOS-Ii I Ara not too sure this Is admissible. 

-I don't know if this is admissible .or not,. your 

Honor. It is up to the -ourt.-, 

He is zoing to read IsoMe letter from some third 

party to 'some other third party,. 	. 

nstraRgt.D.r It 	rók illustration purposes 

only. 

COURT: X will .hermit Nro  Fittgerald to read it.. 

MR; PITZGERALD-t - It is letter of a father or a three 

and a half year old girl who Vas murdered by an honor 

student, and it is. addressed to The People of the State of 

"I write to 'you thia morning at the 

rise of dawn, still s in the midst Of a tormented 

. -wake, the- most terrible. grief which has ever 

27,710 
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"seared rsy Pouf.{ Yesterday afternoons  on 

Zik.uxe 	I lost the most precious thing that 

lino ever, save to me 	three and 41141r 

year old ir1 Child of 4urpriping purity and 

joyi a being profoundly cIme to the secret 

wellsPrinSs cfaAfe. uselt -- aoseness from 

which sr e derived a rat unCantlei0140 Stre4Gth 

and which Alade her irrezistabiy attractive Vb 

human beinsa with whom z he. came in contact... 
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'She was- murdered at 3:00 in 'the 

aftern.00n„. in the basement -.of a house -only 

few" doors away from of by a 15-year-old boy. 

The boy himself.  has -always. given an- excellent 

formai accounting of himself -- honor: .Student, 

gentle in manner, .bandSOMe and all, the-  rest. • 

lfx -am- vizi that his parent* have 

been. God fear., upright citizens, too 

uneducated in matters of the human soul to-

ba.ve- recognized-the- plight of their child-  during 

the: years of his growth. 

"They-undoubtedly took naive pride, 

n bis constant good- behavior, neat appearance*  

and good performance -at -church and school, 
. 

never stispecting that this. very gOodness vita' a 

serious cause of wrong in the light of -what 

must 'hive been unaccounted, for.. 

'It is "prOfoundIy worrisome that it 

should have 'been possible for this boy to go 

, throtigh his whole 15 years without anyone who 

was- respOnsible for his upbringing -such as: his 

..school- and his church 	having taken note of 

the zianger 	before -the tragedy-. 

"Beware, citizens. The human 

-animal cannot be 	cheated forever. It 

-have love .or kill. 

14a4 
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".:You will uncle ratand that i am not 

lecturing to. you for the pure _joy of sounding 

wise. 1' am -hurt to the depth of my being., -. 
and I cry -out to- you to take better care. of 

your children, 

"My final word' has. to do with the. 

operation. og the machinery of justice.. Had I. 

caught the boy in. the act, I would have 'wished 

to 'kill him. Now• that there is no Auldoing of 

*what is done, I only wish to help- hit. 

"Let no reelingo caver4n vengetuce. 

influence us. Let us rather help him who ad,  

• • so "bona a thing.. 

-"Signed, A Sick /rather." 

That states far more eloquently than I am able 

the Very feelings I have. 

I wish, in many respects., t had more ability, 

.1 viola I had wore experience and more years. I wish I had 

more articatteness, more ability-to convince you of the 

rjghtneas of all-Owing these people- to. liVe. 

rlease spare their Tires ; Please permit them. 

'to 	- 

Life locked up, deprived of your freadots,' is. 

the worst of all penalties. You jurors are keenly aware Of 

that, 'ion each. have vivid .memories and experiences, I sat 

sure, of being . locked -up. Society will be protected, 
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6 

beg yOul  please a11oTi4 then) to live. -Give 

the gift of life* You -will be. happier, you -will realiist 

that in• a. .ttilie o criais you.' acted 	human beings: 

What you. do unto the least of. these little ones-, you will 

be-  -doing unto yourself. 

We have had enough: 'killing. 

Ointin 	wuguost. 
sas  woutost: 

Approach the bench very briefly, your 

Ifonor? 

THE COURT: Ye*, very well, 

22 

24- 
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(WhereupOnx  all counsel approach the bench and 

the following proceedings occur at the bench outside of 

the hearing *t the luryi) 

JaUGLIOSI1 'holt two very brier points, your 

lionor, 

ttr.4  ganarek, again, in his argument,*  accoeci 

the prosecution of sizbOrnetion .of perjury, 	didnit 

Use those worda* 

doeszvit .bother. me *ne bit when he Says thOse-

11ames; but. when Z look oYax tO my right and I sea cer- 

tain 	taking:notes -on certain accusations that he 

'-riade3  2 feel that _X five a right to respond and tO 3130w 

, • indignation -about #r1  because it Certain poem- writ* 

certain 'things- down3  r caret etsumer that they are not 

laying 	Nanarelc any oredibilitY. 	deal t assume that.: 

* X - intend • tOl*expond and 'allow some of my 

indignation for the ellarges he- ha* -made -- not just 

against oe 	of n litla rta o of pe4ury, _but against the 

witnesses-  and the polices. and *turf like that. 

tut it will be very 	
.„ 

The second point is that the defense has 

_Indicated that 1 cannot argue any testimony that l: 01,44 

gy underatanang is might, not be able-to - 

, come 	oredibility„ X dont-t - kfiow if there is any -004se 

on 'that, 	certainly I can argue — 

IM- OQUETI What the evidence shOWii,e, 
26 
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18 

19 

20 ,  

.22 

 23 

.'2b 

. '2fi • 

27,716 

,2 

MR. JAMMU: Yes, What the evidence shows. 

My testimony's  or what Susan Atkins admitted she 

told me. 'That is part of the record. 

But they have indicated that I Gantt. 

THE CC Ulaz I have seen nO authority. 

Aft  er, all, this is not a, oase where you..are a 

witness for the prosecution. You were called by the 

defense. 

1.111„ BUOLI(jSI: 'Butts right. 

THE COW 	And I see nothing wrong with merely dis- 

cussing what the testimony was, 

I agree, I think it would be improper to argue 

ctedibialty, 

. MR. BIJOLIOSI; gight; to say that I am a truthful 

peraort. Right. 

your kieriot i  maintain that 

THE -COURT-: 'If you. are simply going to repeat what 

you have said before 	Kanarek, you don't have to; 

-KAXAREK.: It is State action. It is a denial of 

due process and oqUal Protectlon under the Pourteenth 

AMendment for the proaeoution to argue his -own testimon,y. 

• THE. COURT: IOU have made this point before,. 

1411. 	 they have other prossOutors. lie is not 

the-Only 4:141.e.-. 

'THE COURT:: All right, 	proceed. 

(Whereupon, 411 0ounael return to theit 

4. 
.5 
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22 
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26 
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respective places at .counsel. table and the following 

praceedingm occur Ili 4ven court within the presence and 

hearing at the IUryrY 

M. BUGLIOalt Your Honor, defense caunsol, ladies 

and gentlemen 'of' the jury-4 

I had intended to be very, very brief in my 

final sumMation to you, but defense counsel, I tbink„ 

_collectively, araued about three or three ai d.a. half days. 

They have made so many contentions„ that I feel it. is 

incumbent upon me ta,c0 into a. little more depth than I 

had originally Intended. tiut my final summation will 

in no way aPptaximate three days, as. the deftnee attarheWs 

'argued or the two and a half days that 1 aroled to yOU 

durine the guilt phase. 

1 

2,  

8. 

4 

0 

6 

8-

1Q- 

-11 

•12 
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6 

6 

7 

9 

10 

xx 

12 

19.  

'14 

16 

16. 

17 

- 	19 

2i 

t.. 	22 

- 24 

25 

- 20 

Irving IrAnarek, ladies and gentlemen, during 

his -argutiKint to yttu, arglied basically the game as he did 

,during the guilt trial.  

In other words-, his old tricks. You accuse the 

police of all types of unethical, sinister conduct, and 

you accuse the prosecution whiCh is me and my two 

partners here 	you. accuse. us of aubOrnation .of :perjury, 

which is a capital.  offense. - 

n other words, he acclased us of telling wit- 

):xesses to lie, atting words 	theit mouth* 'telling theis 

'what to say. A very, very serious accusation. 

He even. accused the press of turning this vase 

into entertainment. And making money off the cagey 

He accused Ovelle Younger, the Attorney ;General 

of -this State, of making. arrangements with his supposed 

friends,. Mr., dabaIleto and Xr. Caruso.., to permit them to 

;sake -money from a book. 

lie implied that this prosecution -of Mr. Manson 

was for the' purpOse of 'getting publicity-  for lir.- Younger - 

in 	rade for the Attorney Generalship of the State-  of 

He even accused you ladies -end gial,tlerten of  

betas murderers if yolcorae back _with a verdict of death. 

• Nowt - his. client, Ch-artes -Manson, is so 

ladies and gentlesoent  that SeteW tireetif would be jealOas* 

He has ordered seven murders, and yet, according 
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I to lir. ianatek, everyone else is On trial, everyone else 

to bad, everyone else is the culprit. 

4 

e- 6 

7,  

• 9,  

12 

16 

At 

Mr. Kanarek sees 'something Sinister and 

suspicions behind .everything. Nothing is on the up and. up. 

iveryone connectedw-iti this vase, according to him,, 

hat engoged in some type of unprincipled,. surreptitiont, 

unscrupulous conduct. 

.all people to -he making these accusations, 

laci.ict and gentlemen1 14. ,Kanarek, as you recall*  to the 

person who told ...10,an Flynn, the nian whom: his client., lir. 

liansOrks: tOnfessect .to, "Don't say -anythini to anyone,'t 

Mr. ',Kanarek is. living In the thinnest gigs* 

house in` .existence..- It is so thin it only has one side. 

'Yet *hat. the audacity to pick up giant jagged houlders 

and throw- them out- of that glass house at' everyone-. 

What can be said about lir.. Kanarek e/peept to  

say that he is a fact of life-. 

• .110W .any 'times .did Mr; Kanarek., during 1110,  

argnoot to ;you, d4ring 	 and the reason 

that I aul arguing .the things,. ladies and gentlemen,. 1 

haVe no way of knowing whether one or iltfte -of yOi tre 	I 

Any Credibility to what that Man is saying -- I don't knOlt 

that, and I can't take any'zhances; that it why I ask saying 

these things* It is riot enough for me to ;lust write it 

.oft  You folks Are the ones that are going to come 'back 

with_ that verdict. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24. 

.26 
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And, if he doca certain things:, I have to 

re-spoix.d to them., becanoe I don't know what in pregoion' he 

hav 	on you..- 
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4 

6. 

7 

8 

Q.  

.10• 

• 11 

12: 

18•  

20.  

21: 

22 

2a 

24- 

;5 

;6•  

Hew many times durinc,hi& argutent, during the 

_guilt trial and the penalty 	did Mr. Eanarek say to 

you, "ire. on It have any proof, ladies and gentlemen, but 

e can certainly infer' that," and then go on and .accuse 

someone -ot.the most strinish, reprehensible type 0:f 

conduet? 

ow matey ti s? 	hundred. times? Two .hundred 

times? 

Well„_ it-he could do it a hundred times., ladies 

and, gentleMen., X think, in all fairness -- itir. Nanarek is 

.always talking about ra.itasti and equity — i think 

can.  draw just one inference. And l a41. not going to be 

as gross about it as lir, itan,arek. X am.  going to state my 

„ inferende in the foie 'of a -questiOn. Just one inferences  

I think, I. so entitled to. 

. The queatien la ..this. The whole thrust .of 

.14r. Kanarekla argument during the guilt phase arid the 

penalty phase, the vhole thrust of it, if you separate the 

wheat 'front the chaff, is that the pOlice, the District 

Aft-Omen and the prosecution Witnesses got together and 

tr=ea an innocent man, Charles EanSOn.. 

Now, the question is this,. ladies and gentlemen. 

Do,  you really think that l•ir. Zanarek's performance In 

thia case, and the slanderous accusations be has made, 

'are any different from what he doeS in every single case 

he tries? 
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• 2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

9 

and ask yourself that question. 

I am not even going to respond to every absurd)  

extravagant contention made by Mr. Kezar,* during hit 

arguMent- to you.. During the 	It phase of the trial I 

did respond to all of his argument. I am not going to do 

it now.' Quilt ha0 already been elttOlished beyond a 

reasonable dinht This is a different ball.  gate new. 

The issue now is death Vitt-a,-vis life. DUringthe other 

phase.of the case It was guilt as ,Opposed to innocence, 

But I am going to respond to a few contentions. 

ice. Unarek said that the prosecution,. concealed 

• the RinmanpuNer from you, and be" aSked why didet the 

prosecution loin. the Tate-La Bianc4 Murders with the 

Hinman laur4er? 

ZA other words, we Were trying to hide- something,. 

elige in some type of sinidter, unscrupUloUs conduct. 

' Now, I say this is  the high water Mark IA 

sophistry. It is riot almost unbelievable, It is unbeliev-

able. Because err..Y;anarekl  if he open's up Volume Nob. 4 

at -MO 4uketior Gout tilei he will see a wiwitten 140tiort 

prepared by wself on June the 3.2th 1970, asking for a: 

joinder of tho Hinman ease with the Tate La Bianca .00.Se. 

KARralEK: Your Honor.*  if he wishes to reopen. the 

-evidence-  on this sublect5  let. 	make a motion.. 

11R, 13130LIO5I: He.rle,de the accusation. 

.1"pt...KANARgKz That is outside the :scope of the 

16. 

17 

18 

• 

:20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

• :25 

26 
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26. 

18 

19 

.20 

22 

-•2 

24 

4 

.6' 

0" 

12 

15 

16 

17 

VI 

eivideno* in ttai5 base. 

This- IS- the typical dup.:Litt/to that this ion 

engages in. 

Ile know,* that i4. Outaide the. &owe or the 

evidence. 

if he wants t* iven up the subject*  let 	tat** 

Inoue* 

Furthiligicire' XV ententiont was in conneotion 

witU the •grand 

MR, AUG:COSI.; No* 	aid flora te* that* 

art.. KINAnic; it is a fact that he dianst at the very 

teginning make it 4 -part- the Hinman .ease I part of the 

ester 	Bianca Bianca ease-, 

Ue is deliberately *it:stating and misleadin* 

EitifILICar Z -didn't bring it up* He told the Jury -

that we VeretrAing to 6011404 the m 0113*..: 

Ta.  oourat 	%apt* 
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MR. BUGLXOSt 	:Aso draw yOur attention to page 

21,825 to 21,.9.00„ where the proSecuti-on„ during -the penalty 

tit/all:attempted to introduce evidence of the %nun case, 

and*. '-Kanarek literally screamed bloody Murder, and his 

objection was sustained on legal grounds, :and we never 

introduced evidence on the Hinman case., 

We never did The prosedution never did. 

M[r, shtaar  very 'tonsideT4tely andthoUghtialy, 

introduced the liAnmaa murder for US. But we 

Yes. yes, there- ta 'a. -connection between. the 

Unman: murder and the Tate-la Bianca murders. There is a 

connection'. But it Is not this silly Bobby Beausoleil' 

nonsense. that Mr. Xanarek speaks about. 

Rere is the :connection* r. Manson not only 

ordered-  the date-La Bianca murders, be ordered the %man 

murder, 'That is the cOtulattion. 

question by me of Mr. Caballero: 

"What did Susan Atkins tell you about 

":14anagn't participation• in these murders,? 

"A She stated to me that Mt.. Manson it 

'PersOn that 'she:had met .a long time *got  that 

apparently he had _a -certain amount of influence 

vier her.." 

And listen. to 

itThat he had asked her to go to the 

Gary Hinman house and to kill him 	tie him ups-, 

• 10-

11: 

12, 

13 

14" 

15 

16 

' 

• 1P. 

19' 

'20. 

`21, 

22 

.23 

:24 

26 

26 
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21 
• 

• :22 

43- 

24 

27 725 

cif him,. and to, have him Sign over all of his 

papers for his automobiles to her. 

that: the - the connection between the Tate-40a 

AianCir murders and' the Hinthan murder.. - The same guy in 

that lockup over there ordered all eight, of them. 

Mr. Kansirek :said that if these three female 

.defendants were trying to protect lair. MalmoII,. why 'woad 

susalt Atkins - and Leslie Van Houten say he was at the Hinman 

residence? 

Weil, :conveniently, VEr. Manson is not charged 

.with.. the Hinman warder in this case right here. Sol  saying 

he was at. the scene of. a murder he is not charged with is 

very, very easy. 

Very easy, 	it? 

But ask. yourself this _question, ladies and 

gentlement if the .ittrsugn murder h44 heen joined: with; -the 

Tate-14 Bianca zurvIera„ and i Mr. Nausea were charged $.ia 

a separate .count a the indictment With.the Hinman murder, 

dO you think Susan, Atkins and Leslie Van HOuten timid have 

teoltied. that he was at the ;Hinman residence? 

Were yOu to hear testimony like that, you.  would 

have to wait until wild flowers grow at the intersection 

of. Seventh. and Brostdway:-; in other words., until the cowe 

cotte hosa_e.. 

Moreover, Susan Atkins' testistony as to Hanson 

on the Hinman murder was self-serving as to Charles Xanson. 
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Self,servIng. 
.She said Manson sliced off Gary Hinmants ear 

aftel* Gary HinMan Shot at Kr. Manton. In other word51 

Manama was acting in aelf.defenae, 

Well.„ even the Pope has the right to-act in self. 

defense. So, 'what Was Susan Atkins saying? 

Then 'She went on to way that Manson fled the 

Hinman residence and she,.. and she alone, murdered Gary 

Hintaft, 

Incidentally, with respect to this Hinman ourderi  

something disturbs-  me very, very much. 

.Leslie Van Reuben testified that she was at 

the scene of that murder. 

At the Grand Jury, in the Hinman case, Mary 

Brunner admitted on the witness. Stand, she testified that 
. 

the, Nat y-  Brunner*  was at the scene of the Hinman murder, 

'And:Susan ATkins.toId Dick- Caballero that she 

..,„.that,1$4  Susan; 	Nary Brunner and Bobby Beausoleil 

uere at the scene of- the Hinman murder. 

- sow*  the inference I draw*  ladies and.  gentlemen 

it.id just an inferende ...the inference X draw is 

that Leslie Van nouten was not at the Hinnan residence, 

and-  she lied .on the witneskstand, 

Now, Leslie Van Houten deserves the death 

penalty, ladies and .entlenten:, Ond I am going to .go into 

that in great - detail later on. 

She deserves the death penalty because of her 

27,726 

: 2  

3 
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9 

40 
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ig 
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• .22 
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2 

4 

5 

participation in the murders of Leno and, Rosemary. 

La Bianca. 

4314 4,t is- my opinion., in determining.iter fate 

FITZ(MMD: 1 abject to any Opinion of filr. Bugli-os 

your 1onor. 

lat 4 litfaTIOS 	 that iri determining her fate), you. 

ohoulikt  perhaps*. not consider the ninman mwrder against 

her. 

Ot course. whether you <1,o or not is 1.1p to your 

own. absolgte taisoretioni. 

Zanarek said the proSeCUtion most likely 

played. the Susan Atkins-Richard Caballero tape tir> L .oda  

Xasablan. 

. 	Well*  that tape wl.sneVer played to Linda 

tagabian. 'The evidence. at 'bilis 	shows that X' listened 

to it :once and then, returned the tape to Richard 

Caballero.  

Iiby in the world would Linda Kasabianhave to 

1st44 to a tape of- Susam.Atkins ,?-  Linda was at• the 

scene both nieits 4  Even Kanarek "admiti that. Why 'does 

she nave to listen to a tape' of Susan Atkins and. Richard 

-0aballer0? 

• Mr. Kanarek said that or the night of • the 

La ,.Bianca murders the defendants .never took any knivis 

with them into the La Eiianea residence, He claims that. 

26. 	they Got their knivesfrom the kitchen cf Mr.. awl -tire . 
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aianca. 

Ladies and- gentlemen of the Jury, the previous 

-nights  ..the very same killers with the exception of, Les'ie.  

.Van 'Houten, the very same 'killers tot& knives with 
-ii`r 

into. the La--SlinCa residence., 

It-s just not reasonable to :believe that the 

following night, the night of the La Bianca murders - they 

would Apt take knives with them. -bto the La Bianca residence. 

To,  believe that these Vitica0 -colciblooded Inurders would go 

into the residence of Zeno- An:d Rosemary La.Bienca completely 

• 15-4 

4 

56. 

10 

U 

unarmed 'in ridiculous, 

.111'fact, before they left for the La. Bianca 

residence on' the night of the La Siam* murders, Watson 

complained to. Mr.. Manson. Re said that their weapons, 

referring, to the.  knives4 their . weepcins were iatit 004 

enough the night before,. 

Can you imagine 'that?' They were not good 

2. 

13 

• 14 

15 

16,  

enough 
.17. 

xs 

30. 

21 

in any event he- said that. night 	he:was - telling 

Mr. Manson We need better weapons;' and Linda Kasabian 

.testified ttAcre were knives inside that car on the night a 

the IA Bianca. murders; 

• Moreover, 'these knives right here ..- 

.24 

These are :SOW pf the knives, ladies and 

gentlemen,3  that were taken from the La Bianca iesidencew 

Notice, *not extreme, but they are very very 

thin, 'They are certainly not thick knives at *11. 
2,5 
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And these are illustrative of the knives that 

Were taken inside the kitchen of the la Bianca residence. 

The . police seized those knives and they were .introduced into
.

. evidence. 

Now, Or, titsuyama testified that many of the 

wounds on Leno and Rosemary La Bianca could not possibly have,  

been caused by these ,knaves right here because these knives 

ire just too thin; they are just too thin.. 

Dr. Katsuyama testified that Many 'of the ode 

on On . 1,eno- and 'Rosemary.4 Bianca were caused by a blade that 

.had a.  thickness of prtei,eighth of-  an inch, 

Now, that is very thick. in, fact on page 9396 

Of the transcript he -testified that some of Rosemary's 

'wounds were caused by a "blade with a 'thickness of five- 

sixteenths of an inch. That is 'the thickness of almost 

a third of an inch! 

You are not apt to find blades that thick in-

any kitchen_ in any American home. 

The only thing "these killers -got from the' Li. 

Bunco residence was this knife right here which Vatt stuck  

Ito Lenea throat*: and the fork which was stuck into his . 

stomach, 

Of -course,' by the time they did that, ladies 

:and gentlemen, by the time they stuck that knife and fork 

'into 'Leno-'s body, poor Leno probably most likely was already 

-dead at that point. 

1: 

2  

*.0 

11. 

12'  

13'  

15.  

16 

7 

-13 

19 

20, 

2L 

23' 

24. 

4. 

t- 

6 

.7- 

8 
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•  2 

4 

6 

6 

That was just a final desecration'and sacrilege 

of what Wiese people think a human beiaga  

,.They undOotedly were thinking a the last 

,Xew lines o:f. the Beatles song Piggy., that it in the white 

SlQuhle. album. their used to play all the time at the Spabn 

ftanch; 

The last ,few..- lines 'of the song Piggy read: 

` fiEverywhere.' there's. lots o piggies 

piggy lives; 

'.'You can sec them, out for dinner - With. their 

piggy wives, ol-utohing Forks and knives to-

eat. their. bacon.' 

Nr., Kano& said-. in. terms of equity why ahoUld 

Linda Faisabian receive Immunity and these defendants get the 

geath. penalty? 

No. L. ladies and gentlemen, the proseett-

tion does- not have-  the power .to give.  anyone iMmunityi We  

donit have that power.. 

Only Judge Older has that power. 

Clow„ in this case• the prosecution, it. is , trne., 

did petition Judge Older to grant Linda Kasabian immunity, 

and ilti4e Older in his disc* et012 did so. 

ladies and gentlemen, Linda Kasabian 

deserved immunity. She testified at this trial againat 

each and everyone a:  these defendants and told the -Complete 

truth, -as -tO what happened on these two nights of murder. 
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Now, , &Ting my argument to yon, dttriPs the 

guilt trial l pointed Oat the overwhelming evidence.groves 

beyond all doubt that Linda Xasabi-an told the truth on 

that witneaa stand,. and I ant not about to go over that 

evidence again. This. is the penalty trial 110W* 

ladies and gentlemen, Linda Ikaaabian 

is 'Completely different from these other defendants, 

8  completely different, 

,9 	 Not only.414 she not order these .t carders tike 

IQ Charles-Manson did., she didn't Actually kill anyone as 

n. theta' three feMales did,  and _Tex Watson,. 

12. 	 'In fact.; On the night of the La Bianca- murders 

8: 

5. 

,she actually frustrated another murder, saved that actor's 

life -by deliberately 'mocking on the wrong door.. 
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indicated earlier,. during the guilt phase 

she cut out of a cozpletely different cloth from these 

people.. 

Kanarek spoke about the fact that Kee 

first degree satrderers only get life imprisonment, 

Well, that is true.- That he forgot to tell.you 

is. that many juries likewise give .convicted first degree 

murderers the. death penaltyk It is not unusual :at ail,. 

But he -ad not SOIAt to trdd that, - 

- 	1Canariek repeatedly spoke of Charles NikilsOrt ia 

possible innocence,. 

And he says that if you have any doubt, of Mr, 

mattgort"ts unoceng int ittotad not give him.  the 'death 

Pen*Ity,, in tact I would say that the great bulk of this 

penalty trial which. took, I believe., about two .monthis, 

the :great bulk of it concerned itself 'with the defense 

_of *putting on eviclence that Manson was supposedly innocent 

of these murders. 

Mr, genarek4  at one' time, went even further.. 

In -fact twice he went even further then possible 

innocence. 

Here 	one quote frOta. Xri Xanarekt 

-'The ,evidence shows that sr.. Manson is 

innocent of these murders beyond a reasonable doubt.." 

And then be saga, `The proof that he is' 

innocean is that Susan :Atkins.; Patricia Kranwinkel and 
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. Leslie Von Houten said he :wits; that herasn't ,slong 

dither night," 

Well., ?O. Itanarek appstrently . -does not 'realize 

that you ladies and gentUmen of the jury have a/readYit 

and •r underline the word already,. convicted Charles Gaon 

of moven 'count*. of 'murder and one qount Of conspiracy to 

commit murder. 

But f Kanarek says that even though you foilKs 

,.vie convicted Charles Manson;  he is 'stilt ijmpeent. He 

is insulting yon ladies and geatlemeno. he is saying, even 
listened -. 

though you • 	very attentively 41 through, theie tong 

szniths to. the evidence that came from that witness stand, 

and even though you deliberated for about Ato.ren dos, you 

dOet 'know what you're doing:. - 

This in.ef.teCt is 'iv-bat he is telling: you. 	. 

He apparently also floes not realize that when 

Atkins, Ktenwinkel; null Van Houten testify that Manson wag 

not in Volved in these -murders„ it had to be obvious to 

everyone in this courtroom that they were lying on that. 

witness 'stand. in, an effOrt to save their God, tharies. 

Mattson, from the gas chamber. 

. If they were willing to die for, hist, -ladies and 

gentlemen, and, at Susian Atkins admitted on the wit nen stand": 

page 23,480, murder for him, lying for him on that witness 

stand .Was easier than tifking a.  drink of water: It was 

°thing! 
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If you wUl die or murder for someOael- what la 

ae 110 What is A 340 

I would like to remind W..- Yvtinitrei that though 

there was a tremendous 'amount of evidence during the guilt 4 
S.  trial, against the three female defendants, there was even 

wore evidence against Charles Manson. 
• 6 	- 

I would lik-e, to point one 'further thing out to 7 
8 him, when Atkins, Krenvinkel and Van )1outen played the part 

3.0 
it  that NanSon wasn't Involved -- 

-of the ,sacrificial lamb and admitted their participation in 

these murders, and then lied on that 'witness stand and said 

	

12. 	
The fact that they -were willing to lie on that 

18 
witness,  stand just proves 411. the more, just prove'. all the 

more Manson's domination over them. and the fact that he WA 

15„ also dominating them and directing them on these two -nights 

la 
of savage murder. 

	

. • 17. 	• 

18 

:19 

ga: 

22 

'25 

'26 
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Mr. ganarek said "There Vag A. -veitith of testimony 

fr.oin witnesses during the penalty phase that Charlie. Manton 

did not tell anyone to do ,anything; :that these defendonta 

and everyone else in the gamily stood on their own two feet 

and .did what they vatted to do." 

Tn other words, Mr:. Kanarek claims Ir. IfensOn 

.did not dominate anyone.. • 

/et, ladies and gentlemen, the Very people 'whO 

testified to this, thi -very people who testified to. 'this., 

$queaky-,. Gypsy, Nancy. Pitman, -- you know the . grOup 

talking About. 

Those very people testified that Manson did not 

contrOI anyone in. the Family, yet they .carved and burnt 

VS on their foreheads right. after 'Manson did. 

They literally live right out on the street, 

the coiner of Temple and Broadvay, conducting. some type of 

holy or religious vigil for him, and visit him every chance.  

they get. .  

All . them.soura like -a broken record on that 

witnesi stand. They all have the same thought; they use. the-

-duke language, each. one` was a 'carbon copy of the other:. 

These people-, like Squeaky, Sandra .00od, *rends 

McCann, Ruth Koorehouse and Catherine Gillies, they are 

stip all :tOteelly subservient arid Subitet to. Charlet Iiiins00, 

they are 	,out slaVes.. . 

1 

2 

3 

4, 

5 

• 
	 6 

7 

a 

10 . 

It 

15.  

16 

19 

21. 
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18' 

14' 

15 

16 

1,7 

18 

19 
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testinony could not possibly have been 

unbUsed and =prejudiced on that witness. stencil, it's 

se- obvious they word lyinao  it. silly ter 41e tb even' 

bother mentianinc 

•• 	Ti-Laze' 	ar.:,‘ still beholden, still- 

Ta.orttaged as it wereotill subje.et to Charles rjansone 

I Awotldn't, be surpriaed if after this trial they 

follow 115= up to San Qmentln and offer to go to- the.  gas 

01w:fiber for him.. 

They are alb. connected to Ref Nanson by sone 

type of ,an nviwi 	urgbilical cord, as it were 

ose nen bers of Charles Manson' family -who 

have stteeesfUlly sevoved that uttiAlical COM and are - 

inixalinz. atd -exhalingo3x their own4  testified on the 

-witness. stand during the zullt trial the way It really was 

Out at Spam rfanehl, arra 14.anson,s fe.rdIy these peOple are 

no lonser- Vandonti elaves- ladies arid, kentlemen„ so they 

have no reason ,at all not,t0 tell the truth. abOat Oberles 

riansons  

Afr 

:•• 
I a refet;rins to peckpl-e like Linda Kassbians  

21 •Barbara.'ilOyt, Dianne Lake„ Stephanie Schramm, Danny - 

De .Garb, Paid Watlans,  Br-ooke .Post  en; 

.23 Bven non-ramili meters, like Gregoty Jakobsen. 

.24 and Terry Me cher and Juan Flynn -and Ruby Pearl testified 

25 to the total domination Fi'anson exercisse4 over his band 

gG of vagabonds. 
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1,2 

15 

17 

18 

19 

AO. 

21 

'22 

" AU of these wittiesseol, of oourse,, gave many, 

many examples showing IlaniSon!s dominatiOns  like.Dianne 

14al.ces testimony that . every' Morning Kansan would_ gather the 

whOl-e tribe together and tell each one of them what be 

Wanted_ -to do, even where he wantea them to stay -out of. 

And Pa.allIti-tkinst tes.timOay that to be a member 

of the family yOi . had. to oo1.3.1pIete.Iy.give 3r0urself up to 

Charles. tfansOn. 

Danny -pe Carlos r testimony' that only Aansort 

space to the group when they aszembled that night and no 

'orle- else• spoke unless -Hanson spoke to the person first. 

o14 7  I can go tit And on as 1 said. 

Ply closing argument during the guilt phase, 

there were 2.13,6:_such--:reter&noes in the transoript of 
"A '  

Mantonts domination over ,the family*  among whiola A  'were 

'several witnesses caned the Fataly, -Mammals family. 

This vale all developed 	-great depth dUring the 

guilt aria .  

.1 am not going over that evidence again, 

This is the penalty trlal. 

14r. Kanarek has raised the issue,' it you hew a 

possible -doubt about gansent's guilt, that he is entitled 

to 11±e.. 

So I am addressing: myself very briefly tO this- 

3 

5 

.0 

7 

-s. 

25 

:28 kanarek Said that the'Tate.-ha Bianca 
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murders were copycat murders °omitted by the girls to 

make it look like Bobby Beauaoleil did riot commit the 

anmanmur4er, 

'It la. really laughable,. ladies and.  gentlemen*  

the :ay' the thre rema/e ddendarits and the. defense 

witnesses sought to take the beat Off Charles- 114111804. 

They had to ebbe up with a motive for thed.e 

sittrders other than this heater .skelter. 

Way?,  Because no less than ten witnesses during 

the, guilt trial had 'irre,Vocably connected lianson 'with 

halter skelter„ so they Ce-rtainly could not say from that 

.witness stand that the. motive for .  these murders" was 

helter skelter.' 

If they said. that, they would be saying, '''Yes-$. 

Charles, Vianson masterminded theSe murders,. 

o they had to coz..e up with a motive other 

than h.elter skelter . zo Susan AtIclus'.testified that 

Linda riasable.n, mind you., not Charlie Ne.rtaon3.  master,- 

inded these laurders, and Linda Ina the one that originally 

cata4 up with the idea, or committing these murders to .free 

Bobby Zeausolell, make the murders look like copycat 

murders and Sadie- also testified that Linda had been 

burnt out of :$1,o00 or .IZA at the Tate residence.' 

X can, give you between R0 and 30 reasons why 

this nonsensical story of the defense was fabricated out 

Of whole cloth%  l won't take up your time with it. I 

.2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

,kz 

9 

10 

L2 

14 

16 

16 

19 

.20. 

12 

29 

24 

25 

26 
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12 

13: 

14 

18 

t .  

go, 

a 

• , 	• 
am not -going to insuIt your inte,lligence, :but I, will cialce a-

/few eowents with respect to I r. Xanarelea contention. 

Nuober one-, Linda Kazablan teatified during 
the.  penalty tria tho.t she never participat-ed IAA  nor-did 
she .even 'evert hear -these defendants' or -any one out -at 

Spahn. 	aention Anything. about colnatittiN; these murder 

to- free Bobby 	never heard Lanything 	that,. 

tnoidental4, '1.cdiezi and gentieten., 	Viwigolt, 
ltiltd' orizt.  'were cOltzittc-,-.4 to 17.‘e11 free Br,obby Beatuoiefil,-4  • 
tzt: it. eharies IT.anson hzid. nOthine; to do with thee. Aurderss  

uttbelievatilio-  tf he had nothing, to 4o with these 

murders tilat out of _orzd .ztilItorz ar as homes in Loa 	it ea 

gov.nty, Planmon is'oonnected with the two ho*es -where these 
murders took plade. 

Eft had been to. the Tateresidenoe on two *coati* 

and riot next -door to. the La Blanca residence on ;40001 
ce-oatiOns*  

Lfir. Xanarek points vut that. the word Upigf At" 
lett at the Eintari.Wate and La Bianca rec4dences;_ and he-

suggests= that this team that 'the Tate-4 Bianca nturdera 

were o-opyeat =riders to free Bob-by 

says that the word tsillet at the Tate residence-
o.nd i1-death to pizs# at the La-  131artea residence were placed 

-there' to copy politlon pizer at the 111114.4.42- re5t4snoe. 

Well,.rattiOla XretwiatlprUte4 the, 1,1:040,  
I'deiath to pio.0  ladies and tentlezen, at the La, )31anca 
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• 

4 

5 

lib • ,,  

7 

8 

16 

11  
. 	• 

13 

16 

17 

19 

20. 

reaidenter, 'ShO never testified that she' had -any .S.ugh 

thought in her mind. 

Eito I dot know Where Mr.; Atharek, gets this, 

idea the very person who prl.nted those words salt). that 

she had no ou,oh thought in her Irdnd. 

22 

23.•  

-24 

26 

26 
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on the wall at the 4a :Bianca, .residence, 

Nibs Xrenwiralmix  did you have 141 Aind 	yOzz 

virote c the wall at the La ilis.n0a residence 

the words. 4pallttical piggy r  1 
;ice 	I had nothing in vind.'r 

hwa nothitie .in ,z .d, That's Page 13,9.05. 

-Moreover:0  ladies. and.  .gellt 	if these 

dcfendants were zeekiryz to 40rMit.  copycat zurdettl  they 

wou1d5  not haw printed "Pie at the bate residence and 

mdeeth to plzs" at the La Bianca residence, sinte the 

vord.o. 	 Imre painter 'in ;Mood kttine Rim 

residence. 

.1r the Tate-,440:81arfea ilurders were designed to 

150 copycab murdersOhosoyery sale words, npolItUal 

plzRies4." wou/d have beox printed in blood at the Tate 

and La' aanca.• iiesidendese 

something: eIst fOr you to :consider, 

ladies' and .gentlemen. 

01r. )51.11-cfs-.1 01x0-ito photographs to the 

Whatpver .this exhiiat /umber is, in. any event 

7  here 	1tpolitical. Pizgyl• printed in blood at the Hinman 

- .res-idenee. 

' Eight rkezt to .1t in blood le a pa-0 print, sight 

next to political piggy there is a Paw print.. 

Now if_ these people Were seeking to cOmilit 

ti 

27,„742  

50Ing,inZind whot you wrote 15)3-1 1 

3 

4  

9 

12 

.13 

14 
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16 

17 
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23 
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.2 

4.  

copycat "murders,, if the Tate-La Bianca murders were 	
• 

to be copycat murs ersl. not only would. these defendants. 

haveprinted the sorsa tlpolltical piggy" at the Tate and 

La Bianca .residences„ but they Would have .put a paw print 

riext text to it as was-  done at the Hinman residence. 

COTTE.T: We will take our recess at this time!  

Ladies and. lientlemen.„ remember the -admonition. 

The -court will. recess :for 15 minutes. 

(Re.Cess.). 

_TEM 	All parties are present except 	on. 

counsel and all jurdra are present. 

You, ,mai continue., ittr., 

Mt. RitiOLZO$14-, Thank you, 

Printing the word npig!" ladies' and.  zentlenens!  

:at the TAte residence and death to pis at the L. 3ianca 

residence had 'nothing to do. with copying the words, "politle 

piggy" at the ginman residence. 

The purpose of the Hinman murder, as we know.* 

was„ of course; to simply set ilitmarkle cars,. end Ike rettlagted 

tO do it. They killed him. 

It was a very simple, - commono.  zarden Variety 

type of motive.. .The purpose, the motive for the Tate- • 

La Bianca murders which we proyed beyond all doubt, the 

principal:  -purpose,of .c4aUtlie,was helter skelter. 

• Long before Dinman was murdered!  long before the. 

 

II 

11 

'12 

 

 

16 
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-26 

-Hinman murder, ions hetore there were any words ~"palit .cal  

pizgy7 to, eopyl. this is what Manson told the entire- tataily 

in j?ebruary of 1969 at the -Ctresham Street a4dresa in  

Canoga. Park. 

• Them VaZ no politiCal pisgy at the Hinman 

re, idenet 	this 	if Manson wanted those. owl of. 

Uzi Hines, he did riot know at that time whether- 41e even 

wanted them* 

If he aid Icnibta he certainly did not now that 

ilinwksn was not go :n toisive-tho cars up and that he Would 

have to Ile 'killed.. 

• • *biz 	Brooke- Poster test .tying :tows. Pebruarys 

1969 

All 4,4s.in February o i6g 

'were you stral at CanoBa Park? 

rte. 	Yes. 

74 • . 	any- me 4n early February at 

the ..Greshani house in Canova _pArk 41.11 Mr, Manson 

ever say howhelter skelter was gaps to stalt? 

Who was present on that occasion? 

The entire faitilYs 

Was Sudan Atkins present? 

- Yes, 

Was Patricia Krenwinkel present? 

Yaew 

5 

a 

0: 

10 

12 

13 

14 

la, 

L7 

19 

20 

21 

22 
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18; 

154 	Was- Leslie Van Iii:inten precentT 

Yetc,, 

What did ALT.. anon sag, 

how s would hater si:elter start' What did 

•'Nr. Oanton say about' that? 

He said a voup or, the- real. 

blacks„ real bIaoksa  would 5Cote. out or' the. 

ahettoes ara 	ektrticious crime in'the richer 

seetiOns -or' LOS Angelo and other .oities. 

'11:key would-do. 	atrocious lturder with 

cuttins bodies to'pieces 

smearint5 blood on tile wails writine, trao 
E
on t40 wall ,  

Usiting "0.sq 414tht wall*. 

Thtc 1.3 Vebruary-or L969 in Gancga Park, long 

ttexcii.4 the,  Tama= murderri.. 

Se writip "pie at the Tate-and La Bianca 

residences .was simply a part et 4anson't.s. blueprint for 

Starting heIter skelter. • 

He 'ordained -that the word "pie would be 

printed in bleed- long be-ore the -Ciary Hinman nurder. 

14 tAoto .SOin Atkins 'told her attorney, 

Illehard Caballer 0,' that tfanden wanted the Word "pie 

to 1:.,e'printed . at the r,(7ate and La. Bianca residences-, 

not theAnima readenees  lytit, at the Tate and La 'Bianca 

reside ices 'because Blacic Panthers tall white people p,4030 

9 

1er.  

11 

12 

18 

14 

15 

16 

20: 

4 

23. 

24 

25 

26 
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and, of -cOuriO, 'Hanson wanted to fr-ame the aittclt Panthers*  

or some Other black zroup- for- the murders. 

AlsO ganSen.antlidS Foxily felt that just about 

every-one outsido of thet717 Family were pigs, ara they telt 

that the -eight r victims who were murdered ;IAll this ease 

Nert 

- 	According. to 	tats)iyaats testimony Mr* . 

-waa stabbed:-  i - minimum of two ti s, a maximum or 

Four -times 	certallay not an unusual number Qt- stab 

wounds int, Ourder case, -.  

the Tate-La B•lanca murders all Were. 

stabbed a number of times. - Voitya rrykoviski 51 times;  

Itt)-$ Aituby La 'Bianca, 1a romoz;' Lebo Zia Bitneax  46 titles. 

- Since:there is 'thie very great disparity between 

the Hinman murder on one hand Laril the La Bianoaiurder on 

the -other hand it' is- Verg obvious -that 'these ctetX- tidoxits 

who ;commttted the-  Tate-La:Blanca, murders did .not Attempt 

to lead anyone- to believe they were also tbe Hinman 

2 

3 

6 

7 

:9 

13 

.1,56 	20. 
• IT 

22* 
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In their efforts to make it look Iike freeing 

Bobby Beausoleil was the motive for the Tate and La Bianca 

Murders, it was really amusing the way the defense witnesses 

tried. to disassociate Charles ..S.ansoil from Reiter Skater.,  

Several defense witnesses, as you recall, 

testified that they never heard Manson use the word iieltet 

Skelter or "pigs" or "bottomless pit" or "Revelation 9-..“ 

E.Nre r Cr else at Spahr Ranch was using. those 

*words, but not Charlie, 

Somehow those 'words did not come out of Charlie* 

mouth. Those triartiS originated in Charlie's mouth.. tle was 

the originator, he was the origin, the genesis of those 

words-, 

 

A I! • 

• 

• 6 

7 

9.  

10 

..• 

 

11 

12 

' xs 

a 

• 

14 	 At the -guilt trial no less than ten Witnesses, 

10. 'it was proved beyond all. -doubt that Manson had a lick 

xs obsession, a fanatical obsession with goiter Skelter. - 

Atimag other things Brooks Poston testified that 

xs he had never heard the -words, 'getter Skelter, 'used 'before 
until • 

as in the Eamily, never heard the words/Charles 1031213tNI, during 

• 10; 1969 at Barker Ranch' introduced those 'words into- the Easily. 

23, 	 You remember he said "Manson bad been in Los 

22 Angeles4nhe was commuting between. Los Angeles and Barker- 

sroultd,liew year's.*  1969„,-,he comes, back and it is. no longer 

24 "defecation is coming down." 

"Reiter Skelter is .coming down.," according to 

i2au1 Watkins -who- testified that Manson used the words, 
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Reiter Skelter, constantly, in fact went on to sot 

"Reiter Skelter seeias to be the Main topic with. 

Charlie*" 

'These defense witnesses get up there,. never heard 

Charlie use that word. 

"We use it, but we never heard him say --that." 

Well, as they.  say in hare, "Sure, 	. 

Incidentally, Kr:» Vinarek never did .try to • 

.ezttila.in to you, don't know,  why, I 1:1e-ss I do know why4  

10 there is no. explanation, 	• . 

Re never. 40:try to explain to you why the wards 

Belter Skelter were printed in blood -on the refrigerator 

:door at.  the La Bianca residence: 

Ue never 	try to. emilain that to you-. 

What does Reiter Skeite-r have to do with freeing 

Bobby 'Beausoleil or a - I0.000 MDA burn at the Tate- residence? 

Absolutely nothing,. that's what, - 

The Words Reiter skeIter were left printed •in 

blood on the La Bianca residence because all of the evidence.. 

At this trial shows' beyond 'all doubt that was the principal 

reason' for- these savage murders. . 	• 

Susan Atkins even Admitted svit the witiesa stand,-

she admitted on the witness stand that on December 4, 1969•0  

when she spoke to me, she told Me that the- purpose of these 

murders was to- show the black man how titt take over from 

the White an, and also- to instill fear into the establishment,. 

15c04 

2 3 

4 5 

6 

10 - • 

15 

17 

19.  

20.  
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And lir.. Caballero, Susan Atkins' first attorney, 

testified -that Susan told him that ManSon through these 

murders was trying to start a race 1..74= which he, Newton, 

- 4 "called Reiter -skelter. 

- 

	

	 . Susan, Atkins never xaentioned to- me, or to Dick 

.6. Caballero-, to lioni Rot ard or to Virginia Graham, to anyone 

anything about the Bobby Beausoleil nonsease, 

" During this penalty -trial the defense actually 

- -9. tried to substitute Linda KasabiAn for Charles -MangPO. 

io 	 Listen to this -testimony, ladies 'and ".gentlemen, 

1; Susan Atkins testified: 

12 

	

	 VAtid Linda said, 'Well., what do you went 

to do to get him riut?"•- Linda is talking to 'Sadie., s 

0'. 	i 	according to Sadie: 

"Well,. what do yotr want to do to get 

- 4 

16 

*$ 

19,  

20 

21 

22 

him out? 

Linda Said .this? 

"A 	Yeah,. and I said, Nell, I don't know, 

- maybe we can get him a lawyer.' 

"And she said, 'We don't have any.  money. 

We can go out and steal and get some money.' 

"Altd.l said, 'Well,. l 'Will do anything. -»— 

anything to get my brother out of jail. 

"'And at the same time I didn't feel as if 

I would go to the police and tell them. I did it.. That 

was not the answer for me at the time., 

'0' 

24 
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w. 

 

• 2 • 

2 4 

5 

6 

9. 

"And Linda come off with something like 

'Weil, I know some people... 

"She said, /You remember the thousand 

dollars that I hadV • 

told her "Yeah. t. 

-"She said, 'Well, went up to some people 

in Beverly nits and asked them for some" *- some new 

kind of, drug, tiriti, - LSD 	oh., anyway, she went to 

buy somethin g from them and they burnt her for 

the bread. 

"And she was envy, ead I looked at her 

like, wait a admute„ you, know„ in other words, Sadie 

was shocked at the possibility. She Just 
114 	Now, lees go  into more detail. as to.  

  

 

a 

15 

16 

18 

19- 

20: 

22 

'23 

25 

-46 

ighat Linda Kasabian said to' you about getting Bobby 

but• 

'itA 	I -really do not remember word for word,  

"It IS just, can you look at from where 

L

t x  
am .comb from,. man. 

"Wotct for word converiation, I don't 

remember word- for Word conversation i had trL  

hour ago4 

' 	Well?, just telt us the substance of the 

Conversation. 

The substance -of what she .said 

"'What.  would -you' do? I know some thing* 
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"that we can dO to.  get him out. ate can make some 

more of the same. 

"Q 	In .other words, she said go out and. kil1 

other- people- 

"A 	She didn't say it in those exact words 

to me. She said tJust make it look like more of tbs . 

same ir 

1t She saId., cif you wiil make lots Of them." 

they will cut bobby loose and everybody will go- free.* 16 as, 9 

18 

19 

20. 

;22 

23 

25 

g6 

18.  

14 • 

15 

16 
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1 

3 

4 

-5 

:6 

7 

In other words/  this is Linda's idea. 

"I couldn't accept that right away. Until 

I dropped "home acid with heel, and she told me to 

get a knife and chance of clothes." 

An of a sudden iuda Kasabian is Charles 

Brason: Linda Kasabian is telling Sadie to 4o these 

things, 

*9  

10- 

11 

13. 

14 

' 	• 15 

10, 

17,  

"1i3 

19. 

20 

21  

22.  

24 

25 

26. 

,'=Did she- sa'Y to you 	I mean/  did Linda Xasabian 

nay to you, tell yotto  about these people in Beverly Dills? 
,She *lust said'. that they had burned her • 

for some money. 

4,In Other words, they took her money and 

• didn't deliver any narcotics or drugs? 

• "That is what she said. 

"And. did she say she, knew where these 

-people liVed? 

"Yes. ividently she did/  Zvidently sho 

knew where they Lived because she went up there. 

• "So /  after you talked to Linda Nasabian. 

and. the trillor girls about, trying to get Bobby 

out /  did you -s,11 decide to do sOmething? 

"Xf yOtt can :conceive of not deciding to 

do .anything. and 101; doing It. 

"Okay ,,t 

Now /  then,/  you gat in an automobile to., go. some 

• 

it.  

. 164. 

• 
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"I dropped. some acid. Linda, .gave le a 

tab 'Cif acid„ 

"She told . rae: X juSt gave Tex some 

:STP. And 'the says; -GO get Xatie.i' 

.Linda said, "lao.. get Kat-4..e. 

"So X went and, got Kati-e. 

"And Katie- -otwae. Linda come. 

'"Tex was.  in :the ear, and I-  got in the car*, 

and Linda. 0i in the car, and we droVe off.' 

"ArAd, I dontt know where we drove. 

ROkay. 

SAdie„ lets.s,-go back. 

Plipw.ray' people got in' q the autogtobtleT 

the peOple that got" into. the' 

automobile. 
.• 

:31rt mirx,0  Lida, iCatie and. Vyeelt. • . 
"is that -4:1 

"kour. 

"Who is driving? • 

"Linda .excuse 	Tex, end Linda was 

telling Tex where to go.." 

4ow,. when they got to the T.ate residence, it 

is Linda who was the ,f1rst one that went oVer the:gate7.  

aocsording. to S.adiel .and 	,"'Come 'on, 1.4  and Tex and 

Sadie and, Katie falowed. Linda: 

The -defense attorney could et keep up .with 

' 	6 

9 
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12 

13 
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their own clients, and people like Dypsyl, as to whythe 

murders were taking plaoe.. 

taul Fitzgerald even intimated it might have 

been tor some ieaaoa orlando, andimr.busband's. 

1rving Eanarek, during the 'guiIt,triall  argued 

that Tex and. Linda went to the Tate residence because 

Linda was out of 14D2' and herboy griend, TPV2. went theVe 

ti;), 4et some more Lsr-D- for her. , 

You rameraher4  Z;r, Kanarek tnaa that*  Those 

are his words, 
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Now, Amring the penalty trial, all of 4 sudden 

the purpose of the murders wa0 to get Bobby Beausoleil 

out 	Jail and-  for Linda to get- even with the Tate 

viottus fop takina a thousand dollars from her and tat 

deliverins the drug NUIL, 

The extremely preposterous thing about it It 

that -Sadie and Gypsy testified that they had never told 

fanyone„'no 'other,  human bein41  period, about Linda being 

-behind these murders-until they took that witness stand 

and testifier... 

: 	In fast; Gypsy,' who would die for Charles 

110218ons,  claims that she know that Linda was behind 

thes-p,  imrde= singe the murders happened in Auaust of 

12169 yet she teL no other liVits soul, not even the 

defense attorneys, until February the 9th4  19711  -4hen she 

is on that witness .atand teatifying. 

During the guilt trial, Gypsy didalt even 

testify. During the penalty trial,. On direct examination` 

by four defense attorney0„ shti still didn't Say boo about 

it, keeping tht key to the 1:rate-lsofiazzoa Murders loOked 

in her- perjuroUsbosou. 

Finally, on direst examination, during' the 

' penalty trial, zindy.ou.„ on redireet„ when Mr. tamrek 

was up there whispering with her at the witness stand, 

she testified that she told Irving Kanarek that Linda 

was. behind these murders.. 

5 

6 
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17-
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Well.:  for .one and a half years she keeps it a 

secret from the World, doesn't tel anyone, no attorneys, 

no one, Gypsy says.. 

no one can unlock that Secret exeept the 

_illustrious Tr4r. Xanarek. 

liot on direct:  but on redirect examination, 

during •the penalty trial. 

To believe Gypsy, she sat on the corner of  

Temple and Broadway ,with an X carved on her forehead 

during the guilt tal.al and she lust let her God; Charles, 

ansOn„ be ooavoted or seven murders she claims he is 

innocent or. And_ as X 454Y $ us-an Atkins also .admitted 

that she never told anyone about Linda being behind these 

murders 

lrow, proof positi.Ve, ladle* and gentlemen:, . 

proof' positive..or, Ole: motive of freeins Bobby Beausoleil 

is eoniplete, un4dulterated hogwash and was- recently 

fabricated -by the three female defendants and the defenfe 

witnesses, As' the fast that 4.4 it were trim., they would 

have tad the defenge attorneys about it:  .pa rtica-arly' 

Xanarek,„, who represents Vir!  Char-les lianson.4  

How do we know they didn,!tl Because Sadie and 

Ciy.psy say they didn't. 
. 

Furthermore,if anyone 	not just Sadie 

Gypsy„ but if anyone 	had told Mr: Kanarek about it 

titlking. about Leslie, or KatPs' or Brenda 1,.!c Carat or 
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1 

3 

'Catherine aillioe 	it anyone ilad told hint anYthIng 

about that, since ;Zir*., .tranaret known them well, he speaks 

to their, they refer to him on the mitnees Oatid.,e,t 

: rvings so yon kw*he itias ;:, poke1 to all thcte people 

before 	if -anyone had put that thOUght in that ,moan's 

head rizht there, anyone at all, since Linda Katabien was 

en that iPtesid fox 18 days,. don't, you think that Ns, Kanarel; 

would have asked her about this Dobby 	 stuff? 
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tie are ill a. witness to the fact, ladies and 

,.gentletnen„ that when. 	comet to as 	questions, 

one will. e-ver.  accuse Er, Kanarek of bein& stingy.. 

If he could ask her ti,Uestions ad nauseum, daY 

after day after day, -about the most completely ineense, 

quential matter. why didnit lie ask her ab-out the alleged 

motive of -freeing DobbiBeausoleil? 

lie was. willing to waste timel  ladled antigentle-

mens  asking Binds Nasabian what eras her state of mind. 

durinc the. first hour op her Second LSD trip in Boston in 

19E54, -Why didn't he ,ask her about all this Bobby 

,Beausoleil nonSena;a.? 

 

 

13 

14: 

•16 

Is 

19 

- zo 

zi 
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23 
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26 

- But henever asked her one single., solitary 

question about it. 

Way' didn't het.  ‘Becolate it is obvious that none 

Of these three remake defendants or any Of the -defense 

-witneSSea told him about it. 

Why .didn'tt they tell him about its sosso.tde it 

didn't exist. It was recently fabricated. 

They bad to come Up- with some motive Other than 

bolter skelter. lid the inference is that Ilene= 1s the 

One that came up with this BeauSpleil nonsense- and tOld 

these gals what to testify' on that _witness stand. 

Kanarek has an argument, and I am going to 

give it to him. lie might not be thinking abOut 

Be is writing something down on his paper, -but 
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there is an argument to answer me. 

'Take notes, Mr. utak,,  

He might argue to you that the reason, ladies 

and zentlemen, that the reason,  he never asked Linda . 

Katiabian about the bobby Beausoleil nonsense_ is because 

he had. so  much .ciz)ncern ,for-  the three female defendants. 

He didntt Want to implicate them. 

That is an arGument. .fOr yOU, Mr, ils_tarek... 

And I say that no rational person would even 

begin S accept that explanation, ladies and.  gentlemerk. 

1.7r. Kanarek durine; his. argument to' you, showed 

no Concern for the three female -defendants. 

Time and time. again he said they are completely 

responsible by themselves for - these murders. They and 

they` alone are responsible. . and he kept pointing out the 

fact 'that. these three female defendants had no remorse. 

They say .that war !naked Strange 'bedfellows. 

:140111  lawsuits apparently do also. Because agree with 

I.. itatarek, attorney-at--law, about this bit of to remorse. 

*Len heTargued abOut no remorse about the girls, 

he we.sritt areuins in the same vein as,  'fir. Pitzgerald and 

Mr. Keith.. They. argued that these girls had no remorse 

because..of some type of mental il/ness. Mr. Kanarek said 

they have to retorse because he is telling you how bad 

they -are,. • 

Well, we have all seen the fervor of Mr.* Xahareki 
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13 

reDresentation of Ir. 	n8oti. If he, had in his possession 

vlYthing about this Beausoleil nonsense which he thought 

witS„Atvcirable to his client -- and we knew he 4'elt 14, j.11 

ftverable tO. hie client because for about two sleuths we 

have - been` listening io 	pit evidence on — if he 

'liras in possession- or tias evidence, this Bobby BeausOleil 

non...sense„ to believe. that he kept it- a secret to protect 

these.  three females, at his clienttb expense is so.. 

ridictllous that it. -deeskit even rise to the dimity of  

being absurd. 

is goiug to let -Charles Manson be convicted 

of seven counts of murder becauSe he • is concerned about 

these 'three girls? 

Let him malge that argument. - 

never .asked.'Itincia Kasabiati any questions 

during the guilt trite. abOutthis Bobby Beausoleil-nonsense 

because it didn,tt even exist.. It was recently fabricated. 
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I 

2 

3 

4 

6 

Charles. Vanson started the Family in Haight-

Aspury in 1967. Members of biz family thought he was 

lesue Christ, and apparently still do. He knew all and 

could zee all. 11* could read their-minds. 

,fie brought a'd'ead bird back to life. you. 

rememberthat. 10 brouit;ht a dead bird back to. life. Can, 

YOu imagine that, ladies and gentlemen2 

Sandra Good, testified that Charlie could shout 

so loudly -- you remember she testified 	he. could shout 

So loudly that this Rail oZ Justice :would tremble. 

ttaybe:Charlie :caused the last earthquake,, if 

he did, I'd like to have him put some of the plaster back 

'oh the wall in my office, 

SandrA Oood testified that when that guy over 

there in- the lockup used to eemb his hair,. everfOne used 

to gather around and wateh, gust colubin-  his hair. 

He completely dominated the every day existence 

-Of every memer Of the Pamily,, ladies and gentlemen.. They 

were all hit slaves. 

.Yet Susan Atkins and.detenze witnesses like 

sayPsy and Nancy-Pitman and Catherine Dillies want you to 

believe that Linda Xasabiano,whe was even afraid, to, give 

her little daughter-Tanya, love in front of Charles 

Manson -- ycm. remember, she testified that Charlie said, 

ffDonit giVe her any love; this is to be done by other 

people -- she said that when' Charlie wasn't around, she 
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used to give v. anya her lave. 

fere is Linda whO has jUst oined the Family ---

Susan =lam told her attorney, Dick CabalIero-0"that she 

.dil-gt even know Linda's llama 	Linda Xasabian just 

joined the Family, 'and. in a torith she is 	charge of 

Tex,. Sadie and Clem)  she had the inotite for these murders, 

she is leading the way. She. dopes up Tex on SIT, 

tellsSadie to get a. knife. .and change .af clothing)  tells 

Sadie to o get. Katie, leads the troopa Over the-  front gate 

the Tate residence, and the nett night it was she 'who 

picked out Harold True ;s.  residence to go tO, 

. Well, anyone who would believe a story like 

that, as I said before, they would believe that . alligators 

can do the polka and, cows Can speak tho Spanish language. 

TO accept a at 	like that, One Voul4 have to 

have the mind of a .mentally-retarded insect. 	- 

Only Ono person ordered these murders)  ladies 

and .gentleraerxI  'arid his initials , are. pi. lie..also has. 

aical '410.1' And he is in. that lockup right now 

listening to 001, - 	• 

He is AS guilty as Mn and he knouts it. 

Er. Xanarek -said that the evidence IS over-

whelming.  from the testimony of many witnesses that. Mr, 

ilana-on was with Stephanie' Schramm in Devil's Canyon :OA 

both of these nightS„; 

Now, ismyt•it strange,  that all of 31r, Winton,  z 

. 	. ' 
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X,d out 'slaves have testified to this during the penalty 

trial, and the very persor4 Stephanie Sehramml  Whom. they 

claim 1,:ans0n was witb., testified that MansOn was nOt with 

her, 

She testified on October 23rd„ 1974, five 

months ago„ so you may have forgotten some of her 

testimony. 

As- I told you at ti s33  X can't remember,what 

sat t wore yesterday, and I .am serious about that.. You 

may have forgotten- what she testified to five month* ago„ 

SO„ let's go over Stephanie Sohratom,s testimony.. 

Ve had a parade of perjurers on that witness 

stand saying that Stephanie Schramm was with Charles 

Manson. Letis'see that she has to say—about it: 
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xucidentall x  Z an; asking these ,questions. 

ganareit said Z was 	to hide what Stephanie 

Schramm was doings ri/i4eze are my questions. 

He -said / was trying to hide what Stephanie-

was doing with Charles 1:4,noon on the night or the murders*  

These are riy oastions. 

KEN. BIZt I object, That is a. misrepresentation. 

diet . exar4nation 	Iluglicsi did not cover 

that 4 

iaRip %GLIM: I said these are my questionsi  

an. uvar2K: It. Wasn't on diroct examination, 

11r, Bugliosi. It was only after the defense had 

questioned her, 

BtM,x0sI: Toll. raised an issue that Was not an 

issues. 

That Is a misrePresentation. 

,COtTra TQU 	h.:270 your opportunity for 

argument 

BUOL/04It l'am asking Stephanie Schramm, 

uOn the dat's of-.August the 8th., dial you 

have dinner at the ranch that e-vent'ag? 

"Yes.' 

n'Aftev dinner what did. you do? 

" X oleos I just walked around and talked 

to peOpI for a little while, because I did not 

know anybody ve.47-11‘oed„ 0.nd then I went to sleep. 

• 
3 

41. 
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llibere did you_ go to sleep?' 

'"In the traiIer. 

"Did Charlie te11 you to.  go• into the 

tzailer? 

"Yes, 

"Did y.ou 0 it the trailer. by yourself? 

"Yee • 

."And you went to Sleep? 

nh-huh:„ 

Haw ...long 'after, dinner did you go to the . 

:trailer? 

" Vat very long. //laybe an hour. 

mid ctfarlie sleep with you-on the night 

of the 130.1" 

This 'is the.nlght of the 'Tate warders. 

"He took me into the trailer .and he told 

me to sleep there-I-and he told mehe would be 

back in a little while. He told le to stay there 

until he came back. 

"The question W4Ati' Did Charlie sleep 

with you? 	, 

"No, he did not!  

"DIA yOu wake up sometime after you. went to 

sleep that night2 

"He" -- referring to Charlie -- "woke 

26- 	 me up before it Was lighti a little before dawn) 

6d-1 
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7and we went down into Devil's Canyon." 

That S. the night or .the Tate ZurdeVs. 

It seems like these.. girls,*  like C.atherine(41114011- 

and Nancy Pitman*  especially*  Should have checked out their 

Story izith Stephahie'.achramm. $.:he doetntt remember,  

Charlie bang. with, her on those nights.. 

Now we, -go to- the night. ot the La Diane* rau.rd.ers.. 

'Po yOu remember that kir. Hanson did on 

the date of August the 5'44 1969T 

"Vern, as close as can- remember he took 

me dog to Detril/e Canyon and we :spent the. 44Y- 

there*  land.w.h.tn  fit got dark.*  he-lett*  and. he 

caMe back tither sometime fluting the night or 

early it the morning...0 	- 

',When it get clark, he lett end he este back 

.either some time during .the night or early in 

OA Morn* a," 

"Zo, on August the 9th he. lett when it 

got dark? 

"Yes.. , 

nyou donut know Where he went? 

"-And then-  he came back. when? 

°During the night or in the AOrning*  

because I wits asleep.. 

"But you. saw him in the morning? 

riEto 	- 

.1 

10' 

14, 
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Incidentally, Suoaq Atkins -slipped up on the 

2 witness stand and admitted that -on. the night of the. Tate 

t  rmurders she called Barbara Hoyt in the back house and 

. 4 i asked Barbara Hoyt to get -three sets ,of .dark clothing-k: 

Do you remember,. she admitted that on the 

—6- ,.witness- stand. 

And as you recalf,' Barbara Hoyt, when she 

•:,$, testified during, the guilt phase; testified to the .same 

p , =thing. She was back IA the bolt. house, Sadie 04111.04 her 

'1'0  • and asked her for three' sets of dark clothing• 

.SO, Susan's:testimony:confirms the fact that 

12 Barbara Hoyt was telling the truth. 	• 

is 	 Now, since we know that Barbara. Hoyt was' telling 

the- trutb."about What hiipp‘edat Spahn Ranch on the night 

of the Tate murders, -toe therefore know that when he testi- 

fie4 -that she brought the 'three sets of dark clothing up 

to -the front of the reinch•-„: .eliona.dia she see in front of 

:1 the ranch, 'ladies and gentlemen, on, the boardwalk? Sone 

19 ,-other than Charlie Isfan‘gn,. 

% .Charlio said: What are you doing with the 

21 clothing? She said.: Sadie.just called me. She wanted 

22 three sets of -dark clothing. And t-lanson told her: They 

-.723-  already left, 

. - 	' So, Charlie wasn't in Desalts Canyon the, night 4 

g.:  of. the Tate murders. . When his band of murderers left the 

- g6 - • Spahn Ranch for the Tati.residence,,  he saw them off, 
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9 

and shortly, after they left he spoke to Earbara lioyt .and 

told :Barbara Hoyt that the group had just. left. 

If I 'wanted to)  ladies and.  gent-Lamer/ 0  I don4  t • 

know if yo 4.that td l Rake _my  word for it or not, but I 
• x n 	. 

could point out countless• discrepanClei and cbritra.dicti-orts 

and inconsistencies is the :testimony of the three female 

defendants- and the defense Witnesses in' this case,. but 

itisnot going to dignify their testimony and Taste your 'tiro! 

and ;Lusult your intelligence. . 

11 

12 

• 13. 

16 

18 

2O 

22 

- 

25 

10• 
	 repeat, this is the penalty trial, not the 

guilt trial, and I am. not going to reargue the issue -of 

guilt all over again, 

-The three female defendattte confessions •on 

-.that witness stand that„ yea, they did participate in these 

murtlers, Aerved no. other purpOse than tO Substantiate and 

confirm.t:he testimony of Linda- Kasabiani and for that 

matter; -the testimagy of all the other prosecution witnesses,. 

such as Roni• Howard and Virginia Graham. 

And the efforts of Atkins, Krenwinkel and 

Van .iionten to save Charles Manson. the Mephitopiutlian 

guru, from the gas chamber served no purpose than to 

	

prove *II the more•.his. domination .over them and the fact 	• 

that he was dominating and directing them on the two night0 

in• :tine ation. k 

I want to point this out. . 

Yon recall)  I told you during the guilt trial  

19. 

21. 
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/ 1 that even Without the testimony of Linda Kasabiant  even 

:withOut her testimony, it was obvious that charles Manson. - ( 

; -ordered these murders. -And that was so beCause there vnts - -, 
14.- so :much, other evidence, so much independent evidence, 

,such as Manson's confession to aultu Flynn,' that proved 

beyond all: .doubt that Teems= ordered -these zurderas 

But here- we had the testizony -of en eyewitness:,. ' 

• g:  Linda usibim, that Charles Manson, and Charles Manson 

-ordered thesi murders. 

o 	 And'uov, -ladies and gentlemen, during the - 

t r  penalty trial, you-  Iesrp for the First time- 	you didn't- 

12- know this .during the guilt trial because no evidence CAA* 

3 in.  from that witness stand -during. the -pilt trial on this 

14 point -a 'but during the penalty trial "you felks learned for 

'4 the Ora., time that V)4sen Atkins told Rota Howard and . 

16f as., 16. Vi-rginia•Graham that Charles Manson ordered thesS murders. 

is 

24 
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Yoe learned during the penalty trial for the 	- 

first. time that on the evening of December the.  4th, 190, 

Susati. Atkins also told itte that Charles -Manson ordered.  these - 

mard(res.- •  

 

:2 

 

 

4 

 

And you Learned that she told her own attorney 

many times, Richard Caballero, that 'Charles Manson ordered 

these murders. 

And you also learned during the penalty trial 

that Susan Atkins testified at the- Orand Jury that •Charles 

Hanson vat behind these marderi. 

YOu also learned for the first time during the-

penalty trial that Leslie Van Houten told one of her first 

attorneys, Marvin Part, 'that Manton was behind these 

murders, 

And Patricia irenwinkei ,admitted -on -tie-  witness 

stand about:her conversation with Dr. Brown in which she 

said that Manson -was behind these marderi.- 

At the penalty trial,. 

$R1 KANARBK; Your Honor, I am• constrained to point 

oat, your. Honor, in connection with this 

• BUOLIOSX: This Is her testi-Many. She admitted 

tht 

THE COURT: State your abjection... 

• ma. XANAREK:  The. objection is -on equal protection 

of the. law under the 14th Amendment of the United States 

Constitution, • in that your Honor has made the paint that 
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the Brown letter is to be used only in connection with the 

state of mind Qf Dr. Tweed. 

THE COURT: That is perfectly true,. 

He is not talking about the Brown letter. He 

is talking about the toot:Li:cony of Miss. Xrenwinkel,  

MR. UNARM I under4tand. But your honor has fore* 

closed. us from using the letter. 

THE. COURT: The objettion 	over, tmled. 

i<ANAREIc: May I approach the bench then? 

rah,' COURT: o, you  may not. 

. 1.2 • •BUOLIOSI: sinee this:  is the penalty trial and 

not.  he :salt trial, I am going to leave., ladies -and 

gentlemen., 'the hopelessly futile and rLdiculous effort 

of the three female defendants-  and the defense witnesses 

to,t4ke it lack like Manson wasn't Involved in these. :' 
. 	. 

murders,, 'mid I am gang to address myself now tO the lame 

at hand; namely, 'whether these four :defendants de-served 

life imPriSonment. or the :death penalty. 

Messrs. Kanarek, Shinn, Fitzgerald -and-Keith 

all. argued that you shbuld give their respective Clients 

imprioonmnt. 

You know- la4Les and genitleinen, for incredibly 

1...i.orrendous murders like this.„. the death penalty should be 

•absolutely automatic. Ivor v7 hat these-  defendants did,, life 

imprisonment is a joke, 

Maxwell Keith, duri-ng. his argument to yo.u.0. 

4 
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gs 

24 

25 

, 26 

during the guilt trial,. said that people were tailing tiles* 

murd-e-ri the trio*, -of the century. 

You remember that. And- then he started to 

re fleet back-. Re paused for five or tea seconds. Then he 

said,. "My -God, it isrot.'t 

Re -wanted to think, Of some other murders*  big 

he didn't come up with some other murders. 

lie said; -What about the first and second 

World Warn 
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These weren't typical murders, ladies and 
1, 

gentlemen,: :This was a oneu!sided war where unspeakable-

atrocities were committed, 

The Attorney'Veneral of this State, EVeIle-

Younger, who undoubtedly, in his long years of law enforce-

went, has literally heard of timusands of murders, testified 

on that 'witness stand that •" -hese murders were one of the 

S .; 	 bigridiegelp 'Cost brutal crimes ever perpetrated." 

9 	 That swans not just here in Loa-,Angeles,. 

but at any time,. anywhere. 

If all of these defendants don't receive the 

death penalty, as I Stddlii my opening argument,. the typical 
12 

first degree murderer 4osorltos -ten -days in the County .Jail. 

I would assume that all of you feel the sew •

way about these murders alt. X -do. lioweveroin the event 

that -one -or more of you, for some particular reason.: hive 

some doubt whether all of these.  defendants deserve the 

death. penalty, I Will addietsmYself to the zirguweritS made 

by the defense a ttorney-S. 

Mr. Shinn argued that ,the -District Attorney4 s 

office .should not be seeking the death penalty against 

Susan Atkins because-,of the -agreement her attorney,. Richard 

21 Caballero, had with our office,. 

24 	 - In the first place., ladies and gentlemen, -at 

`you know. you, have to fOloW the law as given to you by 

.judge Older* You ..have to foilow his law, whatever he „gives 
25 

  

yr 
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you. 

3udge .Older will specifically -instruct you that 

whether or not Susan-Atkins performedher part Of the :agree= 

w4at 3snot an issue that must be determined by yo t  

In fact, the very parties to that agreement 

agreed — :and this was testimony now that I as talking 

about 4.  the very parties to that agreement _agreed that 

,they,. and they alone, would determine whether or not. Susan 

.Atkins ,has lived up. to the agreementi 

' 	Dick Caballero testified that it: was his under* 

standing that hey  Caruso and the District Attorney:i ll office 

would make that determination. 

Evelle younger testified that the District 

:•Attorneyt i .office alone would make that*. determination. 

Here is,  the instruction that Judge Older is 

'going to give your • 

"Evidence has 'been received that on 

agreement was reached between Susan Atkins and her 

. attorney Richard •Caballere on the one hand, and the 

District Attorney. of Loa Angeles County on the-

other hand regarding under what. -conditions the 

District Attorney would or would not seek the 

death penalty against Susan Atkins and of the 

.circumstances surrounding the agreement.° 

Now, here is the crucial paragraph. This is 

an: instruction that Judge :Older.  will ,givo yon; 

 

   

 

2. 
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"Whether or not the agreeient was'.  

performed is not a question -Which must be determined 

-by the jury. The jury. is not bound by any agreement 

between, -a defendant and his -Counsel and the District 

Attorney since the decision as to- penalty is ,solely 

.fOr the determination of the jury." 

Then Judge Older %gill go- on to nay; 

"You may, however.;  consider the -evidence 

pertaining to the Agreement and ell of the surround,  

ing -circumstances in arriving at your verdict-:4  

In other words.,- the issue of whether -or nOt 

Susan Atkins performed that agreement to not something, that 

mutt- be determined by you. You er.e vitt -bound by :lt. 

• Setondlyl  ladies and gentleffien., Susan Atkins 

did not live up to the -agreement. 

Richard -Caballero testified that before -the 

agreement; and before the -Grand .Jury,. he testified that t 

told hitt that Susan Atkins had to tell the complete truth, 

Not just the Muth, -but the complete truth. 

This ta -Cabalietio's testimony now, 

9 

10 

xx 

22 

43,  

.24 

.25 

25 
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i• 

- 
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15 
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Mr. Younger •testified that at the 	of the 

agreement he told Mr. tarns° and Mr.t caballero that Suilitn, 
2 

Atkins :had to tell. the truth, the whole truth and nothing 

but the truth. 

Mr. Younger is familiar with those words because 

'he was formerly a Los Angeles County- Superior Court .Judge.. 

Mr. Caballero also testified that after the 

Grand Jury, shortly after, I told him that' although She 

testified ,substantiaIlY td.the truth Tat the Grand jtmy, she 

_did not teIl_ the complete 

And she didet. 

Now,' -here is why she did not tell the truth. 

She told Roni Howard and Virginia- Graham that- 

she stabbed and/or killed Sharon Tate. 	fact, she even 

testified and admitted from that witness stand that _she 

stabbed Sharon Tate to death. 

At the Grand Jury, ladies and gentlemen, she 

denied stabbing -Sharon Tate to death. 

now, there is no way for us: to kikOw/  o-f course, 

-whether she :did, ira fiCts  -do it. We weren't there".. But 

certainly; inasmuch as she-  told Roni Howard and Virginia 

-Grahark, in• the priiiacy of the, jail -cell 	it turned out 

not to be too private for Sadie; but at least her state of 

mind was ,private 	if she admitted that to the*, the 

eivincO• are-, the -extreMe,likelih.Ood is„ that she did stab 

Sharon Tate to cle4ttl. 
26 
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And, of -course, she 'a-dmitted it on the 'witness 

stand,  

• 
• 

In. the (rand Jury, she -denied it. 

When I interviewed her the night before her 

Grand slimy testimony on December the' 4th„ L969, she told se 

that she stabbed Voityck Fryiowski four or five times. 

At the Grand Jury, she •dented stabling Voityck 

rrykowski. . . 

• !fowl  her moat seriousr•departure 	and this is - 

the thi,rd point t named two points already -- her most 

serious departure frost the, truth was this, and i think this 

is the -meta reason, coupled with the other two reasons, but 

I think this is the main reason why she -certainly cannot,  

be considered to have 	the complete truth at the 'Grand 

Jury. At the Grand Jury she .testified -that after 'Charles 

Manson! gave Linda Kasabian the walIet..and told- Linda to 

hide ;the. wallet in the g-as station, she testified.  that trana0T.4 

she*  Linda and Steve .Grogan went directly back to Spain. 

Ranch. 

4. 

• 5 

7r 

 8 

.s 

io 

t 

• 12 

15. 

17 

18• 

And it wasn't a question, ladies and gentleman-

of the issue not arising, because I asked her, and =that 

came out in the evidence, I said:. "What did you do next?" 

And she said! II, dozed Off or -something, and we. 

went back to Spahr Ranch," 

So, she was given an opportunity to. answer that 

question: She comPletel7 omitted any reference to- the 

.20. 

21.  

22.  

24; 

26 
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Venice incident in which -Charles Mandon ordered her, Linda 

KaSabian. end Steve Grogan to murder that other ma. , 

3• 

	

	 liarel 54 the 'world can. Susan Atkins be -deemed tO 

have told the complete-  truth when She completely left out 

.5, an entiie incident in. w4iCh"Mansdn, ,on. the night of the La 

5 Bianca mur-ders,' ordered another murder., 

7 

	

	 Of coUrtie, .1 didn't -find out about this until 

severe-I:months later vb,.en. I nterviewed Linda Kasabian„. 1 

.9 didn't have-any way of kiiciwing, when. I spoke to Sadie., about 

10 this Venice incident. I found out about that several months- 

xx 	when I spoke to 

sow, we know the Venice incident occurred because  

13 Sadie confessed to it, admitted. Ott. on the witness stand:. But., 

i4. Qf courtel  she substituted Linda Kasabian. for Charles 

Now„ although Susan Atkins did- testify substan.,  

tially to. the truth, she did not tell the complete truth, 

xx; lir. Shinn argues that Mr. Stovite memorandum 

xa just says.. that Susan Atkins had to testify truthfully at 

16: the Grand. JUry and -does -not use the words f'completely 

20: ttlithflaty.4t  

Well, No. 1, that memorandum is not the agree-

ment. The agreement is an oral agreement. "That ;memorandum 

is simply a recapitulation on Mr. StOVita part of his 

recollection of what the agreement was.. 

-And as I have indicated, Caballero admitted 

the witness -stand that I told him that Susan had to tell 

21 

F • 	22 

24.  

25.  

-26 
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the complete truth. He admitted that. 

Alk 	 And younger told Caballero- and Caruso It  
▪ • 	 truth, the whole truth and nothing but the' truth." 

4- 	 But even if I hadn't told caballero this, and 

5 even if Mr. Younger lad not told Caballero and Ceruso 

still it wouldn't have, made any difference, because the -word 

''tTOttlfttill means the complete truth.. The word "trutbfa" 

.8 does not mean substantially true It steams the whole truth. 

a 	 certainly 	Shinn . ,cannot be asking yoU, to 

A believe that the District. Attorney's office,: in essence, 

ix told .Sadie; 

Sa4lie; we .d.on't care if you lte here and there 
13 at the--Grand Jury as long as you .  tell the truth for the 

i4• Most part. 

16. 	 I hope he s not suggesting that that was our 

- 16 state of -nand 

She had to tell the complete truth. She ad 

tot. She breeehed•the' agreement. Therefore,. we have -the 

19, right to seek the death penalty against her. 

20 	 Incidentally, if Mr,. Shinn responds to go w# ,of 

2i the points I have Just spoken about concerning the agreetent„ 

22 ' X would like to have him answer these two questions. 

23 	 4-11 right, kir. Shinn? 

24 	ViEt• SHINN: Sure. 

25 	 MR. SUGLIOSIt You don 't take shorthand, do you? 

26, • 	 PITZGERALD: X object. to the inter se ,c02mSent. 
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.They .are -itiprope l  and counsel 'knows it, your Honor), 

NEC, '131.1GLIOSI: Ring can Hr.* Shinn "-*- and 1: rd like to.  

have. hitt answer these .to. :questions 	how -can Mr. Shinn, 

ask the `District. Attorney to live -4 to-  an; agreeikent with  

his'' client4 Susan Atkins, when Snion,Atkins 

fied on: the.  witness stand that she broke the agreenexit? 

When. she testified cm that witness stand that she lied `at 

the 'prowl :Jury? When she testified that be broke that-
,agreeetentt 

..3; would like to„have Rr. Shinn answer how be 

can ask the District. Attorney to ,lite up to an. AgrOgielit 

that his: tfwn.4ient testified .she broke. 

The second question. 

There was saputatiOn at the very end' of tai 

trial..that on, May the 	1970, itt,§hinn prepared 

:Aeciaration by Susan Atkins. which Susan Atkins signedAnd 

. which gr. Shinn filed with this coUrti. 

"This''declaration reads in part' -a. it iS signed 

by her here is her signature, °Susan Atkins,' s:Thig 

part o the .declarations 

"That after the rand jury hearlita* 	"— 
referring to herself .-4-',"intormed iay attorney that 

everything1 said at the-,Grand ;I:arYfheatiog 
. - 

 

incorrect and that X wanted to retract my ttatemetitIG 

but my attorney, 144bard cabal:Iero, 	nOt take .the , 

lumessaty steps to do this... 

2 

1  

4. 

• 5. 

• 

0 

:18 

34 

28 
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"That .subsequent to the Grand jury 

hearing., a Times reporter, whose name I was 

informed. and belie' e to be Jerry Cohen,-  and 

.stenotype operator., was present'-with my attorney 

at Sybil Ilrand Institute for Women, and at that 

tithe I told them that my statements at the !Or.aild 

'Jury hearing were not true., and insisted that they 

be retracted, but my attorney failed to do so..'" 

Now, I asks Mr. Shinn, if he feels that his 

client teL 	truthfully at the Grand Jury, why did he 

him oaf prepares document he is the one that prepared 

the document and filed it with this court -- in which his-

own. -client ft-stifled that she lied at the Grand Jury? 

is the. the  that :prepared that document. 40 

stipUi4ted to it. 

One more point- 

. When Susan Atkins testified for the prosecutiO4 

at the trend Jury,. as Mr. Caballero said -A. and this is 

itip-ortant -- the never lost anything. 

113 
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what :did she lose? the did not' prejudice 

herself in any fashion 'whatsoever. 

,end this is so because our office agreed with 

- 1,1t. Caballero and Mr. -Caruso that at the guilt trial we 

w.ould-not. use Susan Atkins' testimony and confession at 

the Grand Jury against her, 

And we -didn't 	and we 	.during the vitt 

- trial-rwe didni t+ 

• You ladies. and gentlemen of the jury convicted 

Susa4 Atkins of seven counts. -of murder an-d- one count -of 

-conspiracy to commit murder based on evidence which did not 

inciUde Susan Atkins/  teatimonk at the Grand Jury, and her 

confession.. 

*ter testimony at 'the Grand Jury was never even 

-mentioned. It was'never even InentiOned during the guilt 

trial. 

So her testifying Or the prosecution at the 

Grand Jury did not harm herin any fashion. 

Before I go on to other matters., I want to 

make it clear that the argument that !Air. Shinn made, and I 

Must admit the -arguments that 1 have been making about this 

-agreement,. are for the most part -completely irrelevant 

1,eaause judge Older will instruct you, and I reveato  whether 

or not 'the agreement was performed is not a question Which 

must be determined by the Jury. 

The jury is. not bound by any 'agreement bate 

27,782 
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2 

4. 

7 

• .24. 

'24  

4111 
26 

9  

. 10 

- 12' 

13 

14. 

. 10 

16 

.17 

18. 

20 

'a defendant and his -counsel and the District Attorney` 

since the decision as to penalty is solely' for the deter. 

intuition of the jury, 

Mr. Fitzgerald argued if you con* back with 

a verdict 'of death, he analogized this to the Code of 

ilammura.bi, an eye fot an' eye and a tooth, for a tooth.. 

This is not an eye for an eye and a tooth. for 

If it were, for instance, since PatriciiKten—

winkel pattieipated in the murder of seven human beings*  

it Would be an eye for an eye and a tooth, for a tooth,. 

she Would have to be executed and resurrected, and so forth, 

seven times. 

So her life is one-seventh -- ter life is 

One-seventh of what she did. 

Actually all Mr. Fitzgerald is saying, and 

Mr. Keith and all the defense attOrneya, is that they ate 

opposed to the death penalty.. 

Well, that is perfectly all right on their 

part: You folks are not opposed to the death penalty., 

Row do T know this? Well, during voir dire 

many many months .ago, too many 4aceths ago, you said you 

were not opposed to the death penalty. 

lir. Fitzgerald's eye for eye argument can be 

used ip. every death penalty case.' If you return verdicts 

of death, ladies And gentlemen, it is not going to be because 
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- 0 any vengeful eye for eye type of retribution. 

It is going to be because A- Verdict of death 

is the proper verdict under all of the circumstances. .. 

• Hr. Xeith argued: 

°If the death penalty could bring Rosemary 

La Bianca back to life„ then the death penalty 

might be valid,'°' 

• iiro ritagerald said that killing these defendants 

vonid not bring the seven victims back to life. 

If we go into that line of reasoning, ladies. and 

_gentlemen, no, one would ,ever be punished for any cries, 

any crime, since punishing a person. does not remove the fact 

that, the crime was committed. 

In other swards:  don't punish a n for raping 

a Virgin, beceuse the punishment is not going to remove the 

fact - the was rape& 

The punishment is not going to restore her 

virginity, as it were. 

Don't punish a man for arson because the punishi-

vent is not gbing to put.  that building back up. The build.. 

tog is-  still burned down, and so on and so •on. 

You could argue that with every crime, - 

Defense counsel have another opportunity to,  

argue to you, ladies and gentlemen, and they may argue to, 

you. that you. should return verdicts' of life imprisonment 

against the three female defendants because they are vosten. 
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Well., no section in the Penal Code, ladies and 

.gentlemen, exempts Women from- the death penalty. 

In view of the atrocious taurderg :that these 

three. female defendants .coramitted the death penalty is 

'a proper verdict. 

If females' can cospit barbaric -murder's like 

this, ladies and gentlemen, and not receive the .death 

pena/ty -then there should be n new law enacted exeMpting 

women from the death penalty. 

Welt): there is no such law, ladies and gentle-

men, and the likelihood is there never will be such a law. 

But a there ever is, ice# s going to have to be 

enacted by our tepresentativel in the California liegistaa-

titre. 

Mr. Fitzgerald may argue to, you, I don't know 

whether he will Or not •111.11111e 

RR,: FITZGERALD: Then it is beyond- the scope ot 

azzument -and I 1411 object on those grounds.. 

Bumixon: I mill go on to another matter, your 

Honor. 

Mr.- Keith argued that Leslie Van Houten was 

only S.  years of age,, ladies and gentlemen, at the time of 

:these -murders.), and he said she was very immature. 

Mr.. Ritzgerald during his argument 

'continually referr.ed.to  these.three' female defendants es 

-children. That. was the tern be used,. -children* 
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1 
	 We11#  in the State oftalifornia ladies and 

gentlemen,- Section 190 SObdivision 1 of the California 

Renal COde.states that if .a killer is. 18 or above .at the 

time 	thelcaltng, the killer, he or she, can be 

sentenced to death4 

If the killer /.6 17 or below the killer cannot 

be-lientenced to death. 

The California Legislature-  -0,  if the California 

0 teaslature wants to Vase the ,minimum age, as it -were, it 

19' is up to theta to, do it; and not anyone else. 

• II; 
	 Leslie Van: Houten is 2/ years of age. 

	

12 
	 Susan Atkine.te 22  yeers of WO. 

	

- 13 
	 2atrioia Krenwitkel is 23.' 

	

14 
	 They are adults by any,  standard, and-completely 

15 responsible for their *eta. 

• 10 

17 • 

19 

20 

22 

23 

26 

26 
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• 

If we 'are going to talk about age, ladies and 

get,. tiemeno_ Steven: 'Parent was only la at the time he was 

brutally cut 'down,. 

One further point., during Voir dire, 'during 

voir dire Mr, S'tovitz and b-oth asked each and everyone . 

of you whether you would be willing. to return. verdict-0 of 

death against these three female defendants despite the 

fact that they were women and ,despite the fact that they.  

were young adulti; and each and everyone of you said that. 

you would be willing tj retUrn verdicts Of death against 

these three &Male defendants, if ydu- telt it was a proper 

case. 

Now., Mr. StdVitZ and I,. ladies and gentlemen,. 

were not playing games when asked that question, We 

Were very very serious-.. . 

. And I am confident, that vhen you answered Our : 

questions you were not playing gatt41es; you were very serious. 

And I •aai.if . these three female defendants-.  

don't deserve.  the death p.enalty, no. female ever would.' 

Noreolier,  I  the .argument about bringing the Seven 

victims beCk to life; that this .will not be accomplished 

by a death penalty ver-dict. 

That argument could be made in every death 

penalty vase. If one were to buy that. argument, the death 

penalty would never be imposed. 

Mr. (anarek said if you returned verdicts of 

.1/a441 	1. 
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7,  
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• .2 

 

• 
-death-against these 'defendants you would be committing' 

warder. 

   

Impthei time he said the prosecution is asking 

   

   

4? 

14 

 

you to deliberately ci x - these de. endants. 

sow, this is an. old, 'hackneyed defense avow 

inept made tit death penalty cases- designed to -browbeat you 

out of returning a verdict of -death 

Of course,. -to categorise- a jury, ladies and 

gentlemen, as killers or -anything` remotely .akin thereto, 

not' Only is ridiculous but. it*Ilf very -very unfair; very 

AltItaf4r, 

If you POsite hack.  With a verdict -of death, 

'ladies and gentlemen., ihese -defendant by their'ineredible 

savage-  'conduct can -on-1 blame themselves., not you.: 

tour verdict 'will be. based on what they. 

• not on 'what they did not. do. 

Itanarek 	said words to the effect that ! 

I Vent the, death .penalty i He 	not woe -me by name, but 

' he i-s- tilking.about-  the _prosecution, and that La ayseif and: 

my partners- here., want .the -death penOty 40.1 can- '.get 

gold, star from -my Office for getting Manson. 

Mr. Pitzgerald said 'that I ,repritent death en 

he. repreaents 

In ether words, .I -am, 'the heav34' 

 

:2? 

 

 

  

. All Of it suddenI am, the heavy 

Seven peOple.- are murdered but the prpaeattOr it 
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the heavy!. Re suborns perjury and he represents death! 

Now, how about that? By saying that you folks 

will be anirdererti if you come -back with a verdict of death, 

by saying that we are trying to get some -type of a gold star 

or a medal 	i forget 'what he said 	frost our superior/4, 

in effect 10-, Kanarek is trying to personalize this ease 

by slaking. it a tonfroatations  .as. it were, between the 

prosecution -and yon folks -on one band and the defendants 

on the other hand. 

Before you folks were selected as jurors on 

this-  ca$0. you neverkne4 of that or probably even heard 

of these defendants-. 

You did not ask to be jurors on this case,' you 

vete seieted. 

• The same is true of myself, 

I did not ask to be' a prosecutor on this cases 

I was assigned. 

If I had not been assigned to handle this case, 

some other Deputy District .kttorney would be assigned and 

he would be standing in front of you right now the. way I 

am. 

There are enough,  in our office., 450.. If you 

follcs had notbeen selected an this case, 12 other jurors. 

would in seated where. you are right UDW, 

anyorie thinks / am deriving pleasure out 

.of standing up-  here •iti - front of 'you and asking for the death 
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penalty,. they are wrong, 

There is 
nn. 

 pleasure in stuff like this, and 

if anyone thinks you folks are -enjoying what you do, 

think I can speak for you and tell them they also have 

another thought eotaing. 

So, please, please don't be swayed in the 

least by Mr.: Kanetrek's totally improper argument,. that if 

you 'return verdicts of death you will be killers. 

As the jury in this case you are simply a.very 

- important instrument in the over,a1I machinery of the 

atiministration of justice, 

No sensible, rational person can have anything 

but the very highest esteem and regard for you 12 people 

for having assumed the groat responsibility that you have. 

deep this in mind;" ladies and gentlemen, there 

are two primary authorities in life, religious and legal# 

In the religtOus realm, even the Bible, authorize 

  

the death- penalty for one who has slain another. 

 

  

And-in-the legal ground the California Legislature 

20 

24 

 25- 

"26 

 

authorized-the death penalty As an alternative font of 

punithment in a'capitel ease. 

If Mr. Kanarek says you folks will be.murderers 

if you. -do something--you-  have a right to. do, not only under 

the Bible but under California -statutory law -- now, true, 

true,' there is language in the Bible -* 

'There i$ language in the Bible, the Itifth 
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1 
Coroaadolent tf the Tea Cotiotan-dments that God -deli:ye:41W to 

tioset_at Mount Sinaii,,the Fifth CotoFindment said 

"Thou, shalt not 

But a very cursory veview of throlOgy, in the 

lioly Scriptures Shows-  that 'by the language "'Thou , shalt 

6 
not k ii" bur BibliCal scholars have interpreted that 

language to.piean "Thou shalt not molt murder."' 

8  

15' 

16. 

17 

18 

19 

- 

•22 

23 

24 

'23 
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for instance, the council of Trent proclaimed: 

"The magistrate, who• condemn people. to 

death are not -only not guilty of tuurdert  but 

eminently obey the fifth Commandment which "prohibits 

murder." 

In other words, if you are concerned about 

this, the Fifth COsmandment prohibits killing -a fellow 

human being in the first .instance., i.e,d it prohibits 

murder.. 

It certainly does not prohibit the death 

penalty for those who have already violated the Fifth 

Commandment. 

- To the contrary, the Bible speciatalUyand 

expressly Sanctions the death penalty for those who 

already -have broken the Fifth pganandment. 

The fifth Commandment. in the Bible, and geed 

this to you because I am sure many of you have very deeply 

rooted religious backgrowids., 00 matter how Koch you- know 

-*bout relision and there could be passages in the bible 

that you are certainly unaware of.' 

The Fifth Commandment in the Bible is the Book 

-of Exodus, Chapter 20-  Verse' l says "Thou shalt not kilt.," 

The very next page, same :Book of Exodus., the 

very next page, cbapter 	Verse 

°Whoever atrikea a Van a mortal blow must 

be putt to. death." 

17b 1 
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26 

Verse 14; 

"when man king another, after 

scheming to 4o,  so, you must take 

• him -even from an altar and put Kim to death." 

And in the book of :Genesis and trt the Book of 

Leviticus, chapter 9, Y-erse -6 of tenests,. Chapter 44. 

Verse 17 of Leviticus they also sanction the death Tensity. 

. 	Even the New Testament, _although not dwelling 

on the death penalty as much as the Old Testament, speaks 

of the propriety of the death penalty. 

One further point and I will,pass 

The New- English Bible, dated 1970, Book of 

Elcodiis, Chapter 204  Verse 13-4' 

"Thou shalt-not vomit murder." 

The word "kill, is no longer in this new Bible. 

- So . doart let -defense  attorney/5 ;frighten you 

out a returning verdicts .o death .out of the rationale 

that you ill be violating' the Bay Scriptures. 

With respect to the testimony of a psychiatrist 

in. this cast; ladies ,and,gentlemen, X make a few prellminary 

Observations. 

-No-. 1, psychiatrists .of course are witnesses 

like -anyone else and the'refor e you have the - right to accept 

or -disregard all or ar portion :of their testimony. 
. 	- 	• 

25 
	

No. 2, keep in mind that the opinions .4.3 

psychiatrists are medical -opinions not legal opinions ,- 
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:that you 12  ladies ands gentlemen of. the. jury are, the ultimate 

-triers a the .fact, • not; the. psychiatrista, 

.tlowo.  I have not meant to imply by anytirtre that 

have just. said that 3: :am .demeaning or 'deprecating the 

' c-onciusioxis testified to by the four:pSychiatrists: duty 

`the penalty trialo. because- by and large I agree.; by .:and 

large 3; agree with the .conclusions testified to by the 

four-Viycliatritta' in this caoei with respect to. theSe 

"three .female tiefetidantt. 

Mr, Keith. said this,. and:Ve are talking now 

at .the fact 'that these three female defendants .are 

	

crazy 1.:11' the ,eies 	of, -course- 	a lot of people* 

.Keith said that "iterhaps the very savagery,. 

.the very .4uentity of bloodletting should be a mitigating 

	

:These 	had to be mad axed. ii *a Or 40 

• -04 

18' • 	 Mr. Fitzgerald said that these defendants had 

xs to be -crazy. and out of their minds to- do this-, or wor4a 

-0F 	tba. -efficti„ 

Now, 	Fitzgerald and Mr. Keith seem to be 

• 22 	 they seem -to-be implying vit:thourt directly stating 

- 23: it, that if these murders had not been as savage and 

bizarre as they-  were, perhaps the death penalty would be 

pr apeL., 

 

26 But since their clients did commit• extremely 

2 

3,  

io 

11,  

13 
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saw., bizarre -warders*  they should` only xeceive life 

imprisoament on the vatiollale that they.04at hive beeft 

Q their 'minds to do Vain they did. 

- .x other words, their clients deserve some 

type-  of .creditt  .8-3 it Frei' some type of credit for 

committing these incredibly.fsavage brutal murders; • 

They are. not say 	that, but this is the 

final tittit14 	-what they are saying-. 

In other %fordo, prospective murderer s ,should 

be told 41171ft't stab your victim.just once or twice-, the 

Qr you stab. your victim the more vicious you ate,,:' the 

more heinous the murclerc  the better chance you have or 

.getting lif itspriso:nmerit..” 
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This seems to 1;,e what they are saying. - 

Are they or are they not -saying that? 

- Now, without Oing into. detail on the f01414  

defenSe psychiatristareyaluation of the' mental state of 

these three female defendants, basioalIy, fundamentally 

the aValuation az,t0 all three female defendants was 

virtually the Same. 

They all have personality disOrders, and they are 

all mentally iii, 

- That is basically what the testimony of the 

psychiatrists waa in 'this 

Well, of course they have &personality disOrder. 

Their personality ia so warped that they like to kill.  ' 

hnman, beings. 

. Arkfar as mentally ill is cOnderned, so.'whatt 

Its rather-common 14now1edge that everyone is Mentally ill 

to some degree or other. 

Some people add, by way of footnote, "particular 

pSychiatrists.' 
..• 	 . 	I am not, going to add that because the paychia 

trista in this case Seem. to be 'Very sensible)  rational ,. 

men, 

But it iscommon knoWledge„ everyone has some 

.type of mental illness,. come type of neurosis, so even 

assuming, ladies andaentlenen„ that the payChiatriste 

evaluation of the three female defendants in this. case is 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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correct, let "us assume that. Those conclusions and 

2 
	evaluations to no way justify life imprisonment as.opposed 

3 • 
	to the -death penalty). 

X am assunine that what their say is Correct. 

:Personality disorders and netts,' Illnesses mean 

nothing. In fact3-X think Mr, VizgeraId quoted Victor 

gufg.(5 saying that Murder is serer type of.  disease>, the 

.8 
	Implication being that eV'eryone who 'commits nqr4erl  and 

I heard this and I believe it is commonly believed., that 

everyone Who GO its murder IS mentally ill and saftering 

it 
	trot some type of personality disorder, 

12 
	 an not tallan abOut killing, now)  IIULTIMPt 

131 
	talking. about self-defense or war. 

14 
	 I am ta)Jd.ri about Murder,. 

10 
	 But this In no way juOifies life inpriSonment, 

16 
	ladies And gentlemen, 

17, 
	 It 	since all murderers are conimon4 

18 
	believed to be mentally ill and suffering fron sate type 

10 
	ofd personality distrder, by definition the death penalty 

moUld Aever De‘lvosea. 

'21 
	 'dal tell you- what 44es -moan something)  

ladies and "gentlemen„ I will tell ydu what does neat 

23 
	something. = InktatitY Or diminished capacity. 

24 - 
	 -(Th the Court) Would this be a. converliebt 

ts • time? 
	

• 

gt: 
	TBE 4OURT: Very well. 
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, 1 	 EANARRA: Tour honor„ nay we approach the bench 

	

. 2 	very briefly? 

THE .00URT; Very well, 

	

4 	 (The 	proceedings were nau at the 

bend 	of the hearink; of the Juryl) 

MTh KANAMEA I 4u5t Imnt the record to reveal that 

in view iof the actions, of the District Attorney's Office, 

I gather lore sPecirically 	Bucliosi and 4 	y, I 

	

9 	do agree -- I am rorced t z agree an balance that 

	

za 	that your Donor should Sequester the jury 

	

11 	 TEX cattT: 	am going to! 

	

12 	 .g1t4 KANAnEt But I ju-at 'ant the record to reveal --. 

TAU 003= There'it nothing t o Join in. 	.am, going 
.1-- 

te. do it. 

;4114.1QUAREK: I want the recerd to reveal I =doing, 

this pray because :your honor has not allote4,the hearings 

that- we requested,'.the evidentiary hearing and yourenor,-  

has not granted -a attria. 

I. don't want thin record ,- it is like the 

hornz or a. .ailemma kind of thing, your Honor, 40boon's 

choice. 

14E4 FITZ0ERALDt What is the pry going to be told 

About- -why they are being sequestered. 

'NE COM: They are not- going to-bo told anything.* 

Anyway,. they will be, sequestered either today 

or tomorrow.: 
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12 

14- 

15 ' 

16- 

17 • 

,,79 9  

Are c u suizestityg they te-• told .sbmething? - 

1*,...VIT.464nALB.1 T 	I did, not .know what 'you were .  

going .tc),  te_li theta. I aux sure they are, .going tQ ba 

inquisitive 44Out.it inasmuch as they Are not deliberatin$* 

001T/357; I...assurne that since they brought -their.  

thins., and we 4uessed.wrong ,a1)oUt the. 'conclug) ion. Of the .• 

todayo' that rather than .go hone .and bring them, 

tack, toraorr.pw it would -i)e ,44./st, atreasi 	start ton1,44,4 
. 	•ZATTAITEK:. With respect :to that; cannot agree with. 

•. the 0Ourtl. X think the ,hors wial most derinitely mate 

- Some inferences 4 	• 
, 	. 	. 

0Q05,-; - All -right,. lie -dislkgree. 

• UR,. oriarzoszt, 1 tut*. 1 i finish tomorrow around. 

104.30,4 

rm. 1311c4,X9SZt 	-oututot tilini4 of awthing. 
. 	'1111E  CO '472 	right:.'-.:010hir . 	- 

ht- 	prOceedings were had in open 

court in,. the presence 4r74 hit'arille gig' the Ivry i) 

, 	own: Ladue and gent1emen.4  X had hoped that tune 

. trial -wOuld, be Concluded today, that- itt  the- arguments 

, and the inistruqioris...- 

, wort14nateli as. you Can see we are not Cori,-

Oluditkg today but nevertbeleSs X aitf.going to order that-

the ,11ity b seq-uestered. 

know you bzoueat your things, 'This 14,12, give 

You an opportunity to get :too a- hotel and get settled 
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2: 

3 

4.  

:6 - 

• 

cloy:  

In any. eient, in all:prObabiility it will: not 

he more.thgn -,oxle ettra night, 

itimember the admonttion,.., Do not converse with 

anyone or form or -exPres3 au opinion rez,far_ding penalty 

Until that izsue 	finally submitted to you, 

The -Court Will adlourn until .9 : 00 olelocit to orrp  

4.7 

-10 

la. 

20. 

morning. 

The clerk 'Will swear..t'he bailiffs* 

'ME 0141%1 Will all baill-ffs• piease come fortiardl., 
77 

raise Jour right arra to' 	sworn., 

You and each- or• you do S•olemnly- swear thz_it yo4 

will take charge of the 4-ury .and keep them together Until 

otheziwIse ordered by 'the. court... 

.r.4:ihat you 	speak to them yourSelf ntir  

allow .anyone else to speak IN. them on any Anatters.  connected 

With the•.cause. except upon fitrd_e-r Qt the -court.. 

And when. they 'have asreed upon a verdict. you, . „ 
will. return them into.  the courtrotrinl :so help,  you CiodV 

r.aig B.:n.141.1%31 ' 	do.„ 

pLZ414.: "Further, you and -each ,of yo-U., do solemnly 

Swear that .you will take Charge of-  th-e alternate „aurora 

'and keep they apart trOm.the...441ry while they are . 

deliberating on the" cause. until Otherwise 'ordered by the 
. 	. 	• 

Court *  SO help you Ood',2 . 

• TEE BAILIFFS-zI do-,• • 
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24 

27 801' 
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3 

4 

is  

Y. 

12 

' 	.13 

15. 

13 

17 

18 

19' 

' 

21 

22. ' 

THE COURT: 9:00 o'clock towrrow more..  

(Whereupon,. an ad4ournment was takeil to 

reconvene at 9:00 	Wedftesday0  rAarob 240  1971.) 

-.•••-•,•Awo- 
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